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DR. Ε. B. KGËD.
Clairvoyant nod Botanic Phreicinu, UledichI Kooium 594 Congress cit., Portland. Me.
Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all a ses that are aiven up as incurable by
the allopathic and homœpathic
physicians. I will
take their case to treat and cure them. I iind aoout
four fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured.
Examination at a distance by
with their
full name and place of residence letter,
and one 2 cent
stamp and $2.00, Examination second sight and
toniultation free.
Office honn* 9 a. in. to 9 p. m.
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BY AUCTION.
shall sell on SATURDAY,
April

m., at
Horse &
a.

(

PORTLAND,

18, ftt 10.30

Carriage Mari, Plum St.,
Two Piano Box Top Buggiee, very
light and stylish,
aide bar,bung on Hamlin & Brewster
Springs; will
be sold to close consignment.
One New Phaeton.
··

"

"

Stauding Top.

Lot of 2d-hand Top and Open
Buggies.
10 New Harnesses.
F. O. BAILLV Ac CO., Auctioneers.
aplO
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Island,...
Boston, Mass...

may 13

ARETAS
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SHÏJRTLEFF,

NO. 194 JI1DDLE HTBEET, Portland.
January 1.1884.
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SMOKk

80.20

30.10
Mt. Washington
30. V 3
Portland, Me.,...! 30.20
Ν.
Y.
30.28
Albany,
New York, Ν. Y.. 30.23
Philadelphia
30.1*
Vi aehingtoa, D, C. 30.23
30.03
Charleston.9„.
Jacksonville, Fla. 29.94
Savannah. Ga
30.03
Cincinnati, Ohio.. 29.84
Ν.
Y....
20
Buffalo,
30.22
Alpena, Mich
Ills
29.96
Chicago,
Du luth, Minn
30.20
Marquette, Mich,. 30.215
Milwaukee, Wis.. 30.03
St. Louis. Mo.
29.97
St. Paul, Minn.... 130.09
I 30.06
Omaha, Nebr
Bismarck, Dak. 30.00
...

[30

35
35
38
50
44
44
40

...

Positively

the best F1YE CENT
CIGAR on the market, made from
selected stock, with no flavoring
except the natural flavor imparted
me
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EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT

complete

a

and carefully selected stock of

ladies', Misses' an^Children's Outside
Spring Garments, at low Prices.

492 & 494 CONGRESS STREET.
»pl6

dtf

585 AND 587 C0N6BLSS STREET,
aprl7

A

Lt Bain

soltened.

BOX

wifl kill
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DOVER.

The Piscataquis county commissioners have
decided on the improvements which they will
make or their court house this spriug. An
addition will be mada to the rear of the house,
the walls oi the building will bo raised, and a
new slated rooi
The entire interior
put on.
μ

10
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EPPS'S COCOA.
"By a thorough knowledge of the Datural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition and by a careful application of the line properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Eppg has provided
our breakfast tables with a delicatelv flavored beverage wlmh may save us many heavy doctor's bills.
It is by th judicious use of such articles of diet
that a constitution may bo gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us
ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may cscape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves
well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame."-- Civil Service Gazette.*'
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
I ill; Q ΓΟΡΟ Ç, Pfl
Homoeopathic Chemists,

Jf.miO

Some rare bargains siill remain.
Tuning and repairing to order.

Frw HL eiocfe, PORTLAND.

L' 10 α UU.,

mar7

KIEL'S REBELLION.
General Feeling

CHAS. aOIALO & CO.,
Queen

Street

Ϊ,ΟΝΙΙΟΝ Ε. e., ENGLAND,
Will be tdiid to receive consignments of
Apples Tor sale in England.
Cash advances made if required.
Write for Catalogues aud market re-

ports.
mciil7

02m

IF YOU ONTEMPMTE
iLife

Insurance,

be sure te look into System and Advantages of the Endowments and live
year distribution plan of the old

Mutual Life insurance ϋο„
OF

«Iff V'OUK.

$101,000,000.

ASSETS,
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JLondon, England.
biuaiwly

cerning Gen. Middleton's Fate.

Apples, Apples, Apples

a

Deserter From Kiel's

Force

Has to Say
Chicago, April 16.—The Daily News's Winuipeg
special says: Today lias been one of suspense, as it
was known that Gen.
Middleton would [reach
Ciark's C'rosssiug some time this afternoon, and not
a day lias passed since ho began liis march without
But up to a late
news being received from him.
hour tonight nothing has been received from hira,
ana there is a general feeling of anxiety about his
f >te. Middleton himself expected a collision today
or

tomorrow.

Δ special f om Qu'Appelle says : Nerbet Welsh,a
wealthy half breed in Qu'Appelle valley, arrived today from the rebel camp, claiming to have deserted.
He assorts that Middteton is running in peaceful
quarters at Batouche, and Kiel, by evading him,
will come down to Touchwood and seize the supplies there, and go on to. Fort Qu'Appelle with two
tiold pieces, which he has. Welsh eays Middleton's
scout» ar* not worth anything.
They never sight

anything,

whereas the half breeds' scouts

are con-

stantly within range of the government Ecouts.
Kiel has every hope of starving the troops, but by
cutting off the supplies. The fact of the rebels
crossing to the east side of the south branch in
force, according to other reports, together with
Welsh's opinion of our scouts, gives his account the
appearance of being reliable. According to Welsh,
Kiel says he will ruie or perish; will be king or die.
Welsh says: Kiel also claims to have the promise
of aid from Fenians and Irish Nationalists, and
Bay6 he is acting under divine instructions.

;the trunk mystery.

aprl

Auckland, with the request that ho be arimmediately on his arrival there. The head

consul at

â

C.

£1.

jLA !Ι80Λί,

Dealer in and Agent for

OOXiUMBIA

and all the Leading American and English Bicycles and Tricycles.
A few good Second Hand Machines in stock.
Sic.

Also

Bicycle Sundries,

*01 Tli.l.U

ap3

St. Louis, April 17.—Chief of Police Harrigan
has telegraphed an exact description of Maxwell
the supposed murderer of Preller, to the America

J

si.J

Portland,

IfjSc.
d&w3m

rested

waiter in the Southern Hotel dining room at St.
Louis has positively identified the body at the
morgue as that of Preller.

GENERAL NEWS.
Total failures fofcthe week in the United States
and Canada number 222, as against 212 last week.
A 1. rge tenement at the foot of Davidson's Hill
in Quebec, was burned yesterday. Three children
were burned to dealii.

of tbe solemnity of hia

The last night.of the condemned men was
passed as follows, as taken from the detailed
report of the night watch, who visited them
every half hour: At 7 p. m. both called for tbe
night watch to light their pipes. At 8.30 both
were sleeping.
Santore awoke at 1 o'clock
and wanted to smoke; be eaid he had no fear.
At 2.30 he Elept, and at 3 o'clock wanted another smoke.
At 4 30 he was sleeping again,
and at 5.30he relit hie pipe and smoked until
breakfast.
Capone slept from 8 30 until 2

o'clock,

"Last meal; no 'fraid; trust God." He partook
heartily of his bread and ceffee.
Capone ate

nothing for breakfast, and when visited at 7
o'clock by Dr. H. C. Levensaler, the prison
he complained of feeling sick, passing his baud as he spoke over his breaBt. His
pulse was 100. He seemed greatly excited,and
when asked if he knew what was going to ti ke

p'acenodsled his head, smiled wickedly and
said: "Santore die; hang " He still clung to
the belief that he was not to die, but that his
accomplice was the doomed one, and he showed great joy at the thought.
He puffed continually at his pipe and seemed in the most
pleasant frame of mind since ho has been in
the prison.
His eyes have lost none of their
brightness, and they shone from under the
visor of his priion cap with a dangerous look.
Santore was the more excited of the two,and
struck his breast violently, waved his hands in
the air and exclaimed, "No 'fraid; triumph!"
He wrote on the fly leaf of
pointing upward.
a book and passed out for examination this
sentence, "The justice believed an erroneous
and assassin's story."

Everything

was quiet at the prison, the men
at work in the shops, and there was nothbut the presence of visitors and the few

were

ing

final preparations to indicate the approach of
the terrible tragedy.
Their spiritual advisers visited them again

during

the

forqpoon.

The effect of the approach of the execution
upon the rest of the prisoners was very slight.
No mention of the matter was allowed in their
presence.
At ten minute· before 12 o'clock the criminals, accompanied by three priests and two
Italians, who have frequently visited them and
acted as interpreters, were conducted to the
scaffold by the sheriff and his assistants, placed

The amount of freight at Houltou station
awaiting shipment is as follows: 10,000,000
Bhingle·; 4,000 cords of bark; 500 tone οt hay ;
5,000 bushels of potatoes; 2,000 bushels of oats;

upon the drop and their necks encircled by the
ropes.
They were clad in short blouses and
trousers of black alpaca, aud were secured
with cords which fastened their arms and
wrists to their sides.
Santore was somewhat
pale and anxieua looking, but bore himself

K1TTKKY.

with perfect steadiness. Around his left wrist
was nis rosary, where be had
requested the
Δβ soon as ha reached bis
priest to tie it.
place he began to talk, and continued making

Mr. Joseph Jackson of Kittery, is a member
of the Portsmoatb, Ν. H., baud, and has been
in the habit of carrying a revolver when he attends band meetings, and leaving it with his
instrument on returning home.
Thursday afternoon his son found it there, and taking it up
aimed it at his aunt, who was sitting in the
The pistol was loaded,
room, and snapped it.
and the ball went through the lady's cheek.
He did not know it was loaded.
She will re-

seventeen

shillings

nine pence.

BOCKLAND.

School Agent Col eon has completed his canvass and finds 2,227 school children in Bock·
land—exactly the same number as last year.
About three weeks ago, says the CourierGazet'.e, William George of that city received
a back pension of
nearly 51,000. He went
to Newburypori, Mass., and went en a spree,
bud last Friday the authorities returned him
to Rockland. They found $505 on his person.
Friday night George put up at Howell's and
becoming dangerous, Policeman Hewett was
called in, whereupon George struck a vicious
blow at the officer with a rare Etruscan vase,
and was then arrested.
Saturday hi was sent
to tbe insane asylum.
He has long been considered weak in his mind.
SACO.

The county commissioners ate talking of
hiring Saco jail for the accommodation of the
county prisoners. The number of cells at the
Alfred jail are not sufficient to accommodate
tbe large uumber of those sent up from Biddeford and Saoo for simple drunk!·, and tbe expense to the county for each prisoner for
transportation is 51.30. Sbould the Saco jail

only

62 cents.
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load voice,
and
prayers most of the time until the fatal moment.
Several times he exclaimed that he forgave everybody, his words
being translated (or the witnesses by the priest.
Once he said, "I staud in the place of the assassins.
The court has sentenced me, and I

ejaculating short

ula

which too often are presented on such occasions.
A hanging is bad
enough at the best; this one was as little objec-

tionable

as

any on record.

the prison officials and all others concerned breathed more
easily ; for they have not
been free from
about the affair for three
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photographic
grandfather,

copy of a likeness of hie greatCol. Duiamer Sowall.
Oa the
back of the card is the following ske tch of his
life: "Born ia York, Me., Dec. 12, 1737. Enlisted into his Majesty's service ta go on an expedition against Canada, March 27th, 1759.
Married Mary, daughter of Thomas Dunning.
Removed to Long Reach in Georgetown (now
Buston) in 1762. Died April Sth, 1832, aged
91— Five
generations distant from fieury
Sewall, sometime major of Coventry, England.
His ereat-grandfather, Henry, came
from Coventry in the ship Elizabeth and
Dorcasa, Capt. Watt, and lauded in Boston in
1(531. He famished the colonists with English
He wintered
servants, provisions and cattle.
in Ipswich and settled in Newbury, where he
married Jane, eldest daughter of Stephen
Dummer, March 23d, IG&i."
IN GENERAL.

The Star of the East will make her first trip
to the Kennebec for the season next week,
leaving Boston on Tuesday. This is bat one
trip later than last year.
The Winslow Packing Company have arranged to ran their corn factories at Farmingtou, Bridgton, Hiram, Mechanic Falls, Backfield, Canton, Fairfield and Wilton. It is yet
uncertain that the factories at Skowbegan,
North Anson, Oakland and Riverton will ba
ran.
Yarmouth factory will not be operated
and the factory at Raymond has been leased
to the Portland Packing Company. At th«
annual meeting of the Winslow Company on
the 7th the old board of officers was re-elected.
Iu northern Aroostook there is still a large
body of enow. It covers the fences, and in
some places is six feet deep. Though the snow
does not disappear so early in the season in
Arocstook county as it does in other parts of
the Slate, crops are put iu the ground about as
early, for the reason that there i s nut so much
frost In the ground, and as soon as the snow
leaves, planting can be began.
The will of tlie late Gen. Ansun Stager, of Chicago was admitted to probate yesterday. The titate
is valued at taSO.OOJ and is left tu his three surviving daughters In equal proportion·.
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UNFORTUNATE REPUBLIC.
The Disastrous Revolution which
Has Scourged the Isthmus.
A Review of Its

History,

and Some of

CHEN. GRANT.
The

He

Improved Condition
tinues.

Con-

woeks. As one of them remarked,
"Hangings
not always as successful as this one." Possibly he referred to the hideous exhibition oo
this spot ten years ago, the details of which no
one can recall with
complacency. Let us hope
that the three other executions this
year may
be as free from inhumanities.

Qeod Work Done by United States
Officers and Men.

The Hialorr ot Their Crime.

Early in the evening of September 7,1883,
Pasquale Coscla, an Italian laborer employed

tbe Mount Desert extension of the Maine
Central Railroad, was murdered in Burr's

on

wood in

Brewer, tw6 miles from the city of
Banger. The body was discovered early on
the following morning.
A bullet wound was
louofl near the middle of the
uick, another
just behind the right ear, and the lace waa
broken in and horribly mangled,
apparently
having been beaten with a club.
The dead
man's pockets bad been
rifted, leaving no
doubt that the motive lor the crime was rob-

bery.
Shortly after the discovery

of the body circumstances led to the arrest of Carmine Santera and Raffaele Capone, fellow-workmen of
the murdered mau, who were
charged with
the murder.
Immediately after their arrest
eact of the accused, neither of whom could

understand English, signified a desire
a communication.
An interpreter
waa procured, and, through him, each of the
prisoners confessed to having been implicated
in the commission of the crime, and each endeavored to shield himself by charging the
other with having actually committed the
murder.
After a preliminary hearing both

speak

or

to make

committed for trial.
In February, 1884, the accused were indicted
and tried for marder in the Supreme Judicial
Court for Penobscot county.
The accused
were tried separately, Capone being retained
in jail until the trial of Santore was concluded.
The two cases occupied the 19th, 20th and 21st
of. February. The evidence in both cases was
Several ol the Italian laborers
very direct.
testified to having seen the three men, Coscia,
and
Santore
Capone, togethor near tbe scene
of the murder, and to having heard loud talking and pistol shots in the woods that evening.
Human blood was found on Oapoue'a olotbing,
and both men were Identified as having offered a large bill in payment for some
pastry at a
bakery on the morning after the murder.
In
Santore's case the jury were out only 30 minutes when a verdict of gcilty of marder in the
first degree was returned. The jary In Capone's
case waa out an hour and.a
quarter,and returned a similar verdict.
The convicted men were given an
opportunity to make their statement) before sentence
was passed.
Both men availed themselves of
it. The scene waa highly dramatical, each
openly accusing the other of the crime for
which both stood convicted. Santore, in hi3
statement, acknowledged that the pistol used
was hi· own, but said Capone did all the shooting and also used the club. Capone, he asserted, also took the money from the body of the
mnrdefed man. The murder was proposed, he
said, by Capone, but he dissected. He afterward agreed to fire a second shot at
Coscia, if
Capone would fire the first. Instead of shooting at Coscia, however, he asserted that he
fired into the air, hoping to attract attention to
the scene. Capone afterwards returned to the
dying man and fired one Bhot into his face, and
then beat bim over the bead with a club. The
three men were walking along together when
Capone stepped back and fired the first shot
into Coscia's back. After Coscia was
dead,
Capone took tho former's money, amounting to
sixty-five dollars, and gave $30 of it to Santore.
Usntore took the money, because, as he
said,
he was afraid of Capone. The next day, however_he returned the money to Capone.
Capone's story was that he was walking
along with Coscia when Santore came up aud
deliberately shot Coscia dead, also beating him
over the head wich a club. Santore then
placed the pistol to Capone's ear and compelled
bim to take the money from the dead man's
pockets. Then Santore gave Capone 833.
Judge Emery then sentenced them both to
be hanged on tbe first Friday in April, 1885.
Before being taken to jail Santore
completoly
broke down, but Capone waved his bat to the
throng as he left the oonrt house.
After the trial, Capone made many conflicting statements, and considerable sympathy
has been excited in behalf of Santore, but tbe
most careful review of the circumstances
only
the more thsroughly convinced tbe authorities
that both men deserved th« nnniGhmftnt·.
bas been inflicted upon them.
The leading
Catholics of the State, who besought the Governor that the men might be
respited because
the tiay of execution, as first appointed, fell
on Good Friday, were also
so thoroughly convinced of the guilt ol both as to prefer that
the execution should take place even on that
day rather than there should be allowed a possibility o! evading the law by any technicalities arising oat of a deferred execution. There
being no such possibility, the men were respit·»
ed for two weeks, the last mercy which the
law allowed them.
men were

WASHINGTON.
Appointment· by the President.

Washington, April 17·—The President made
the following appointments to-day:
CONSULS OENEBA.L.

James M. Morgan of South Carolina, at Melbourne, Australia.
Jaoob Mueller of Ohio, at Frankfort-on-Maln,
Germany.
CONSULS.

Charles W. Wagner o£ Missouri, at Toronto.
Thomas K. Welsh of Arkansas, at Hamilton.
Francis H. Wlglall of Maryland, at Leeds, England.
Charles Jonas of Wisconsin, at rra*ne, Austria,

Hungary.

Richard Stockton of New Jersey, at Rotterdam.
William Slade of Ohio, at Brussels, Belgium.
J. Harvey Brtdgham of
Louisiana, at Paso del
Notre, Mexico.
William J. Black of Delaware, at Nuremberg,

by name and said "Good bje."
He made the
responses in the religious service in a clear
and distinct voice.
Neither he nor his companion made any confession of guilt; but it ie

OTHKB OFFICIIiS.
W. H. Brinker of Warrenaburg, Mo., to be associate justice of the Supreme Court of New Mexico.
Thomas W. Scott of Virginia, to be marshal for
tho eastern district of Virginia, vice Hughes re-

noticeable that, while hitherto both have been
lou 1 id their protestations ef innocence, this

morning neither claimed this.
Capone's face wore an expression which was
almost a contemptuous smile.
He seemed utterly unconcerned, and acted as if he really
thought that the whole proceeding was merely
an attempt to frighten him into a confession.
He was perfectly silent, except when the prieet
spoke to him, and asked his attention to a portion of
answers

the service of the church; then his
were given in a low tone and an un-

feeling manner.
The men did not
change glances, seeming indifferent

even ex-

to each
other's presence.
While the officers were
fastening their thighs and legs with cords, the
clergymen read the Uommendatio Animai, the
service for the dying.

The sheriff ad justed the

that the
left ears, draw-

nooses so

directly under the
the cords only moderately tight.
The
black caps, or rather bags, were drawn over
the heads of the doomed men and tied with
strings, the little wooden box which had concealed the spting holding the drop in place
knots came

ing

removed, and the sheriff said, "In obedience to the warrant of the Governor, X now
bang you by the necks until you are dead,
dead, dead; and may God have mercy on your
souls!"
He pressed the spring with his foot,

tliû ιίι·Λη fell

an/1

3

ι—

eight feet below, twisting at the ends of the
ropes. Twice with'.n two minâtes there was a
slight drawing up of Capone's knees, bat Sanmoved not a muscle
For eight minâtes
pulse of Santore beat distinctly, at first be.
ing accelerated, and then diminishing in frequency until it ceased altogether.
Capone's
toce
tbt)

pulse

was similarly affected, but continued a
little longer.
At the end of ten minutes no
pupation of lhe heart could be detected in
either of the men, but they were allowed to
bang until twenty minutes had elapsed, when

they

were pronounced dead by the
physicians.
The bodies were then lowered into the coffiae,
the black caps being allowed to remain, concealing the possibly distorted features.
As soon as the hearts had
beating

stopped

Father BoLiface read the De
Catholic service for the dead.

Exlquiis,

Half an hour after the lethal touch on

the
the

spring, the company of thirty-five people who
witnessed the hanging had
dispersed, and the
victime of the legal killing were enclosed in
their coiBus. Death occurred in both cases in-

stantaneously, and it is probable that their
necks were broken by the fall. The rope used
had a circumference of one inch and a half
but this was reduced the
eight of an inch by
the strain to which it was subjected.
Great credit is due to Sheriff Irish for the
successful performance of this legal tragedy.
Twelve o'clook was the time appointed foi the

execution; at
standard time,

one

the

minute

drop fell.

past high noon,
It was secluded

Germany.

signed.

Henry W. Hobson of Denver, Col., to bo lintted
States District Attorney for Colorado, vice A. W.
Brazeo removed.
Francis Whartoa of Pennsylvania, is appointed examiner of claims in the Department
of State.
Change· in the Trcn»ury Department.

Secretary Manning today appointed B.
Frank Abbett of New Jersey chief of division
in the office of the auditor of the Treasury for
the Post Office Department, vice Mr. Wlddicombe of Maryland, resigned by request. The
appointee is a brother of Gqv. Abbett of New
Jersey. Secretary Manning's action in thns
filling the office by appointment from outside instead of by promotion is regarded as important by civil service reformers, eince it is
thought to be an indication of the policy
which the administration will parsae with reference to appointments to fill places of chiefs of
divisions. Efforts have been made, it is said,
to induce the President to amend the civil
service rules so as to include chiefs of divisions
among the officers whose positions are filled by
examination and promotion, but so far without
success.
t;oioreu » in lor* ol tilt'

rri'iidint.

the African Methodist Conference, which has been iu session here, called
upon President Cleveland to pa; their respects
and were received cordially.
The President
was presented with
an address in which his
callers declared their belief that the Democracy of the President was the true Democracy.
The address pledged the administration cordial support for themselves and tor their race.
The President replied fittingly.
Facl* anil Kumoi*.
The court martial proceedings in the case of
Gen. Wm. B. Hazen, were made public today.
The sentence is a reprimand, which is made
by the President. Gen. Hazen will be released from arrest and assume the duties of his

Delegates

to

office.

Phelps, the newly appointed minister to
Great Britain, made his farewell call on the
President to-day, prior to his departure for
England.

President Cleveland to-day issued a proclamation probibiting the entry and settlement upon the 'Oklahoma lands."

NEW YORK.
Complain· of Rude Trcnimcnl.
New York, April 17.—The Titrée Washington
despatch savs: "Mr. Phelps will go abroad as minister of the United States to Great Britain, Mr. Kelly will go as minister to Italy, and Mr. Williams
will not go as minister resilient and consul general
to

Hayti.

Mr. Williams, who was s*rorn in on Ihe morning
of President Cleveland's
Inauguration has not >et,
qualiUed and will not probably qualify, lie has
told a story of rude treatment at tne bands of Secretary liayard, aud Chief Clerk Brown, which Is denied by both gentlemen.
Secretary Bayard was
very kind to Williams when he met him but he told
him that his recurd villi the de partm nt was one
upon which he could not be allowed to go abroad.
Williams has demanded his salary a· minister for
the month that has elapsed tince he was sworn in.
Ίhe hesitation about paying him appeared to he
justified by the reply of the department lhat he had
not uualitled
by presenting bis bondsmen, and that
he could not quality as minister alone when his office is that of minister resident and consul general.
The grand jury in New York
city yesterday, indicted Contractor Charles A. Buddensiek and his
aasistaut, Charles Frank, for manslaughter iu second degree. Other
to be indicted
parties are
for their connection with the yet
"fallen buildings in
62d street.

Panama, April

ie

olution wliiol

long and disastrous rev.and mining

ο populating

vember last baa led to the
ropublice since *
awful consequences which up te the present
has stained the annals of the revolutionary Spanish
America. The correspondence hence has already
described how Gen. Santo Dcmingo Vila was sent
from Bogota, the capital, to take charge of the national garrison here and how the command of these
men enabled him to force himself into the
presidency of this State, Then came the outbreak of Gaitan and capture
by him of tho most important of
the Atlantic ports. When this occurred Gen.
Vila,
who was both president of Panama and commander
of the army on the coast had to choose which office
he would retain,and he choose the military
position.
Then after raising all the money lie could he left
Carthagena with a majoiity of the Panama garrison
leaving Dr. Palblo Arosmena as President and General Govima as commander of the troops.3
Gradually the latter found himself without money to pay his men and urged President Arosmena to
raise a forced loan. On the President
refusing GenGovima requested him to resign, declaring that he
would assume command as the civil and military
chief of the State.
Dr. Arosmena at once left the Isthmue and Govima proclaimed himself, although be had men.
Rumors of "approaching strife at once become
prevalent, the debilitated State and the garrison
rendering danger imminent.
Gen. Aizpuro, who
had previously been President of the State commenced to establish a camp at Farfon, a little village on the beich, situated about three miles from
this city and although at first apparently successful
the

most
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wall with all the soldiers and tolice lie had had left
that city for the scene of conflict on this side. This
left the Atlai tic port of the Isthmus without a single representative of either State or national gov*

erment and enablea Preston, a most notorious
charaotor to eccupy the barracks and prisons and
with arms he obtained to seize the town.
Troops
which cam© from Aspinwali had a skirmish with
Aizpura's men at Corozal, fonr miles hence by rail
and were successful in forcing a
passage and reinforcing the few men who were penned up in this
city. This raised the strength of the garrison to
250 men, who patrolled the street nightly and kept
constantly ongthe {alert, fearing that Aizpura would
soon make another dash.
Meanwhile the capture of Aspinwali by Preston,
solely and entirely due to Govima -having ordered
the abandonment of the city, created consternation
there. He at once imposed a ^series of forced terms
upon all his polical enemies and commenced preparations to resist should he be attacked.
At the
same time lie made violent threats as to what he
would do if he was interfered with, declared that
he was acting for
himself, that he would not recognize either of the governors in Panama, and that
foreign consuls and men-of-war should recognize
him as the legitimate authority in the
port. This

Hie

declaration produced imuch friction between him
and United States Consul
WrigHt. Mr. Connor,
the agent of the Pacific Mail Co., and all who had
business with "the so-called 'government.
Finally,
the alarm increasing, the Galena was moored along
side of Upper Mole, although
subsequently she was
withdrawn. Soon Preston had a motley crowd oi
between 3U0 and 4'JO men under arms. Among tho
number

were Jamaicans, Haytiens, Martinicicans,
Greeks, Italians, and is fact renegades of all nationalities ready to commit any crime if they could
profit thereby. Many were armed with rifles of
all descriptions and many with shot guns. Barricades were constructed under the direction of a
Haytien general named Portuzal, and within them
the guns brought from Porto Bello were
placed.

As the days pissed the excitement increased. In
some way Preston managed to maintain an appearance ol order among his men who had the town
completely under their control through terror rather than otherwise.
On Monday, March 29th, the
Pacific Mail steamer arrived with arms and ammunition on board consigned to "Order," aud of
the approaching arrival of which the government
here having been informed had prohibited their delivery to the rebels or whatever the forces of
Preston may have styled themselves.
The vessel
had] 8carc«iy| reached her moorings when Preston
a bill of lading and demanded their deivery. This was refused. Then Mr. Connor, then
acting agent of the Pacific Mail Company in Aspinwali, was arrested and taken to the calaboose,
whilst the wharf and vessel passed into the hands
of Prostop's people. Later in the day Capt. John
M. Daw, general agent of the Pacific Mail Com-

Îpresented

pany, reached Aspinwailr and a conference followed, at which Capt. Dow, Mr. Connor, Consul
Wright and Lieut. Badd and Cadet Richardson of
the Galena and Preston, with a number of his
men,
were preseut.
Capt. Dow refused to deliver the
munitions of war or whatever the bill of
lading
presented by Prestoa covered, after which Preston
ordered all to be taken to prison.
Subsequently, Cadet Richardson was released
and sent on board the Galena, after being advised
that the prisoners would be retained until the arms
were delivered, and that should an effort be made
to aid the men from the man of
war, the hostages
would be shot. For this reason no men were landed. Later, Preston informed Consul Wright that
uuleis he ordered Capt. Dow to deliver tho arms he
would shoot all the prisoners at sundown, and tho
necessary order was then given.
Commander Kane, of the Galena, at this stepped
forward, and took possession of the Colon in the
name of the Uuited States, aud after
moving her
from her wharf made her last to the Pacific mail
dock. Then Preston marched Capt. Dow and Mr.
Connor, with some troops, to Monkey Hill, two
miles outside of Aspinwali, where an engagement
took place with the troops sent hence to attack
Preston, in which the latter was defeated, and retired to Colon. During this engagement, Dow and
Connor succeeded in effecting their escape, and by
daylight, after much suffering, had succeeded in

reaching their

v^sseis

in the

bay.

At this time the

whole availa >le force of the Galena,with a machine
gun, a 3-inoli rifle and a 12-pound hewitzer, was on
the shore and occupying the United States Consulate, the Panama railroad office and the Pacific
mail wharf and office.
About noon on the 30th, men from Panama numbering some 120, advanced upon the town, and a
heavy fire ensued. The scene in the town beggars
description. Bullets were flying in all directions,
and the terrified populace,
abandoning homes and
fortunes, were seeking safety in fliarht. The town
waa cutiueiy constructed
01 wooa, ana tne bullets
through the houses as if they had been card-

passed

When defeat became certain to Preston, flroa
commenced. Many declare that Preston persoually
fired the government house where the first fire
originated, while others assert that the Haytien
General Portuzal was the author of the outrage.
He i3 the same man whe fired Jacmel in Hayti some
months ago. He 13 now, together with a companion
a

prisoner on board the Galena.
Directly after this one fire had started,

were

set in

different direction».

A.

a dozen
strong wind was

blowing and a pandemonium of fire, robbery, shouting and misery ensued. All who could, fled ou
board the ship. Fe.v saved anything. For days
thousands of the populace occupied flat and box
cars which wore hurriedly run oat
along the Panama
railroad track. The United States marines and
are reported to have
acted admirably.

sailors

Troopefrom

the

English gunboat Lilly

were

also

lauded aud assisted in keeping guard, but were
withdrawn after the canal company had formed a
guard for protection of iheir property. This guard
caught many of the plunderers as did also the men
of the Galena, and all caught red handed were immediately tried, and on the following day shot.
Fifty-eigut persons, among them it is believed,
weru several innocent persons, were thus summarily despatched. During the fight between the
troops which went hence, and Preston's people,
some 20 or 30 peinons wore
killed, while many
more were wounded.
All these were burned during the fire, and the charred bodies of all yet encumber the streets. Flames flashed through the
houses, in hundreds of which powder, alcohol and
general merchandise were stored in immense quantities, and frequent explosions followed which added terror to tho scene. The panic stricken populace were almost without provisions or water for
two

days.

Conferences had been held during the previous
days by the commissioners sent here to discuss matters wuh Gen Aizpuru, but he,
however, demanded
the unconstitutional surrender.of
Gen.Govima, and
threatened to attack the city unless he surrendered
Govima, however, declared he woula remain inside
the cLty and await results.
By daylight, armed
men of Aizpuru's band had
captured the steeples
of the Santa Unna church, and soon drove in the
outposts. They then dashed from chnrch to church
and from street corner to street
corner, a heavy
and continuous rifle fire
being meanwhile kept up.
Most of the houses in Panama are built of stoue,
and afforded better protection to non-combatants
than the buildings in Colon did.
Ultimately the
barracks in which Gen. Govima had shut himself
wero surrounded, and at 5 o'clock in the
afternoon,
he surrendered. In all, 12 persons were
killed, and
about au equal number wounded.
City of Mexico, April 17.—Despatches received
in this city state that the total number of rebels
captured at and after the burning of Colon by the
Colombian government troops will reach 400. Authentic reports state that on
Wedne?day, officials of
the Colombian government .«elected 1U0 of the
worst rebels imprisoned at Colon aud
placing them
on board of a steamer, carried them
out into the
bay wher^the entire 100 were thrown overboard
and drowned.
^

THE 0U) WORLD.
France aud Egypt Quarrel Over

a

News-

paper.
17. —The Egyptian

ν;.* ίου, April
government baa
received from France a courteous but firm protest
against the recent official seizure and suppression
ot the French
newspaper at Caire.
War in Kgypt.
Suakui, April 17.—Three columns of British
troop will advance from Suakirn, Handoub and
Otao respectively at daybreak tomorrow and march
towards Deberet in an endeavor to surrouud and
capture Osman Digna's soldiers there.
Cable Note*.
Admiral Courbet is urglug the French government, to annex the Pestaaores group, or Fisher's
Island, in the channel of To Kien, between Formosa and the mainland.

RECORD OF FIRES.
$35,000 Loss ill Bouton.
Boston, April 16.—A fire occurred in the sixstory brick block, No. 33 to 39 Charlestown street,
tonight, owned by the heirs of S. P. Langmaid, and
occupied by Holmes & Blanchard, machinists and
millwrights, and everal other firms. Loss $25,000; fuily insured.
An Hotel, With Neveu Other Building»,
Burned—Two JLiree Lest.
Victoria, B. Cm April 17.—About I o'clock thi3
a
morning tire broke out in Terrain's Hoiel here,
which burned like tinaer, the guests oscapiug in
their
night clothes.

an

adjoining

row

The ilimes communicated to
of frame buildings, seven of

which were destroyed.
Two bodirs have been
found in the ruin? and are supposed to be those of
guests of the hotel.
Thomas Samon

was hung in Concord, Ν. H.
yesterday at 11.2b a. m. The hanging was performed
quietly and quickly, the doomed man showing only
nervousness
while
slight
prayers were offered by

the attending priests.

disease is not cancer, and there is no reason, in
bis physical organization, why he should not recover
bis health entirely. The Sun in this says what
more than one physician who ha· seen Gen Grant's
throat bas been saying for days past, notwithstanding Dr. Shrady >s reiteration that the General has
nothing but cancer. This morniug a gentleman
who i3 intimate with the Graut family declared that
an announcement would soon be made that wouid
surprise the public. He said that General Grant
was not puttering from cancer, but from disease af·
fecting the blood, and arising from something like
sçrofula. The gentleman said that there was a
strong probability that General Grant would recovHe called attention to the fact that tho Gener.
eral's most capable physiciaus had not signed any
bulîeilns indicating that his recovery was impossible. There seems to be a ditfereoce of opinic 11 between Drs. Shrady and Douglass, and between 3>rs.
Sam's and Barker. The two latter certainly staud
quite as high in tho medical profession as the iirst
named doctors.

New York. Anril 17—11.30 n. m.— ΟαιιργλΙ
Grant passed moat of tbe evening in tbe library with his family, and he retired at 10 o'clock,
tie had uome pain in hie throat, bot wan not
troubled in swallowing. He is "now sleeping
J. H.

(Signed),

RUSSIA AND
A Hopeful

Douglas?, M. D.,
ENGLAND.

Feeling Prevailing

&

Concise

Account of the Kushk Battle.

Turkey Will Maintain
Neutrality.

a

Strict

London, April 17.—Several days most elapeo
before the government will be able to make a
definite statement of the result of its treatiogs
with Russia. There was a largo attendance at Parliament last nigbt in expectation that Mr. Gladstone would make
reassuring statements, and
despite the indefinite nature of tbe statements he
made, a hopeful feeling continued to prevail, the
belief being that the Czar will be influenced by
urgent advices from the Emperor of Germany to
maintain peace. At the earno time politicians agree
that peace can only be temporary. Reminiscences
of the Ameer's visit to Tashkend, published at St.
Petersburg, say that the Ameer told the Russian
Governor General Kaufmann that it he would lend
a Russian trumpeter he would blow a blast toward
tbe Himalayas that would set the whole of India in
against th<* English.

Paris, April 17.—A leading Russian, in conversation with a journalist, has said that Russia would
not occupy Penjdeh except with the firm resolution
of advancing toward Herat, not with a view of invading iudta, but of continuing li9r railway from
the Casp an Sea to Herat and thence to tbe Persian
Gulf. This would give her immense advantages,
tie suggested that to avoid war, £ugland should
bnild the railway from Merv to the Persian Gulf
and allow Russia to use it on fixed conditions, thus
satisfying Russia, who could avoid the necessity of
providing the necessary capital. It would increase
her trade and at the same time give
England a good
investment for her money.
London. April 17.—The Central News Agency
says tbat the statements in regard to the proposed
cession of Penjdeh to Russia were classed by Earl
Granville, last night in tbe House of Lords, among
"unauthorized and always inaccurate reports,"
which he onld not afford to waste time in answering. He affirmed positively that Lord Dufferin,
Viceroy of India sent a despatch to the home governmeut in which ho said that, in his opinion,
Penjdeh was not worth fighting for. The same
agency
asserts that the Cabinet, after deliberation, adopted
Lord Dufferin's reported view of the situation and
maintains that the delimitation of the Afghan
frontier will now be carried forward to a successful
issue.
London, April 17.—The St. Petersburg correspondent of the Times presumes that the Governor
of Penjdeh will baa Saryk Turcoman.
General Komavoff reports to the Czar as follows :
The Afghans have evacuated all their frontier
posts. Our outposts now occupy their former positions. I will proceed soon to inspect our outpost?,
London, April 17.-Gladstone in the House of
Commons this afternoon stated the government had
to day received from Sir Peter Lumsden a
to
their request for an iodependent report reply
on the
Penjdeh incident. In this it is stated that General
Komaroff was aware at an early a date as tbe 28th
of March of the
understanding agreed on March 17,
between Russia and England. According m tv»«
terms or tnis
understanding, .England was to deter
the Afghans and the Czar was to deter his
troops
from advancing beyond the positions then
respectively occupied until some subsequent agreement
about the demarcation of the Afghan frontier could
be reached between the governments. The battle
on Kushk was bought, therefore, several
days af 1er
General Komaroif was made aware of tbo agreement
to not advance, air Peter Lumsden's present report appears to, warrant the inference that whatever General Komaroff knew
personally about St.
Petersburg's agreem^a with London he kept to
himself.
Mr. Gladstone, being asked if the
government
had protested against the recent occupation of
Penjdeh by Gen. Ivomaroif and his establishment
of a Russian administration
there, answered that
the government had not yet made either occurrence
the subject of an official communication with Russia. The government was awaiting further information concerning these events.
lu the House of Commons today, Mr. Gladstone
said, "We have asked Sir Peter Lumsden for a full
and concise account of the events of the 30th of
March, tu· day of the Kushk battle, and r<
from him has arrived since we sent our telegram
The telegram is dated at Tispul, April 13. request.
It is in
cipher and is now being deciphered.
We shall be
uuable to say anything further upon thia branch of
the subject until the despatch is fully deciphered.
The fact the Russian commander was aware of the
agreement of the 17th of March before the 30th of
March and the question as to whether or not he
acted upon instructions or
contrary to instructions
concerning that agreement would form the subject
of future communications between tho
government
aud Russia.
In regard to the reported establishment by Russians of an administration at
Foujdeh,
the gonemment knew
nothing officially and must
await fuller information.
Gladstone concluded by saying that the "government will on Monday or
Tuesday next ask tho
House to sanction a vote of credit.
When this 'a
requested we will state how mnch money is wanted
and what it is wanted for and then shall
probably
be able to cover the entire question
fully.
The admiralty has chartered four
more largo
steamers to be used as cruisers.
Paris, April 17.—Essad Pasha, Turkish ambassador, has been instructed that Turkey will maintain
a neutral position in the event of
war between
England and Russia.
The Press on the Situation*
The Morning Post regards the answers
given by I
Mr. Gladstone and Earl Granyille
yesterday as unsatisfactory #,Neither of them, it says, "can be
induced to reply yes or no to the question as to
whether St. Peteraourg and Merv are connected
by
telegraph or not. The Post insists that the Russian
government can communicate with General Kornarotl' within 24 hours. It concludes:
"Ruseia, of
course, requires no assurances t hat she may keep
Penjdeh, which she has already seized."
Γηβ Vienna Neuo Freie Presse
says that while |
the Ameer and Lord Duiferin have been
exchanging
courtesies, Russian roubles have been influencing i
thn

Afrthotie

The Loudon

Standard in an editorial says:
,4We could tolerate delay in negotiation» if we
patistied that behind all the
dilatory pleas advanced lliere was any fixed aud
sterling purpose.
But we bave no assurance that
are not a welthey
come screen to cover a conscious
feebleness."
The Standard asks whether it is
possible that
England cannot count upon the Ameer as a willing
ally, and whether these doubts as to his temper explain fully the judicial and forbearing spirit evinced
and avowed by the
government, and adds:
"We should like Lord DufTerin's private
in regard to tho matter. What is there to opinion
pre vont
the Ameer from thinking that, he will have
Russia
as a friend also?
He was Russia's friend before he
was ours."
The Times, in an editorial, argues that it is impossible to ignore the Penjdeh incident without
throwing the Ameer into the arras of Llusssa. "The
government," it says, "must take account not only
oi tho arguments of
Europoau
but of
the state of fooling in In.lia aud diplomats, of the
Ameer. The responsibility of engagements
giving Russia the
full benefit of accomplished facts on
the frontier
would be heavy indeed, and
possibly, in regard to
one part of the
matter, we may not be entirely our
own masters."
were

Two Unsuccessful llallot· for a
United
filiale· Seuntor in Illinois
Yesterday.

SpbingfikIiD, III.ι April 17.—In the joint
assembly today 100 «votes lor United States
Senator were cast on the first ballot and all for

John A. Logan. The second ballot resulted
the same and the session was then
adjoarned.
Woman's Belief Corp·.

Department of the Maine Womai'e
Relief Corps, auxiliary to the G. A.
R.,
The

held

a meeting of
the board of directors at
Pittsfield recently. Delegates and alternates
were chosen to attend the National
Conven-

tion to be held in this city in June: Mrs. Nettie F. Seavey of Bangor.
delegate-aMarge;
Mrs. Elvira Lane, Dexter,
alternats-at-large;
Mrs. Aunie E. Wood, Wiuthrop, Mrs. Azubah
O. Bagley, L3wiston, Mrs. Ann
McCrillis,
Dexter, Mrs. Cynthia W. Hopkins, Searsport,
Mrs.
Jalia
delegates;
Dearborn, Corinna, Mrp.
Josie Nye, Searsport, Mrs. Kate R. Cushman,
Sherman, Mrs. Belle J. Palmer, Monroe, al·
teruares; Mrs. Emily V. Littiefield, Bangor,
president; Mrs. Augusta C. Getchell, Lewiston, S.V.president; Mrs. Grace E. Howe, Pittufleld, J. V. president, and Mrs. Iizetta A.

Small, Pittsfield, secretary,
Otticic.

are

Word Aboni lh·

delegates

Piabiag.

days of New England. It says: "The growth
of this industry at tbe start waa very alow,
and it was not nutil 1770 that any considerable number of vessels were seat ont to engage
in this industry."
As early as 1660 tbe commissioners of tbe
United Colonies recommended to the several
General Courts to regnlate the mackerel fishery. In their ciroular letter they say that they
"conceive that fish to be the most staple commodity of the country." I think it is the general impression that tbe taking of mackerel in
seines
is α modern
invention.
This is
In 1670, the General Conrt of
erroneons.
Plymouth Colony passed an act regulating the
fishery. The preamble says: "Whereas, the
Providence of God bath made Cape Cod commodious for fishing with seines," etc. The
law did not fix a b >unty on the fish caught, ae
would be aapoased, but imposed a duty of
twelvepence a barrel on all tuac»tuel taken by
the inhabitants ol the Cape in nets.
Under a grant by tbe government of the
Colony at this time, the profits accruing to the
colony by the duty on fishing with nets or
seine» for mackerel were appropriated to a
free school to te established at Plymouth. The

expenses of tbis school were £33 per annum,
which was paid from the fishery duty. Tbe
revenue so increased that the other Cape towns
received a share of It. Ια 1681 the taking of
mackerel at Cape Cod or near It In nets or
seines waa prohibited by law, a close time
fixed, and the fishery farmed ont for seven
years. What I have written was o/ Plymouth
Colony and Capo Cod only. Undoubtedly tbe
other colonies hoeded tbe advice of their commissioners, and made laws regulating their
lishorlea in the several colonies. Undoubtedly
at the proper season there was then rood fishlug on an tue promluent headlands, which
the mackerel mast doable on their way East,
from the Capes of the Delaware to the Bay of
St. Lawrenco.
W. Q.

April 16,1885.

An Old Mystery Solred.
It will be remembered that some twelve
years ago tho headless skeleton ot a woman
was foand In the woods near Lawlatoo, and
years later the sknll was foand. By portions of the dress the remains were identified
as tho wife of James S. Lowell of Lewis ton
and in 1871 he was convicted on very slender
circumstantial evidence, of the marker of his
wife, and sentenced to death, bat the sentence
was afterward commuted to imprisonment for
life. Lowell has been believed innocent by
many till Thursday, when he confessed the
ciime and told the following story: He says
he took his wife to ride, and when in a retired
place a quarrel arose, during which he choked
her, and inadvertently killed her. He then
out off the head to make Identification difficult
supposing the body would soon be fonnd, and
cairied it to a distance and bid it under a log.
He took from the body the jewelry, aud everything by which he deemed Identification woald
be possible, and carefully concealed it. He
states the circumstances that led to the fatal
quarrel, but they are of a character unfit for
publication. Lowell's confession wu made to
one of the officers ot the prison. It has been
verified in some respects, and no doabt Is entertained that it is entirely trathfal.
iime

*

revolt

a

COLONIAL·

To the Editer of the Press·.
The article in the Prism to-day upon the
growth of the mackerel fishery doe· not, It
seems to me, give a correct idee o( the growth
and importance of this pursuit in the early

in

London.
England Still Waiting for

A Correspondent Add·

tirowih of .Hackercl

New Yore, April 17.—This balletic was irsued at 8.30 a. m.:
Gen. Grant bad a very refreshing sleep, and says
he ha§ rested better than for many night?. He feels
strong enough to get up and dress for the day. He
bas taken nourishment without pain in swallowing,
ami lias not, since midnight, been disturbed by
coughing. His pulse and temperature are unG. F. Shrady, M. D.
changed.
General Grant's progress towards convalescence for the past two days, has been truly
phenomenal. His physicians now openly express the opinion that he will recover.
The San says to-day, editorially:
The improvement in General Grant's conditio
steadily continuée. It is now ascertained that bis

quietly.

CENTS.

THE
I!*
DAYS.

MACKEREL·

Spends the Erening With
Family in the Library.

the Conséquences.

When it was well

the provisions of the law." Seeing a
yield
certain officer of the prison in the
group of
spectators in front of the gjllows.he called him

was

·_
uwu

remarks, sometimes in

to

The city of Lewiaton's bills for the keeping
of tbe Lewiston insane at the Augusta asylum
were about $000.
At the sale of American apples from Alexandra Dock, Liverpool, March 20-27, the loading prices were obtained for baldwina imported by C. S. Crowell ol Lewiston, aud marked
"C S. C., LawistDD." They brought fifteen
shillings per barrel. Another lot by steamer
Dominion, with the same import brand,brought

be secured it would be

Premiums may be paid monthly if desired.

0. LITÏU, Agent.

hereafter
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BREAKFAST.
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reiaoaer.u, anu
occupy altogether

cover.
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50,000 long lumber; 1,000 ship knees; 10,000
cedar poste; 5 car loads of starch; 3 car loads
of hoop poles. To transport the above would
require a train over fear miles Ion?.

OÎÎK'L· AGENTS,

WOULD

win
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PRI€£ 35 CEXTS.

C.H.Guppy&Co.,
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different positions from those ia which they

A box in the house will
save many a doctor's visit.

adequate conception

physician,

packed.

where cau be seee a large display of
Stomach and Tape Worms removed by
Dr. Booth's W»rm Kemedy, which,never
falls iu dislodging mid removing tvorius
of all kinds from the system.

no

situation.

few yards away, for more.
Ou his return she
was found enveloped
in flames, which bad
Medical aid was sumcaught her clothing.
moned, but she lingered along in great distress
till her death yesterday.

CAMDEN.

FINE

hearty in signifying bis forgiveness. He eaid
it was God's business, not his; but at last be
reluctantly agreed to forgive Santore; but he
carried himself jauntily and seemed to have

at wbich time he wanted to smoke.
He then dozed from 4 till 5 o'clock, and smoked from that time until breakfast.
When
Sintore received his food this morning he said:

The extensive lobster factory of Gen. 0. P.
Mattocks of Portland, in tbis town, is being
put in order by superintendent S. I Jeweit,
Kiq., of Mechanic fails. This week it will be
ready to run on full time. Three (choosers
and a steamer will be employed to transport
the lobsters from the trace to the factory. Mr.
Jewett has gone to Vinaibaven aud the islands, and is expected back to commeuco operations the 15th. After the season for lobsters
is ovtr large quantities of mackerel will be

COB. CONGRESS & PREBLE SIS,

hie request, and the priest
seized the opportunity to say, "Santore, as the
warden forgives you, bo you should forgive
your enemies, even Capone."
He immediately acquiesced, and declared that, if the priest
desired, he would kneel to Capone and kiss his
feet.
Capone held out longer and was less

Died From lier Injuries
Asa Joy died
yesterday from the effects of burns received
latt Wednesday.
Her husband was burning
rubbish near the honse, and becoming alarmed
lest the flames should spread to the house,
shouted for her to bring water to quench
them. At the same time he ran to a spring a

Berwick, April 16.—Mrs.

as

c. β. mn & co.,

apl5

East

AUGUSTA.

The Booth Medicine Co. have established a Branch Oflce here with the wtli
known druggists.

AND BY

April

to

man,

When the warden of the prison
brought him the death-sait, Santore begged
forgiveness for as; trouble which ho bad
c.-iuasd daring his confinement.
The warden

readily granted

Pall.

One evening an individual persisted in giving his testimony in the Salvation Arm}1 meeting, and the warriors were obliged to strike up
a lively hymn to quiet him.
The tambourine
was too much for the zealous speaker, and he
subsided.

ikiiieây,

—

: Clear

river was clear up to within three miles oE the
city before the ice left here. The river will

pleasant to take us the most delicious
candy. It dues not create nausea, aud
can be driven without a particle of apprehension of doing injury.
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probably be open by morning.

thousand worms, and h

a

morning, hewever, Santore, the older

Lt Rain

Leaving the Penobscot.
Bangob, April 16.—The ice left the Penobscot opposite the city, this afternoon, but is
The
jammed about a mile and a half below.
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Worm
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(Special to the Press.)
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65 years, ill with catarrh of the liver, died
Thursday, while being taken from his home to
Swan's Island landing, to join the steamer
Rockland. The remains were taken aboard
from Southwest Harbor, where a coffin was

So.
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procured, and they will be forwarded
Macbias, his late home.
NOW OFFER

Spring Water.
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Accidentally Drowned.
A son of F. M. Sterrel, of Sullivan, aged 11
years, was accidentally drowned today.
Sudden Death of a Clergyman.
Ell3wohth, April 16.—Rev. Israel Hathaway, Methodist pastor at Swan's Island, aged

SPARKLING

D

—8i

—16|

16.—Resolutions oi condolence and sympathy with Gen. Grant, have
been unanimously adopted by Β. H. Beale
Post. No. 12, G. Δ. E., of Bangor, and have
been forwarded to his home in New York.
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Sympathy far Gen· Grant·

by

Earth.

on

Robie to attend the condemned murderers, was
almost disheartened at the smallness of the impression which be had been able to make upon
tbem by four days ot labor.
They still persisted in their declarations of innocence, each
laying the crime at the other's door, and being
violent in his expressions of hatred for the
other.
Their spiritual adviser appealed for
help to Father Peterson, hoping that an older
man might be able to effect more; bat, in spite
o( the kind and poruistent efforts of the Bockland priest, the men remained obdurate. This
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MAINE.

manufacture.
Sold by all Druggists and Retail
Dealers generally, and wholesale

marSO
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horrible sights

anxiety

Thojcaston, April 17.—Yesterday Father
Boniface, the Italian prient, provided by Gov.
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How the Murderers Passed Their
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They Die Without Making any Confession.

APRIL

and could be witnessed only by those who
were admitted by the
officers; for the prisoners
were all ehnt
op in their cells, and no outsider
could look over the walls. The murderers suffered no pain, and the spectators were spared
some

The Story ot Their Terrible Crime Again
Told.

I.
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Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

The leading 5 cent Cigar of îiew England. Ask your dealer for this brand.
M. A. JEWELL & CO., Successors to
«. W. SIMONTON & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 Fore St.

Capone Suffer the
Penalty for Murder,

Santore and

KjEETBOBOLOQICAT, report.

CO.,
Auctioneers and Commssion Merchants

BONDS

SATURDAY

EXECUTED.

Wabhinoton, April 18.
The indications for New England are
fair weather, northerly winds, falling preceded in the eastern portion by rising barometer and slight changes in the temperature.

F.O. BAILEY &

F. O. BAILEY,
mar 14
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Real Ktlulc Truuslera.
transfers of real estate la thb
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Portland—J. B. Covle et *1., to W. L. Putnam,
laud and buildings. 91.
Deering—H. P. Hanson et al. to J. Ν. Winslow,
land. 81.
M. £. Warren to Η. Λ. [Jordan, land. $1 and
The

following

other considerations.

Kayraoad—J. S. Small to trustees of the Methodist church of Raymond, land. $500.
BASE BALL.
rORTLAXD HIGH SCHOOL ASSOCIATION.

Not to be behind the times in the act!re Interest
erery where taken in base ball, the pupils of
the Portland High School hare perfected an
organization and elected officers as follows:
President—Δ. E. Chase, Esq.
Vice President—John A. Waterman, Esq.
now

Secretary—E.

O. Webb.

Treasurer—C. C. Tukesbury.
Directors—Harry L. Smarden, "85; Fred E. Kel·
gey, '86; W.T.King, Jr., '87; Georgo Orr, '88;
J. A. Waterman, at large.
The directors are to appoint the scorer, manager
and members of the nine. As soon as the directors
report, practice will be beguu and games arranged.
YESTEEDAY'S GAMES

At Baltimore—Baltimores, 9; Bostons, 7.

At Newark—Metropolitans, 11; Newark·,
At Iron ton—Trentons, C; Providence, 4.
At Philadelphia Athletics, 6:

8.

Philadelphia*. 4.
At Bridgeport—New Yorks, 15; Bridgeport·, 6.
At Washington—National*. 5; Buffalo*, S.
KOTE*.

The Westbrook Seminary nine bare organized
with E. C. Fog; o( '85, captain, and Q. Q. Per ham,
'85, treasurer. The nine wish to make arrangements
^or games. Fogg did some good work last
year.
The bate ball grounds at Colby are to be weeded
and rolled Saturday preparatory to the
coming
games.

John F. Kiley, of the National* and Lawrences
1884. has been κίνη**! m a" nnte.u.. w- *«—
agor Burnbam of Lawrence. Conway, tbe recently
signed pitcher, pitched (or tbe York Eastern League
Club of 18H4, Vadebencœur was his catcher.
Harerhill has eleven men under contract.
Five of the club* in the Eastern New Eng'.and
Association will be rery evenly matched. Ulouce·ter ίοr some reason remains
very silent, consequently nothing u known about their team; but aa
Doe, the director of that club, baa accepted tbe
schedule over li s own signature, everything Is supposed to be all right.—Boston Journal.
It is believed that tlio Gloucester· are
working tha
"dark horse" and will nadeavor to negotiate with
90IU9 good club before tha
opening of the league.—
Biddeford limes.
Tbe Salmon Falls nine will play theHolll· Centres
ou tbe latter's
ground*. Fast Day. Jack Haye· of
Biddoford has been engaged to catch for tbe Hollii
Centres.
Tho Lawrence team in full la: KUey, o. f. and
1. f.; Banuon, p. and r.f.;
Conway, r. f. and p;
Vadeboncœur, 1.f. and c.; Bores, e. and c. t.; Bros
nan, 2b; O'Connell, lb; Hassett, 3b; McAodler,
s. s.; W. W. Uurnbam, manager.
of

McAudlor, shortstop

of

the

Lawrences, played

last year'· Springfield*.
Clark, rhortstop of the Portland·, arrived last

same

position

on

night.

The Boston Union* (Biddeford*)
Thgisday played
the Waterburys, the champions of Connecticut last
year, lit Waterbury, Conn., and defeated them by a
score of 11 to 3. The Bostons scored 10 in the Hilt
Inning and only one after that. Waterbury played
a new battery of last year's
Milwaukee·, tbe McDermott brothers.
They proved very t'lreotire
after the first inning, during which the whole nine
was badly rattled. The Bostons
played a itrong,
steady game, but their pitcher (Mullen) was not a*
effective as he might be.
OÎV

THE ROLLSR».

PORTLAND BISK

MASQUERADE.
The masquerade at Portland rink last night waa
attended by a large crowd of both skaters and specThe galleries and
tators.
standing room were
packed. There were 2G couple iu the grand march

the costumes were well got np, and some et
them quite comical. Prof. bJ Burnham led the
march. Following it Air. Burnham gare an exhibition ot burleasque skating on his big roller·.
He
avsutuet) the character ot Squire Blinkins in this
exand

hihit-ΪΛΠ «nil h»fl η cnatinma
acter. consisting of striped pant», figured coat and a
tut! hut
of American II*gs.
He ha· just
returned from a trip through Mew fork and Pennsylvania where he was received by large crowds who
thought his exhibition the beat of the kind out. The
rollers are six or eight inches In diameter
and on
thorn he does all the curves, twists,eut off* and fancy steps that a professor et the little roller erer
dares attompt. Even a spin Is not too difficult for
him to attempt. In addition he has several
feature·
that c>n not be carried out on the little
that serve to make bis exhibition one of thewhee's,
most
of Ibe mauy styles of entertainment· now
being given in rinlu.
NOTES

composed

amusing

This afternoon and evening the DeComa Brothers
will give their linal exhibition at the Bijoo.
The Granite Cilys play at Fairfield tonight.
The W. If. T.'s play in Calais Fast Day.
Tho committee on polo at the Soldiers Horn· have
been requested by the chief marshal to
arrange another pjlo competition for Monday evening.
The
teams who will probably compete will be seleeted
from the Alamedas of Baih, Gloucester,
Somerville,
Paris, Woburn and Bay-State teams. Prizes will be
offered as may be deemed advisable by the
polo committee.
luailes E. Davis, long and favorably known as
floor manager at the Salem rink has completed hi·
dutiee here, and will leave for Peak's
Island, where
he will assist George Whitney in the
management ot
the Forest City rink.
While hore be ha· made
many warm friends, and proved Llmself a model
floor manager.—Salem Evening New·.
M ana Willi be the attraction at the
Bijou next
week. This consists o< an illusion
by which a lady
le seen suspended In the air
having only
arm·
and shoulders. The wouder has been onhead,
exhibition
in Boston and New York and has
been Men by
thousands there.
The Alamedas defeated the
Fairfield· at Skowhelhursday night 3 goals to 2 in one hour and a

6an
alf.

W. H. T.'s played at Rockland
Thursday
and defeated the
Rockland· by five straight
Smith, Gledhill and Williume
of this oity
played on the W. H. X.'a.
Whan the Alamedas want
after their salt· to go
to Kuirtield Thursday the
manaxers of the rink at
Bath relused to let theui
have them, Ihft term for
which the players were hired
having expired and
the game at Fairfield
being one of the club'slown arranging. The hoys had t liant up the ola Greek
suits to take with
them.
The Bay State· play 'the Alamedas in Bath
to·
The

night

goals.

night.

There will be a ladles skate cheek
complimentary
party at the Bljoi
in addition to the attraetlon of the DeComatonight
Brothers.
Ladies will be admitted and will be entitled to the use ot skate·
by
buyiug a skate check.
The Fairfield· play tho Granite
City· at Augoita

Fut Day.
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Secretary Manning says

after

all,

that he

would like the New York collectorship.
would like it for a friend.

He

Several Democra !c papers are bolting with
considerable persistency. American Mugwumpery is not confined to the Republican
party exclusively.
The execution at Thouiaston yesterday
was as free from repulsiye features as death
by hanging can be made to be. The doomed
men met their fate with calmnness and fortitude and the executioner performed his
task without bungling. There will come a
time when a less offensive method of
taking
the lives of men who have forfeited them
will be in vogue in every enlightened State.
Let us hope that it is not far off.

The New York Sun points out thai the
only significance that cau fairly be attached
to the result of the recent election in Mich'gan is that the auli-prohibitioniits in that
state are too

strong

for the

prohibitionists.
The real issue of the contest was prohibition.
The Germans who voted the Republican
ticket in November voted for the Democratic candidate at the recent election because
he advocated their lentiments on the

liquor

question.
Mr. Gladstone's statement in the Heuse
of Commons on Thursday night indicates
that little war pi ogress has been made in the
«·

*

between England and Russia. The rumored
arrangement, one of the features of which
was the cession of Penjdeh to Kassia, turne
out to haTe no foundation. Until Sir Peter
Lumsden's of the battle at Penjdeh is received the situation is likely to continue
substantially as at present unless Russia
should make some new hostile demonstration in the disputed district.
Mr. Keiley, the newly appointed minister
Italy, proposes to present his credentials
at the court of King Humbert, notwithstanding the fact that he has been given
some very pointed hints that be will not be
welcome. We imagine, however, that after
he has resided μ while in the Eternal City he
will be glad to come home, Transacting
business at a court that will avail itself of
every opportunity to snub him will not prove
agreeable. Minister Sargent tried it at Berlin, and notwithstanding the endorsement
the American people gave him, he grew
tired and resigned.
The fact is, to be
of any use to his country a minister must be
agreeable to the court to which he ie
accredited. If our purpose in sending a
minister to'Italy Is to show King Humbert
that *e don't care a straw for the effete
monarchies of Europe Mr. Keilev's selection
to

is an

appropriate one.

The suggestion of a prominent physician
that the local board of health make a tour ef
Inspection inside the houses, especially in the
dirty quarters of the city, strikes us as an
excellent one. In no other way can the city
be put in good sanitary condition. Tke dirt
and filth which surround a house do far less
damage than the dirt and filth which are underneath it.
The exhalations from the
former are so diffused that they cause little
Injury as compared with the exhalations
from the latter which are concentrated within the house walls and constantly breathed
by the inmates. When all the offeuslve pig
pens, and hen houses and stables are cleaned
out the work of purification will only have
begun. There will still remain the filthy
cellars and vaults ten times more dangerous
than the pig pens and hen houses. Let the
board of health make a tour of the city and
go into the cellars as well as into tbe back
yards. Then we shall know how dirty the
city is and the kind of a reception (be choleta would have if it should come this
way.
Gen. Grant's Condition.
The improvement in Gen. Grant's conditiou within the past few days which his pbj"
Biciane pronounce "phenomenal" bas evidently raised high hopes id the minds of the
general public of his ultimate recovery. Of
coarse it is no uncommon thing
for a patient afflicted with a fatal disease to rally
and for a time grow better. Such cases are
common

tice,

enough in every physician's pracif the improvement in Gen.

•

Yesterday

was

published

a

dispatch

said

to emanate from

intimate friends of the
Grant family in which it was declared that
th« suspicion was growing that the doctors
had been mistaken in their diagnosis of
Gen. Grant's disease and that be was not
afflicted with cancer, and yesterday morning'* New York Sun at the head of its editorial columns published the following statement: The italics are the Sun's:
improvement in Gen. Grant's condition
steadily continues. It is now ascertained that his
The

disease is not cancer, and there is no reason in his
physioal organization why he should not recover hie
health

entirely.
To be sure no medical authority is given
for this announcement, but its position in
the paper and the positive character of it indicate that the Sun had very high authority
for making jf.

Physicians

are

not infallible ; the best of

them sometimes make great mistakes, and
it must be remembered that Gen. Grant's
attending physicians have already confessed
that they were in error in one of tbe'ir diagnoses or at least thought they were.
On
the 21st of February the Medical Record
which is edited by Dr. Shrady, the physician
who has signed all the bulletins that have
come from the sick room, published the fol-

lowing

announcement:

"There bave been so many sensational stories
concerning the precise character of the disease of
Qen. Grant's tongue and throat that it will be gratifying to his many friends to iearn that all the
more serions
and alarming symptoms connected
with them have virtually disappeared.
It was at
•ne time feared, in professional circles at least,
that the ulcerations of the tongue and fauces were
dependent upon malignant disease,a not uncommon
ocourrence at his time of life, as the result of local
Irritation from a troublesome toeth. Tbo fucus of
the trouble on the side of the organ, the usual site
of cancer, and the induration of the base of the
■ore,were ominously confirmatory of such suspicion.
We are gratiled to learn from his attending physician that all those signs ef epithelioma have passed
airay, that tlie ulcerated surfaces have healed, and
the adjoining tissues hare regained their natural

suppleness."
Two weeks later Dr. Shrady had changed
hit mind as will be seen by the following
announcement which appeared in the Kecord
of March 7 :
"It is a matter of deep regret that the grave suspicions entertained of the serious nature of General
Qrant'a disease are confirmed by a diagnosis of
epithelioma of the tongue and fauces."

To be

when the second diagnosis wa3
made, the disease had progressed further,
and so furnished, perhaps, more trustworthy
eTidence of its precise character. Besides,
a diagnosis of such grave
import as was the
second, would be likely to be scrutinized
more closely before it was made public, than
one that pointed to a favorable termination
as did the first.
The liability to error in the
second, therefore, was not bo great as in the
first. But it caunot be positively asserted
that error was absolutely out of the question ;
and the improvement in the patient's condition which Dr. Shrady himeelf pronounces
sure

"phenomenal," justifies

a

suspicion at least

that an error did occur.
The weight of medical testimony, it must
be admitted, Is still very largely In favor of
the correctness of the second diagnosis, yet
the Sun's announcement ludicates that there
this
are some dissenters from
opinion.
Should General Grant continue to steadily
Improve afew days longer, the ranks of these
be greatly augmented.
dissenters will
Everybody, his physicians as sincerely as
anybody, will hope that it may.

low iu the violet skies from week to week>
and tlie tbrueh and the lark
sing at mid-

»

Saddles, or Life in Dakota with
Gen. Custer. By Elizabeth B. Custer. (New
York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). Mrs. Custer's book
is simply delightful. From the first
page to
the last the reader is en rapport with the author, and in laying down the volume the
feeling is that one'has become a personal
friend, an intimate associate, through sympathy, admiration and affection, for the bril-

Schayer.

Boum

uojicciea

ffttn

χ-oeuis.

the Sanscrit
liy

Mwin

Arnold.
land

(Boston: Roberts Brothers; PortLoring, Short & Harmon.) Under this

title Edwin Arnold

gives us a volume of
poems which oaunol (ail to interest lovers of
verse.
The Secret of Death vjhich is the
initial poem, is a fine translation of a part
the Katha Upanlshad, which is supposed to
be read together by an English scholar and
a priest of Brahma in a
temple on the banks
of the river Moota-Moola at dawn, or as the
poet expresses it in the "First gold of the
growing day." A boy who has sacrificed
himself for another receives the Secret of
Death, which involves the immortality of
the soul.
Besides this poem are several translations,
songs written to Hindoo airs, and early
poems of Arnold. Perhaps the most interesting of the collection is a poem entitled
"Nencia," which is a translation from Lorenzo de Medici, and describes the
unrequited
passion of a shepherd lad for a "country
queen." The lovers of Arnold's poetry cannot
fail to enjoy this book, though it may not
perhaps be ranked with The Light of Asia,
tue most popular of his poems.

*

Books Received.
Excelsior Excitations and Headings

No. 4"

Paper. 176 pp. (New York: Excelsior Publishing
Co.; Portland: N. G. Fessenden.)
Glenaveril; or Tho Métamorphosée. A poem
in six books by Owen Meredith. Book I.
Paper.
106 pp. 25 cte. (New York: 1>. Appleton &
Co.;
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.)
Faith Work. Christian Science and Other
3ures. liy L. T. Townsend, D. 1)., professor in
Boston University, author of "Credo," &c. Cloth.
176 pp. (Boston: W. A. Wildo &
Co.)
The Invalid's. Tea-Tray. By Sasan Anna
îrown, author of "Forty Puddings," "In Bridget's
Vacation," Sic. Cloth. 67 pp. (Boston: J. It. Os;ood St Co.)
Τπε Russians at the gates of Herat.
By
;har!es Marvin. With maps and portraits.
Paper,
185 pp. CO cte. (New York: Charles Soribner's
ions; Portland: Loring,Short & Harmon.)
Ham's Birthright, or The Higher Law of Propirty. By Edward H."G. Clark. Cloth. 133 pp. 75
:ls. (New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons; Portland:
*
joring, Shert & Harmon.)
Defective and Corrupt Legislation, Th·
Jause and tho ltemedy. By Simon Sterne. (Quesloii5 of the Day). Paper. 26
pp. 25 cts. (New
fork: G. P. Putnam's Sons.: Portland: ΐ .η-ίτι !T
>liort & Harmon.)
The Knight of the Black Forest.
By Grace
)enio Litchfield, author of "Only an Incident,'
;loth. Illustrated. 169 pp. 75 cts. (New York: G.
\ Putnam's Sons.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harnon.)
American Men of Letters. Edited by Charles
)udley Warner. "Nathaniel Parker Willis. By
lenry A. Beerg. Cloth. 356 pp. $1.25. (Boston:
loaghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short
fc

Harmon.)

National Academy Notes and Complete Cata1 ogue, Sixteenth Spring Exhibition, National Acad,my of Design. New York. Edited by Charles M.
Lurtz. Paper. 174 j>p. 50 cts. (New York: Cas( ell & Co.; Portland:
Lories, Short & Harmon.)
The Progress of the Working Classes in
5 he Last Half Cektury.
By Robert Griffin, Esq.'
iL. D., President of the British Statistical
Society]
Questions of the Day Series). Paper. 45 pp. 25 cts.
( New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons; Portland: Lor.
, α g, Short & Harmon.)
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BAD BLOOD
>CHOFULOU8

INHERITED
BLOOD, SCROFULOUS, Inherited and
BAD
Contagious Humors, with Lose of Hair. Glandilar

Swellings, Ulcerous Patches in the Throat and
aoutb, Abscesses, Tumors, Carbuncles, Blotches,
lores, Scurvy, Wasting of the Kidneys and Urinary
; )rgans, Dropsy, Enannia, Debility, Chronic Rheuoatisin, Constipation and Piles, and moat diseases
from an Impure or Impoverished Condition
| .firising
the Blood, are speedily cured by the Cuticura
IE80LVENT, the new Blood Purifier, internally, asisted by Cuticûra, the great Skin Cure, and Cuicora Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifier, exter! tally.
ALMOST INCREDIBLE.
Emma Boynton,857 Washington Street,
Boston,
ays: I have been afflicted for one year and nine
oontbs with what tbe doctors called rupia.
I was
aken with dreadful pains in the head and
body,
ay feet became so swollen tbat I was perfectly
telplese, sores broke out on my body and face, my
ippetite left me, I could not sleep nights, I lost
Leeh, and soon became so wretched that I longed to
lie. Physicians failed to help me. My disease daiy grew worse, my sufferings became terrible. The
truption increased to great burrowing, foul-smellng sores, from which a reddish matter constantly
toured, forming crusts of great thickness. Other
ores appeared on various
parte of my body, and I

A Companion to Don't
By Critic. (New York: D. Appleton & Co.;
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donhatn.) If we
had permission to alter the title of Discriminate, we should call it "Indiscriminate," of
the "more nice than wise series," because
>ecame so weak that I could not leave
my bed. In
bis condition and by advice of a well-known
the author absolutely fails to discriminate
physiion, I began to use the Cuticura Remedies, and
between phrases which are really admiesa- j η twelve weeks was
perfectly cured.
ble, but to be used or not as one's taste dicSTILLioRE SO.
tates, and those which are so manifestly in.jameb E. Richardson, Custom House, New Orcorrect that no educated person would think
1 eans, on oath, says: In 1870 Scrofulous Ulcers
iroke out on my body until I was a mass of corrupof using them. Within the limits of this , ion.
Everything known to the medical faculty was
tiny book we find more than forty blunders, J ried in vain. I became a mere wreck. At times
which, if we had space for them and thought ι q bed; was in constant pain, and looked upon life
s a curse.
No relief or cure in ten years. In 1880
it worth the trouble, could be pioved to be
heard of the C otic uha Remedies, used them,
such. For instance, in the sentence "If you
,nd was perfectly cured.
Sworn to bel ore U. S. Com, J. D. Crawford.
leave a message it will be apt to reach me,"
Sold by all druggists. Price; Cuticura, 50c; Rethe "Critic" says "use likely or liable inolvent, $1.00; Soap, 26c. Prepared by the Ροτstead of apt." "You will probably meet I έβ Drug and Chemical
Co., Boston, Mass.
Die" would certainlv be muo.h hoitor οα i tend for "How to Cnre Skin Diseasea·'9
likely lias various meanings, of whicn prob§£
Ba HEADS, Pimples, Rough Tanuw §
ably is only one, so that the latter word
ned aiKi oily Skin, use Cuticd*a Soap.
aprl5WS&w2w
would be altogelher more correct, as well as
elegant. We take this illustration at haphazard, but it is only one of many.

found it to be adulterated -with Lime
sense

New York,

impure

in any

January 16,
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C· W. GODDARD, Chairman.

have a very line assortment at $5.00, 0.00, 7.00,
and 15.00. The nobbiest styles in the market.
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THE

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
OF SEW ¥ORK.

$104,000,000.

Amount Paid Policy-Holders Since Organization over

$'416,009,000.
The new 5-year distribution Policy issued by this
Company is believed to be the most liberal ever ottered by any Company and is
A
η
No tontine

RCBPFflT
γ biirsâv ι

decSldti

HALL·,
Monday Eve'ne, April 20.

fiRASD FESTIVAL COMRT

THEODORE THOMAS
and His L'urivallcd

ORCHESTRA!
60-mi§I€IAIVj»-e0
New Tork City, at which the following
Celebrated Artiste will appear:
mi·* Emiun Jucb, Soprano: Mr. William J.
Winch, Tenor; Mr. max Kfteinrirh, Bm.
Ticket», including Bevrred Seal*,
$1.00,1.26 and 1.60; now on sale at Stockbridge'·
Music Store, *here books of the Symphony and all
thto music on tbe programme will be found.
To avoid any disDoors open at 7, Concert at 8.
turbance by late comers, the door» will be kept
closed during the performance of any movement.
llalf fare on M. C., G. T. and P. & O. R. Κ. I.ate
train on G. T.
apl4dlw

Clothing Co.,
Tic.
Portland,eodtt

grIsT

31

1VITSS

Γ^ίΐ.

CIIY HALL, WEDNESDAY EVEN'G, APfilL 22.
"In Europe with Great

AND A FULL LINE OF

FURNISH,

languificfut
Steckbrulge's Music

Farrington's,

3NTJD-W·

apr7

Indigo

—

at

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Fast Day, April £3, 1885.
nee aud Evening.

STOHB,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

MILUUIII

««Milium

DION

iHuti·

âci-nnuTinu
Jiï I
IWITj

ÎÏWVU

ϋΟΚΗ ΑΙΙ.ΤΛ Charming Irish
Drama,

eodfct

BawnI.
Splendidly mounted. M

Our facilities for obtaining; Hosiery, Gloves aud Underwear at rock
bottom prices cannot be excelled. Our running expenses being comparatively light, we are enabled to sell at the smallest profit imaginable, wliile our stock contains full liues of low priccd, medium and
fine Hosiery. We shall make a speciality of Hosiery that we can sell
at 25 cents per pair, and offer this week :
100 dozen Ladies' Hose in Navy Blue, Black and Brown, Narrow
lines and unbleached1, full finished seams and correct
shapes, at 25
cents per pair,
50 dozen Gents' Hose in fine Mixed merino, fine Cashmere in Scarlet, Navy Blue and Brown, Light, medium and Heavy Cotton Hose in
Navy Blue, Brown, Cardiual, Stripes aud Unbleached at 25 cents per

A. B.
aprlB

aprl7

dtd

CITY

HALL,

Friday, Saturday, Monday and Tuesday,
April 24, 28, 27 and 28,

Bosworth Post, No. 2, G.

A.

K.,

the original prize drama fouaded upon event» In
the Revolutionary war, entitled

THE YANKEE ARflLLERIST,

BIITL,ER,~Wo.~247"]?Il€ldlc Street.

dtt

OR SPIRIT OF '76.

F. H. IIARTNHOKN, J» te of Boston Theatre
Co., as HtKKV KNOX.
CHARLIE COLLINS, with tongi, in (be
Outch port.
TOM BIBBEB, m (he Darkey.

SALE

FOB.

TWO WEEKS ONLY

it li special scenery,
tirand Tableaux and Elegant Costumes.
Evening prices, 75 and 50 cents. Gallery 35 cts.
Matinee prices, 50 35 and 25 cents.
Tickets for sale by members and at McGowan's
Book Store, and at Box Office, Tuesday, April 2.
Parties holding exchange tickets should present
them at Box Office for
regular coupon tickets.

will be produced under the auspices of

50 dozen Boys' Hose in Navy Blue, Seal Brown, Black and
Gray
mixed at ΙΟ, 15, 17 anil 25 cents per pair. These are
heavy Derby
ribbed and made for service.
40 dozen misses' Hose in Navy Blue, Seal Brown, Black,
Light Blue
and Pink, all sizes, Finished seams, at 25 cents per pair.
Kegular
prices for Hose like these we «Her liuve been 33 to 50 ceuts per pair.

The play has been cast with the best amateur tatlent of the city. Splendid costumes.
Scenory painted expressly for this piece.
Beautiful Tableaux,
and Chandler's Orchestra.
Admission 25 cents. Tickets for sale at the usual
places and by the comrades. Reserved seats 35 cts.
For sale at Stockbridge's.

'

Whoever is in Doubt
whether to purchase

Philosophy

and Art of
—

BY

OB. BASHFCfiD and SlAIt STREtï CHOIR,
Under
Evening, April 30th.

*

ι—:—i—

n.r

«'■

■

.W5.IOU

-V

SUIT

StoRSfÎiïîî^K8

or

e0

that

m&y become
aPPr°aeh

mu,8ic

more

'^apTrtd0'

BEST IS THE WORLD.'

Overcoat

ar strongest ioo->ja. suk
in the Market.
measure.

TO-DAY.

-

(COl'YBICÎHT 18S5.,)
We hare been carefully through onr stock and marked the balance of our Winter
Hoods, together with Keveral thousand dollars wort h carried over from last sei>*on to PRICES THAT WILL INSURE AN IMMEDIATE SALE.
We have decided
to make a loss to dispose of these goods before the bnlk of our Spring stock comes
in. We suppose a rush is unavoidable, bat these must be sold.

Men's and Youths' all Wool Suits,
men's Spring Overcoats,
Hoys' and Children's Suits and

At
A few
PRICE.

(J3t

COU Τ Β.

iSL'ÎLÎ♦?

if£KS\Îî?£
PSf1?11 thVruo
yealed

Every jpool warrauted full

Ginghams

OU

Sale ofg reserved seats will commence
at Stockbridge s, Monday morning, April 20th.
Doors open at 7. entertaiumcnt at 7.45.
The aim of this lecture and concert is
to give as
present state of musical science and the
of music hs retheory
by the history of music and Illustrated by

eodtf

-

Music,

—

Direction of Mr. Koizschmar,
at Chestnut Street Church.
Thursday

a

will have that doubt dispelled upon examination
of our stock

—

& LITTLE.

iiïFdâdv

THE fiDATTiki

m

dies', Gents' and Children's Hosier),

d3w

Worth today 12 1-ÎI Cents. These are in Line Plaids and
Stripes.
Display in Window.
tail
We
special attention to the above as the quantity is limited and
cannot be duplicated at this price.

MILLETT

sale at
Lec-

aplGdlw

Colleen

Remarkable

Boys' Spring

HEADQUARTERS
$1.00 and $1.25.

OP17
wi7

7.45

apl3dt2B

SATURDAY.

Blue Undressed

now on

Concert at

Store.

ture at 8.15.

«••t.

PEKRY,

GREAT GINGHAM SALË

IlliMlrationir.

Evening tickets reserved, 60 cents;

^priûg

-

Scutptars."

The true starting point of the journey. Treasures
of Sculpture of Athens.
Their resting place in EuReproduction of characteristic
ropean Galleries.
Ancient Sculpture. The sensational iu art. Dawn
of the lienaissauce.
Michael Augelo: his life and
works. C'acova.
Thorwaldsen amid his creations.
M.wJernArt in Sculpture.
Glories of the French
Exhibition. The Sculptors' mission and ideal,

AT

Fred R.

un-

Second Lecture,

bpring Oversacks,

has just received the latest New York styles in soft and
stiff hats in black, blue, brown, wine and brown mixed.
The latest styles in Derby for young men are the best
ever seen in Portland, and
by calling and examining
for yourself you will be convinced. Young men's silk
hat, nobby Spring style now ready. Old silk hats made
over, and a perfect fit warranted,

MIDDLE STREET.

IflcCliELLAIÏ,

STODDARD LECTUHES.

ALSO A NICE LIN£ OF

OTLElErS

—

MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 20tU
Admission tickets 20 cents, for sale by members
of the Camp and at the rink.
apl7d3t

Men, Youths, Boys and Children.

Ε. N* PERKY

245

BY

Shepley Camp, Sons of Veterans,
Portland Skating Rink,

FOES.

LITTLE, Agent,

N.

party

ΟΙ Winiilow's Rink, Boston,
der the Auspice·) of

FINE SUITINGS

SPECIAL

111 a&s

Exchange Street.

skatug
—

other speculative forms of policies issued. It insures
only on regnlar plans of life and endowment, offering the Lowest
Rates and the Largest Dividends combined with the
greatest security.
Those desiring reliable insurance should apply to

apl

objectionable partie».
C. H. KNOWLTON» Manager.

fuse all

Exhibition of Fancy Skating

or

W. D.

KYENING.

CITY

pair.

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST m BEST M THE WORLD.
ASSETS OVER

EVERY

15CIÏNTH.
ARMKÎÇIIIM
I0< K.TIK,
L*Di£it,
nUnlloolun
SKATE CHEÎUK, IO CENT!*.
ne management reserve tue right to rer. ο.

We have several lines of exclusive

Falmouth Hotel,
Opp.
apll

L

NO.apl4499 CONGRESS ST., CORNER BROWN.
INSURE

KINK,

From

JSLKe

STÛDLÊY; Manager,
*

SKATING

Mtorer Hro».' Block, iUiddle Ml.

the closest

of

1IE Police Examining Board will be in session at
the Aldermen's Room, in the City Buiidiug, on
■iaiuritay Evening, April 18, at 7% o'clock,
or ihe purposeof
listening to any suggestions which
iitizens may be pleased to oifer touching the new
jollce law and its practical application by the

PORTLAND

THE CLOTHIER ASD FURNISHER,

Millett & Little

d2w

The management reserve the right to refuse admission or skates to objectionable parties.
marlCdtf
.ÛKKT C. W111TT1ER. Manager.

COR. MIDDLE AND TEMPLE 8T8.,

BLACK SILKS AND BHADAIES.
In this line of goods we can show yon good Goods at 75 cents, $1.00,
$1.25, $1.37, $1.50, $1.62, $1.75, $2.00 and $2.25. These are all
new goods, bonght this season, and are not being sold at
any fancy
prices, as onr motto is quick sales and small profits.

FOR

WHITNEY.

A"ioADMISSION Vo'L"."

inspection.

SILKS.

%

apl3

ternoous.

BOYS' BLOUSE WAISTS and NORFOLK BLOUSES for Gentlemen.
We have an extra fine stock of SPRING OYERSACKS and Inyite your

line of Colored Satins at 45 and 50 cents per

Onr $1.00 and $1.25 Colored Silk is one that will
buyer. They are all new and choice colors.

STGCKBRIDCE'S.
d3t
Federal Mtreet,opp. the Park·

dlw

COLORED

tale I bid

on

Open every Afternoon and Evening. I»lu*ic Every bveniBg, Wednesday audSaturday Λf-

styles that are very desirable and cheap. A strong durable suit for
$2.00; better ones at $2.50, 3.00 and 4.00; extra fine ones for $5.00,
6.00, 7.00, 8.00 and 9.00.
A large variety of BOYS' SHIRT WAISTS from 25 cents to $1.00.
Extraordinary Bargains.
BOYS' KNEE PANTS 50c, 75c, 100, 1.25 and 1.50.

be found in Portland.

as can

admiwicn ticket*
eacli^

cents

—AWD—

OFFER SATURDAY MORNING, ONE CASE

KENDALL

we

BLACK A! COLORED SILKS Ai\D Μ1X8
as

75

OPEN

m colors and blacks.

come In every family.
apl4
TTSlmnrm2dp

book.

14 to 17 years,

1000 yards of tlie best Prints made at δ cents per yard.
Fine Nainsooks with Colored Figures and warranted to wash at
12 1-2 cents.
Twenty pieces more of those 54 inch all wool Tricots at the low
price of 95 cents, regular price $1.25.
We also are showing a very choice line ot new Snrinar Dress Gonds

We have

at

GERT8,

BARGAINS FOR THIS WEEK.

-

Bags

A few ioatB and

morning

BIJOU SftATINO PAKLOR,

In the line of

TA)L0R CUT, FIT and FINISH.

going very fast, and

Now is the time to apply it. Put up in
.0, 25 and 50 pounds. For sale by

The Theodore Thomas Concert Tickets reduced in price,

apl7

WORK.

the Sosp is always wel-

the notable novels of the year, and has little
of the crudeness to be expected in a first

IMPORTANT NOTICE !

Ladies' Genuine Tailor-Made Newmarkets, Latest Styles.
SACKS, NEAT AND SERVICEABLE.
WALKING JACKETS, NOBBY AND GENTEEL.

apr-i

ENGLISH LAP FERTILIZER.

uival!
management have secured the whole of
Mr. Lifctletield's stock, and si its can bo procured
from § 1.00 to §1.60.
With the reduced rate there
will suroiy bo a rush.
C.
H.
ap!3d5t
KNQWLTON, Manager.

AT

Young Men's Styles we have a large variety and you can be sure
of getting suited if you will but make an examination and we warrant
to tit equal to the best custom work and at a much less price.

Casco

—

inh, «rand Mn»quernde Car·

the

A fo« seals—$1.60 and $1.25—reduced to J$1/0
and $1.25.
Do not delay to eecure tickets

SPRING TRADE !

4 to 14 years, we take the lead.

Mill MU «STIC WOOL»,
FOR

Cnrm terra

OUR BOYS' KNEE PANT SUITS.

NICKERSON,
TAILOR,
—

Onr

In

1885.

A. A.

"Welcome Soap V Thej

quiet, pastoral scenes, as describing stirring
political events. The book is exquisite in
detail while it is full of plot, movement and
incident. It is a fascinating story, one of

FOR THE

8.00, 10.00, 12.00

Professor of Chemistry New York Medical College, &c.

Hare yon got one orthe

are

to be

DR. Η. A. MOTT,

beautiful Panel Pictures
that are given away with

or

On

SUITINGS

the fifteenth of

whatever.

day (Saturday) only.

STORE.

AW UNUSUALLY FINE ASSORTMENT OF

knew of

Superior Baking Powder purchased
markets, and I take pleasure in recommendby myself
ιι% it to public iavor as a baking powaer tnat can be renea
upon for purity, wholesomeness and strength, as I have never

Ε.

Trajan : A novel by Henry F. Keenan
New York: Cassell & Co., Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon). This serial was begun
anonymously in the columns of '"the Manhattan," a magazine which, alter a short and
brilliant career, suddenly expired, leaving
the public to regret the loss of the story
which had created 60 much interest.
It has
now, however, reappeared in book form, and
the completed work fully sustains the promise given in its early chapters.
The scene of Trajan is laid in Paris, at the
time of the down-fail of Napoleon III, but
the leading characters are Americans. Trajan, the hero, is a young painter, a Itepublic^i, and figures prominently in the exciting
incidents of the revolution. Mr. Keenan
seems to have as much skill in depicting

never

one

lSth.

STREET 182

We Havfi Planad

in the

^NTAGIOyS

Discriminate.

Jan Yedder's Wife. By Amelia E. Barr.
(New York: Dodd, Mead & Go.; Portland:
Hoy% Fogg & Dunham). A very freeb,
sweet story is Jan Vedder's Wife. It is a
tale of fifty years ago at the Shetland Islands,
and the characters are quaint and original,
while the atmosphere of the book is like the
author's description of the Shetland sum.
mer:
"When the amber sunshine lingers

Baiting

are

OLD

MIDÛLE

E80

an1 CI

of Cleveland's

cans

Appte-

Lire fabric of his work.

Fly Rods and Fly Tackle. By H. P. Wells.
(NewYork: Harper & Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) The title of
this book is a suggestive one at this
time,
when the gentle angler begin to feel that the
dreams in which he has indulged during the
dark days of winter are soon to be realized.
To such this book bringing suggestion of

in

on

Co., Portland:Hoyt, Pogg & Donham).

cheery and whimsical essays, will be interested in this new story by the same writer
Not that the hero's '"adventures" are
by
flood and field, or of an
especially sensational character; but
simply a series of events»
both tragic and comic, grave and gay, told in
a very sprightly and
entertaining manner,
and very well worth telling. Mr. Bunce is
a writer of much freshness and
vigor, and
while very amusing, a thread of
philosophy
and original thought runs through the en-

"

such publications until I saw them in print
this month, January 1885.

The many readers and admirers of Mr.
Buijce's "Bachelor Bluff," a collection of

liant General Custer and his brave and loving wife. The narrative is full of vitality,
and so keen a personality that one becomes
absorbed as if it were one's own experience.
Every page has in it a sort of vivid excite,
ment which gets into the veins and makes
the reader at one with the writer and a
par.
ticipator in the events of each day, the simplest of which is full of interest. The style
of the book is ju3t what it should be. There
is no straining after effect, but a
quiet,
bright, cheery tone, which gives the &ay and
the sombre, the light and the shade, the dramatic incidents of army life on the
frontiei,
with admirable effect. Mrs. Custer's volume
presents a delightful portrait of her husband»
and is a tribute to his memory finer and
more enduring than
any monument of stone
and brass.

and

me

Powder

APRIL·

J.

Royal Baking Powdei
reflecting upon the purity
I

The Adventures of Timias
Terrystoue.
By Oliver Bell Bunco. New York: D.
ton &

emanating from

as

Cleveland's

amined

aaucidciury snort,

story is a work of art
which comparatively lew writers can accomplish; bat the ten volâmes of Storie? by
American Àulhors contain the beet of their
class, and each story is a gem in its way.
The closing number contains
Pancha, by T.
A. Jauvier; The Ablest Man in the
World,
by Ε. P. Mitchell; Young Moll'e Peevy, by
C. A. Stephens; Maumat'ha,
by Charles de
Kay ; A Daring Fiction, by H. H. Boyesen ;
and The Story of Two
Lives, by Julia

O.

false.

"

Friday,

J&rw &i,ym

Gr±Y^icx

THE

I have, on several occasions during the past few years and
without the knowledge of the manufacturers, analytically ex-

Stories by American Authors. IX.
(New
York: Charles Scribner's
Sons; Portland:
Loriug, Short & Harmon). It is quite to be
regretted that this charming series of stories,
eo prettily and
inexpensively gotten up,
should have come to an end. A clever and

Boots and

The Sccret of Death

Company
of

Be

the

published by

PORTLAND ΚΙΧΚ.

P. S.—The

Remember this special sale is for

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
statements

WATERBURY WATCHES

Storer Bros.' Block, Middle St. Open Every Evening.

SATURDAY,

33ΤΓ THE

The

ΕΝΤΕΒΤΑΙΝΜΕΛΤβ.

I have received a second invoice of those elegant Improved Water·
hury Watches, and shall present one to each customer purchasing
Clothing to the amount oft' Twelve Dollars or more for cash or.

Sr. Hilt, lils Smrintit Wit,

The Adventures of Jimmy Brown. Written by Himself and Edited by W. L. Aldec.
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon). Master Jimmy
Brown, whom Mr. Aldeu permits lo tell his
own story, seems to bo a somewhat
refined
and cultivated specimen of the "Peck's
Bad
Boy" kind. Not that these stones are in the
least coarse, like those with which we have
compared them, but we certainly should.not
want to put into the hands of our own
youngster a work that would induce him
to attempt an unthought of aud abominable
number of outrageous tricks and
prankr,
which would make him. If he did not break
his own neck in the performance of
them, at
least a family nnisance. Any owner of a
small boy is warned against
allowing his infant son a glimpse of this book,
although he
may find it very amusing reading for himself.

raiBCELLAIVKOirS.

To

OF

•

admirably into the scientific portion of
the book.
Indeed, Paradise Found will
prove a wonder and delight to him who
reads it thoughtfully.

w

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THE NAME

be found in more pretentious novels.

βο

wood and stream, lake and sunshine with
many wise hints of practical value to the
sportsman, will be welcome. The first
chapter is a dissertation upon books and is
well worth the price of the book to
any
angle? who has not made the subject one of
thoughr. At first sight this may seem an
overdrawn statement, but a careful perusal
of the chapter in question will convince the
reader that it is not. After treating ot fishhooks of which many illustrations are
given
and how they are made, the author proceeds
to consider lines, leaders, materials for rods
how to make and repair them ; flies and fly
fishing, all of which subjects are treated
In an interesting and practical mauner.
Anglers have many "notions" and there are
somethings in this book with which all cannot agree, but as a whole, this book of a
practical angler will fill an important place
in piscatorial literature.

ΊΙ*«ΚΙ.Ι.Α>Γ<ίΙ«.

night, and the whole land has an air of enchantment. mystic, wonderful and far off."
The fishing village of Lerwick and i's picturesque features are described with a fidelity
and skill in word paiuting quite unusual;
aud we find a quiet pleasuie in
following the
fouunes of Jan Vedder and his Margaret
that is very satisfactory, and not
always to

ographicai geology ; prehistoric climatology ;
paleoutological botany,
zoology,! anthropology and general ethnology. Having
brought to his subjects all the scientific support possible, he next proceeds to give to it
the support of ethnic tradition, and the

and

Grant's condition is all the basis there is for
hope, if his disease is still admitted to be incurable, then the public which is beginning
to believe that there are yet years of 1 fe befere the General is doomed to bitter disappointment. But there are eigne that the
public may have far better grounds for hope
than that.

New Publications.

Paradise Found. By William F. Warrfti.
S. T. D. L L. D.
(Boston Houghton Mifflin & Co; Portland: Loring Short & Harmon.) The reader upon taking up this book
and fiuding that it treats of the ciadle of the
human race, which it locates in that region
ot terrors, the North
Pole, will be inclined at
first to lay it down with a
ehrug of the
shoulders and an impatient
expression; hut
if he has the
courage or curiosity to read a
chapter he will go through the book with
interest increasing at
The auevery page.
thor realizing the fact that his subject would
at the outset, suggest to the reader that be
was a Bj eculator or fabulist states what he
afterwards proves to be true that this tfook
"is not tho work of a dreamer," that it does
not proceed from a love of learned
parados,
aud is not a cunningly devised fable, but is
a serious and sincere
attempt to present the
true and final solution of one of the greatest
and most fascinating problems connected
with the history of mankind.
After giving
the state of the question concerning the location of Eden, the author presents the results of historic and legendary explorers; of
theologians, non-theologians, naturalists and
ethnologists. He then proceeds to state his
hypothesis of the location of Eden at the
North Pole to which he applies scientific
tests, giving the testimony of scientific
geogony; astronomical geography, physi-

Overcoats left at

STRICTLY

and

$5.00,

ikîrfîî
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«real,
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ïL®^eadI Sr*
4o ceuts for «ample be* of
liity

Waste Embr'y, jiroz 40c. Waste Silk 25c
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ru;oa and define for
οgoods
description,
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six cents in
stamps.
* AKMSTROKQ CO.,
marl 2oodoœ
3δ Kingston Street, Boston.
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LAR TIP

About HALF

WAISTS at 25, 50, 75, 80 cents,

■SHOES

OWE PRiCE.

W e have made a ppeclalty of thin
excellent SIIOE for BOYS'
WKAlt for years. We make
nothing eJise. aud produce perfection of fit* comfort, κ»υι|
fttyle, and toe be-sf «fr.rinj;
hoot tiiat is made. Cost no more
than is generally charged for ordinary kIiw, and will nave ùO

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.»
255 Middle St., Portland, Me.
W. O. Ware,
aprll

method ο
MII.K.
Mer-

iiDjiroTtmieut over the
oÎJfïî","'1'
,c bolog much mor·
,ί ί to ?keiuembroidery
•ODMnleut
handle. There Quille eontain about
«"'i this

Bargains.

$2.50, $3.50

for Boys' STAR SHIRT
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Ε »1 Hiioi OERY
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nt
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31 ii&ro miscellaneous merchandise; for connectât» i·
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îv-

Mesica·»

175
82

Arquotw ^»roforr*vJ—

u-al

!»

7a-.7-·

..

i'oi...
i" i'-C:

ir
i'*
Oiuat:;·,
On»ϊί;·.

î

-:

-·ί....

~

-·

92Ve
39%
'23 Va
G46fc

—

—·.

-·■

...

ërred

&MA-NA0

tl

....

.·:;ϋ·-ο.'«

c
:·'

633

.Λ.....·

■.,

Quia

Ertepref

.......

Illinois : ;ontrsJ

ι25%
69%
55%
35%
97%
-.131%
89%

.......

Lake Hnof*—
fftSçl.îçftE C -Ίtvl.,

l··:^ i
rK-iv:.·
h'oïùl'v1·,

....

>·:»

.·

i'

iwv.«Sc·.·3* Cei-"···.·.
Koefc. h ^r.d
r»t, lv >.
Kt. ί
(·■ ef

...

...

·.

Union »'-ieiite

-·ν»^Α

...

.,

Γηίοη Tel.
Adamsi£x. Co
American Ex. Co
Alton <& Terre Mante
do preferred
Boston Air Line
Bur.& Oedar Rapids

«.

92

21%

uanada Southern
Centra! Pacific..
liei.&Uludson Canai Oo.
15*3. a Lackawanna
ο:

■·

vs

133%

.......

89%
63
30
31%
84%

....

>

λ

...

...

—

■*··.-->»

«

3 '/a
iî
1*
i5

..

Kansas & '< cxae
Houston & Toxa«...
Hannibal & .';t. Jî

PWHERMKW.

H- »

Ar at

îl3A

...

CVa

82Và
130

.77.

17%
*»7
14 J

.......

δ4s/a
114V&

..

Pullman Car—
Richmond & Danville

«

49
1(ί
IS Va
84

........

Reading

..

St Paul & Omaha
do. preferred
Union Pacific tfa
do" L. G. 7s
£.0 eir fund 8s.

113Vi
105
1 ibVa

New ïorît lUiuing ^tecu»·
VoitK,April 17.—The following are the closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
New

Colorado Coal
Homestake

10.00
11.00
17.5 >

Onta io

Quicksilver
do pre*

4,00
26.00

...

ο

Eureka

16.50

Plymouth
Horn Silver

2.30

liafifotfai& Miaisiar *SSock.\
(By 'J elegraplij
gAS Fii-i ;· .1800, April 17.—The following are ma
closing official quotations of mi nine: stock? to-day:
2V4
Besl & Belcher—
IV2
Bodie
33/4
Choll.tr
2
veii- si ..'wui·'.
Gould & Curry
fi'/t
4
Savage
Mexican
1%
Hale & Noreross
7%
Potosi
Va
..

—

..

...

..

....

1

Ophir

The Uuion Con. Mining Company
assessment of 25c φ share.

has

levied

an

land.

Montgomery,

17th,

Ar

THE

WEEK ending

April

H err

ψ bbl;

an

Grounds.

Codfish.
lbs.

split a |$ 4
$5; round

Halibut.
lbs.
52,710

64
9
4

Georges, 1,488,000
Shore
88,000
Bank halbt

η
Uiher

1," 68,000 iiO 1,21'
receipts, 2&Ο qtl pollock, 13ô

Haddock.
lbs.
3

,000

148,·'00
do

«Jfeicafto JukrciS soefe jflLarfcet.
(By Telegraph.)
Ubzoaoo. April 17.—Cattle—ttecoipis 77 0 beafl;
ebîpcneus·- 80Ô0 h^d: steady on ibo botter graaes;
tde :rs at, 4 G'ifcG 00: butchers at 2 60@4 5'!. stocLers and if-fieri »t 3 40.«4 60;Texans a: 4 j ô V/.5 l
Hogs—Rece is : 1,000 bead; shipment* 7< 0 ; hd;
4

2δ@4

43

FO RËIUN

packing ana

Shipping 4 46 <i 4 to; light 4 35{a>4 66; skips 3 25®

Sheep—receipts 3500 headjehipiuents 1000 head;
higher; natives at 3 26@« &0; oxtra Sheep and
Lambs at 6 ΟΟαθ 15; Western Sheep 4 00@6 25.
Demcetie filarHets,
'·;

/By
in» r,trk*i— iv^upts
5«w 7ov;>i. April 17
exports 720.i bbl:24,231 t>">
dull, heavy and
·■»·.
.t2 700bbis.
again decidedly.lower;
F. n.\:. So 2 at 2 tiô£â3 50; Sup.'vYeuom a&d
aie
40.ί·.3 80. comm·. :.· to its*/· jîlvs Weaken. and
ai.
rita e 3 ΟΛ416; good tochoice do at 4 20gd 15:
eommor. to choice V^hito Wheat Western exYr«\ at
β 050; fancy do 5 60a;G 15; common to good
extra Ohio a' 86ft|61B; umiinon to oholea extra
MltmesoU extra
St. iA'Ul? a: 3 65"a6 15: Païen
s» -ίυίί&δ 75.
*.hoic
to double extra
sjood to pr;aae
25, tncludin;: 1900 h:- <j\tv fm
So at 5 80'/6
»
700 bbl- fine at 2 65@3 50, 6 0 bbls
extf .' at ft o;
at
Siuvirline at 3 40 -^.3 80; 1300 hbl.·* oxtr ? :·.;·
bbl.s Vv";!i«se'iu-.-i extra 3 0" it
35Γ
3 «Î04 15
at at 8 6;>
20.
».
16;"36 Ό bbl» wnmwioL'i
tioar declining. Jtye Hour weak.
Sout -e:
bush spot lots 2
-receipts 24,150 bosh, exports
rS2J/4c lower, closing stea*iy; ex· ort and milling
demand li/ht. speculation fairly active; sales 13i*,.Spring at 07c; No 3 lied at
000 bush on a; ot; Ν
2 Rei at :^6Vècin elev. No 1 liei
ttSVk@'*3Vbc; No
White
I.
08'/*c. Rye weak. Parley
State 1 (>4-: No
«re—-pot grad s declined W@%c with a
quiet.
only modéra e; tlight export demand bpeculatio
ΓΟ
s ; Bal *
3 V
,484 .ushjesj oris 2
eeipte
at
2
No
02ly4:?i; >2%c in elev;
ΟϋΟ bush on the i.ot;
c lower, e
siny
No 2 weite at f«3vkc. Oas«
with some reaction; trade moderate,receipt 94,050
bush sales 81,0 Hi bush J spot; C\ro 3
bush; export^
at ,7
c; do White at 30j{ 3HV£c; No :> at
38 Vaci No
Wh;w 40%c; RZised Western 38 ?@
40c; do White 42 f. 47c; White Statu- at 44-Vk@4';cI
Coftee i- steady.
s'.eady and moderately active; tbc market ior refined is <jilie-. (J 4%e,
KxtraC at ^'/βίά,ίδο; White do at 5Vstk6 3-lCc;
Yellow 48/s@4Vac; oil A 6 5-10c; Mould A 5 7-16;
i'eli..

f-

from

tKiTÎiOy---.

ι-

MUKDOCK'S FREE HOSPITAL.

Ayer's

The Staff of the Surgical Hospital at No. 30 Leverett street, Boston, is in attendance daily from 9
to 10 A. M., except Saturdays and Sundays.
We do this to show the value of raw foed, which
our liquid food is, condensed and free from, insoluble
matter, which enables us to save life when all other
foods and treatments fail.
We have never lost a case from ehock following
an operation, even of the many that we have
operated on, that other hospitals and surgeons have refused, and we have never kept a woman over three
weeks prior to an operation, and never gave over a
tablespoonful of our Liquid Food four times daily;
that quantity in thirty days will make ten pounds
of new blood (the system contains from 26 to 28
pounds), proving that we can build up any case bo
that they can be not only operated on successfully,
but that a relapse never follows an operation when

CherrçPectoral

Should be kept constantly at hand, for

uso

in
a

emergencies of
mother, startled

the household.
in tho night by

gasping for air. In such cases Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral is invaluable. Mrs. Emma
Gedney, 109 West 128 st., New York,
writes:
"While in the country, last
winter, my little boy, three years old, was
taken ill with Croup; it seemed as if he
would

Cherry

Food is used.

Audi when other foods are available, we
can ishow thai with .Liquid Food
we can
build up a patieut iu liait the time usually
required.
If a lady prefers her own physician or
surgeon, she can have him by paying his

frequent doses, and, in less than half an
hour, the little patient was breathing
easily. Tho doctor said that the Pectoral
saved my darling's life." Mrs. Chas. B.
Laudon, Guilford, Conn., writes: "Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral

any surgeon can have a bed as·
fees,
Mgned him for a private case (we not paying them for their attendance) but will
or

Saved 5V!y Life,

for and nourish the patient before the
if needed, and after it until
they arc restored to health.
We challenge such results without the
use of Murdoch's Liquid Food.
livery institution that uses Murdoch's
Liquid Food reports the same results, be
Ihey on infante, children or adults.
Boston Children's Fiuknd Society, )
care

operation,

and also the Iffe of my little sou. As lie
is troubled with Croup, I dare not bo
without this remedy in the house." Mrs.
J. Gregg, Lowell, Mass., writes:

Stbeet,
Boston, March 23,1885.

Bicycles;

and fixtures; a
for sell16-1

T.,

inconvenience is

soon

Ayer

& Co.,

As

an

our

Mass.

UNITED STATES HOTEL·.

~

anti-maiarial medicine

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

-sir ^aumtsm wmsmr

DR.W.WILSON'S
Unparalleled success in the cure of upwards of Six
Thousand of the most diificult complicated ca&es
within the last four years is the best evidence

Of his Skill that needs only a Trial.
Ladies'
Periodical Regulating Magnet
Working Wonders W bout ITIcdiciue.

His

Ladies' suffer

has won golden opinions. No traveler should consider his outfit complété unless it includes a bottle of
this medicine.
If you are exposed to frequent
changes of climate, food and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels malarial poisons, and is the best preventative of chills
and malarial fever in the world. It is especially offered as a trustworthy specific for the cure of Kidney
and Liver complaints, Constipai ion ana all disorders
arising from an impure state of the blood. To women
wno suffer from any of the ills
peculiar to their sex
Favorite Remedy is constantly Droving itself an unfailing friend—a real blessing. Address the proprietor, Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, Ν. Y. $1 bottle, 6 for
by all druggists.

TuThûSlmnrm

is

longer, call and investigate, no questions asked but your
or pain is faithfully
ache
every ailment,
described.
no

g^rOoneultation and Examination
a, m.

to 8 p.

Free from 9
feblldtf

m.

FAVORITE REMEDY

ap!4

bond!
BONDI

SAFE

7% TL

and
AND

j

lECURITIES MORTGAGE!
NEGOTIATED

FIRST NATIONAL

BY ΧΠΕ

BANK,Corning, Iowa
W.

Fbank & Darrow.)
(Su&eeaaor to Geo.
Choice li ir.st Mortgages in the best Farmingr
Districts in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
Internet paid at your *tcn home it* JV. Y. Exchange.

IWTWELVE YEARS' EXPERIENCE
Funds-

lu loaning for Private Investors and Trust
•♦HOT HOW MUCH, BUT HOW WELL,"
Is our Motto in Loaning. Send for circular
full particulars as to loans, references, etc.
nterest from Date of Receipt of Mencv·

ÎLving·

ÏÏ3ÊT CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.
CPAS.Û.N0RT0N,Cash*r. Lew E.DAnaow.lres't.
Oilman, bo* % Co.. Bankers, N. Y.CitT,
Itérer to J
j milscha*ti' Kaoomaju Bask, Cuiuego, IUiaoli
TTSly

IMPORTED
I

For 28 years I suffered with
my^ig'ut leg astbe aesultof typhoid fever.
Amputation was suggested as the only means of
preserving life. The doctors could do nothing for
For three years 1
me, and thought I must die.
never bad a shoe on.
Swilt's Specific has made a
permanent cure and added ten years to niv life.
War. It. Reed, Ilall Co., (ia.

am an
ulcere on

old

man.

I have taken Swift's Specific for blood poison contracted at. a medical college at a dissection, while I
was a modical student.
1 am grateful to say that it
gave me a speedy aud thorough cure after my parents had spent hundreds of dollars for treatment.
Augustus Wexdel, M. D.f Newark, N. J.

My wife from early girlhood has been suffering
from rheumatism. She has tried many remedies,
and 1 must frankly say has derived more benefit
from'Swift's Specific than from all the others, after
long aud faithful trial.
Rev. Jas. L. Fierce, Oxford, Ga.
Swift's Specific is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta,
Ga., or Ιδί) W. 2.'3d St., Ν. Y.
janld&wlynrm
IM ΕΙΉ3Μ·:ΐί¥ «IVIÎN, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator with the
"Will annexed, of the estate of

NOTM1E

JANE BARB, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
-VT
γιμτπ
I Adui'r with the
nupn
FRED Ν. DOW,
j wm annexecl>

Portland, Mfiich

d, 1885.

Piano, Edwards & Son, 7
octave, 4 round comers; splendid rosewood
and
bottom
legs,
top
mouldings, [a rare barcarvel
gain, terms easy. Call between 2 and 7 p. m. C.

FOR

Young, 108 Bracket t St.

15-1

SALE—Parties contemplating building at
Woodforde can find some very desirable house
lots on Pearl street, for sale on reasonable tôrms.
For particulars call on C. A. RACKLEFF.
15-1

FOR

SALE—A flue carryall (standing top,)
Portland make, but little used, at a bargain;
also box buggy with top. Kimball make, for sale by
C. k. IIA WES. 177 Middle St., Portland.
15-1

FOR

mar28dlawS3w*

WINES &
ot «il

LIQUORS

hiedii, in site

IOR SALE—Beach

and
harness.
F Enquire at No. 469 wagon
CONGRESS ST.
15-1
SALE OR EXCHANOE-Farm in
FOR
Gray, about 4 miles from Cumberland Centre;
contains 100
40
new

acres ;
acres tillage,
balance pasture and woodland: good set of buildings; orchard
of grafted fruit: 600 cords wood ; some pine timber.
By N. S. GARDJNER, Real Estate Agent, No. 40
14-1
Exchange street.

Mineral Spring Water,

PKOM ΠΛΚΒΙΝΟΗ, KUINB

F. O. PIERCE & CO.'S

f
JÊgjL·

ÂINTS

THEIR SUPERIORITY
CONCEDED
β τ PRACTICAL PAINTERS WHEIi-

KVERUSED

α tit a
Paints
Β ΒV ■
rueiB χ
ι Tbeie
are eomiîosed of the beet Zine and
Lin·
juin·
Lead pigmente, grouna
i.eau
jtutg
in
Pure
ground *r\ 11 «3f» 11TJil
**0r1 n.
ΟΙ·
m

■

seed Oil to the consistency to useunder
tho brush.
Their great fineness and
density of body forms a iirm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be produced by any process of hand mixing.
Every package 13 sold under our positive ffuaran·
fee of purity, and to repaint
any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good service.
If not for sale in your town send to ou** wholesale
II. II. MAY & SON,
agents,
t„

on
story
street; terms
For particulars apply to GEORGE LiBBY,

easy.

93 Exchange street.

14-1

Gorham, about two
from Gorham Village; the property consists of
FOR
two
house with ell and
barn
SALE—Farm in

miles

story
outbuildings,
40x85, thrifty young orchard with variety of fruit,
apples, pears, grapes, well of pure water, iabout 105
a

Kow,

115-1

Boston.

SAL·E—$200 buys fixtures and stock of
fruit, confectionery, cigar and tobacco store,
located on one of the best travelled streets in Boston; rent only $16 per month; great bargain. W.
F. CARltUTHERS, 24Tiemout Kow, Boston. 13-1

FOR

Dry and fancy goods, email

XAIiK— $500.
and business

ran

FOR

of excellent land divided into field and pastur
age, and wood, cut in 1883, 40 tons bay; tèrms
easy. Inquire of ELISHA DOUGLASS, Gorham
11-2
Village.

ALE—The stock, fixtures and good will
of a long established grocery business.
For
particulars apply to JAMES C03TELL0, No. 22
Alfred St., Biddeford.
11-3

FOR

S

Gorham,
from the city,
farm of 60
I.iOR
cuts from 30 to 40 tons of
SALE—In
a

iuge,

MARK MOSHER, Gorham, or
on the premises.

eight

about

10-2

SALE—A now two story dwelling, ell,
woodhouse and stable connected; situated on
Green St., in Gorham Village; terms easy; tor parucuiars 10quire οι uajnlulj jjuuuijAô», uornam,
Maine.
9-2

FOR

make

room

for

shall sell my brass and japanned
FORMALE-To
discount:
for

new

stock, 1

cages at the
$6, $5, $4 and $3 a
30 cents on each dollar: Cages for §2
or about, at 20 cents on each dollar; Cages for $1 or
about, at 10 cents on each. POliTLAND BIRD
STORE.
7-2

following
piece, I itflow

Cages

Montreal,

in which

advance.

TO

Two

house

LET

—

on

Apply

Libby's
LIBBY, 93 Exchange St.

gress

Τ

LET.—A convenient rent for

O

at

a

14-1

email family
14-1

275 CUMBERLAND ST.

TO LET—A 7 octave Emerson piiino,
Inquire of
newly toned and in good order.
13-1
IRVINU BLAKE, 538 Congress St.

PIANO

story
LET.—OuOeean St., Woodfords,
TO
house, containing nine rooms, large stable,
of land If wanted; will
all in
two

good repair; eight

let for

a

acres

ALLEN,

Address C. H.

term of years.

Standish, Me.

7-2

BE I.El .—A new Cherry Chamber Set
with hair mattress and woven wire spring, to
Addrees R. C.,
a reliable party at reasonable price.
160.
Press Office.

Boston

flIHE following property is offered for sale:

interest of the Vermont National Bank of

Β

The
St.

Albans, in and to the Montreal, Portland and Boston Railroad and its appurtenances located in Canada, running from St. Lambert, opposite the City
of Montreal, south-easterly to West Farnham about
thirty-two milee,,an<l from that point southerly to
Vermont State line about twenty-live miles; also
two branches aggregating about thirteen miles,
making about seventy miles in all; also 538 iirst
mortgage bonds of said Railroad Company of $1000
each, out of a total issue of 901 bonds of $1000
each; also all said Bank's interest in 160 other of
the first mortgage bonds of $1000 each of said Railroad Company, the same having been pledged to
other parties for the sum of about $88,OCO; also 100
second mortgage bonds of said Railroad Company of
$1000 each and being the entire issue of Second
mortgage bonds; also 7924 shares of the Capital
Stock issued by said Railroad Company of the par
value of $100 each, the entire Capital Stock issued
by said Companv being 10,199 shares; also a judgment in favor of the Hochelaga Bank of Canada, of
about $6000 and accrued interest against said
Montreal, Portland and Boston Railroad Company
now owned by said Vermont National Bank, and
wholly unsatisfied. The 32 miles of said Road from
St. Lambert to West Farnham form a connection
on a direct route from Montreal to Boston, and is a
portion of what is known as the "Air Line" between
those Cities, and is at present used by the Canada
Pacific R. R. Company, as its Eastern outlet.

The whole Road of about 70 miles is well worth
$800,000; the 32 miles is laid with steel rails, is
in excellent condition, and the depots and other
appurtenances belonging to the Eoa4 aie first-class.
The undersigned receiver of said Vermont National Bank, has up to this time been kept out of possession of the road by legal proceedings in Canada
which have been altogether based on technicalities.
The cases are now pending; as soon as a decision on
the merits is arrived at, the controlling interest
now in the receiver's hands, and hereby offered for
sale, must obtain the road and property.
Full particulars may be obtained oy applying to
the receiver of Vermont National Bank, St. Albans. Vermont.
The Property, Bonds, Stocks and Judgment aforesaid will be sold together, and for the same sealed
bids are asked for and will be received by the undersigned at St. Albans, Vermont, up to the 6th day
of May, 1885, on which day thd same will be opBids
ened, examined and the sale determined.
should be explicit in terms and amount, and tho
undersigned reserves the right to reject any and all
bids that may be made.
Bidders are required to give a bond or deposit a
certified check for 10 per cent of their bid as a
voucher for their responsibilty, the same to be returned if the bid is not accepted.
Bids with bond or check should be sealed and enclosed in another envelope and directed to the undersigned at St. Albans, Vermont.
This sale is made under an order of the United
States Circuit Court for the district of Vermont.
GEORGE W. HEN DEE,
Receiver Vermont National Bank of St. Albans.

mar7
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SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.
Summer Residence situated on the
shore of Casco Bay, at Falmouth Foreside, A

BEAUTIFUL
miles from

Portland,

with 20

acres

of land

and is-

land opposite belonging to the estate.
Nice orchard, good well of mineral water, line privilege for
boating, fishing and bathing. For further particulars enquire at premises or address.
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
mar5eodtf
East Deering, Maine.

FARMS FOR SALE.

LET—Front

also

or

D., Press Office.

rooms in
Address
16.1

LET—Alcove room, 153 HIGH ST.

ROOMS TO

Brief advertisement·
thin head

ture with an orchard
of
250 r«pple trees; 1
mile from the village; building of wood; a nice cider
mill.
These farms will be sold at -jroat bargains.
G. D. WEKKS,
Apply to

Gorhaki.

April 1,1885.
apr2

dtt

FOR SALE.

N. S. GAHDINEIf,

or

Portland.

W. F. DRESSER
(OWNH)

Weet
aplO

LOST

inserted under
ÛS cent·, paid in

rooms at No.
House heat entirely by
bath rooms:
excellent.
steam, avoiding
first-class in every particular. Lays to the sun all
14-1
X.
No.
557
TELEPHONE
day.

BE LET—Unfurnished

res

Woodman, True

&
Posses-

over

Crepe Shawl. The finder will be suitably rewarded
15 1
by leaviug the same at 58 SPRUCE ST.

SAVINGS BANS HOOK LOST.
been notified in writing by Thomas Low1HAVE
ell, of Westbrook, Maine, that the Book of De-

posit issued to him by the Maine Savings Bank is
lost, and that he desires a duplicate Book of DeALPHEUS U. ROGERS,
posit issued to him.
aprlldlaw3wS
Treasurer,

a

enly

short time

in the

price

of

Cabinets and Panel Photographs.

and best second floor for

Portland,

demands of the times, we have dea short season, to give the public
advantage of obtaining Strictly First Class
Photographs at Popular prioes, and therefore
To meet the

Co., now occupied by Lord, Haskell & Co.
sion given July 1. Inquire of GEO. W. WOODMAN.

termined, for

the

quote

TO LET.

FINELY FINISHED CABINETS

ORES in the Thompson block, Nos. 117, lib
121 and 123 Middle street, a few di <jrs beiow
the post office; fitted lui table for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basement!, lient
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
1anl4dtf
Brackett street Portland, Me.

S3

Now at

$4.60

per

doz., former price $7 per doi.

PANELS,
Now at $ô per doz., former price $9 per doz.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

WANT·.

-OR
Brief ncl veniremen til are inverted under
this head one vreeU for 35 cent·, paid in
advance,

MONEY

who lias had

nurse

ence

REFUNDED.

$5 to $10 per day made by lire agents canvassing for us. Apply at Studio.

experigirl
in taking
of young children and
WANTED—A
at 103 STATE
references.
care

Apply

give good

can

capable girl for general housework. Δ permanent situation will bo given
reliable help. Call at 290 Danforth Street, be-

WANTBD.--A

tween 4 and 9 p.

17-1

m.

entirely new work, simple and easy; no photograph painting or
ladies and young girls can easily and agreea-

WANTJED—Ladies

for

large income by working

on our

PHOTOGRAPHER
ST., PORTLAND.
mar28

samples at

home; work sent by mail any distance and provided
all the year round; no canvassing or previous expe-

514 CONGRESS

rience necessary; largo demands for the work, tor
address CARLTON & CO., 76 State St.,
16-8
ioston, Mass., Box 5162.

Particulars,
first class piano and violin playhotel at the
WANTED—A
desires
situation at
er

a

some

coming season. Address H. H.
16-1
HAMILTON, Walnut Hill, Me.
and gentlemen in city or
country, to receive light, easy work at home
all the year round; distance no objection; salary
from $1 to $3 a day; no canvassing.
J. FOWLER
15-8
& CO., Boston, Mass., box 5117.
beach for the

WANTED—Ladiee

family
WANTED—By
son,
nicely furnished house with stable for
of
the seashore.
BENJAMIN
of adults for the

a

STKAJHKRS·

sea-

HTKA9IBIU.

a

horses, Dy
SHAW, 481/2 Exchange St.
a

pair

15-1

girl
general housework;
WANTED—A
must be good cook and laundress, and have
for

a

Apply

good recomendations.
No. 35 THOMAS ST.

in the

forenoon at
15-3

4

Room,

rooms on
on or

Address 11. M.

of

near

very

norse

cars.

15-1

S., Custom Houee.

WANTKD-A
capable Protestant girl for gen**
eral housework in a small family. Call at No.
SPRUCE ST. before 2 p. m., or after 7 p. m.
15-1

82

in Deering or Woodfords
for yentloman, child and nurse; must be sun·
rooms
near
horse
cars.
Address Β., P. O.
the
ny
Box 1112 City.
14-1

WANTED—Board

WANTED.—A capable girl

for

general

DOMINION
1884.

to know that I will
do all kinds of upholstering and hair mattresses at your homes; also carpets and lambrequins
cut to order at short notice. Please send postal or
call on MRS. J. FOLEY, rear 70 Portland St., form13*1
erly Mr·. Wallace.
and

Apply

corner

man

on

DANA,

Office,

Commercial and Brackett Sts.
with

13-1

to start best cash

capital
business out; new, original and
WANTED—Man
competiwill bear examination. Address A. D.. Preee
no

tion;

Oftce.

SERVICE.

From
via.

anil

Liverpool!
Halifax.

I

"

M

Parisian,
(Circassian,

26
9

April
"

2
16
30

"
j Sardinian
passage apply to H. A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston, and C. P.
WALDKON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov20
dt

For

ITHU

φίν,νυν

AGENTS—To

something entirely new,
perfectly simple and easy, no photograph
painting, no glass, ladies and young girls in city or
country can earn $12 to $20 per week, work sent
by mail and furnished all the year round, distance
no objection, no canvassing, no stamp required for
reply. Address PIONEER MANUFACTURING
24-8
CO., Box 5008 Boston, Mass.

WANTED.—Ladies,

AGENTS WANTED TO SELL.

Patent Kobe Clasp
and Blanket Holder.

A new article that every horse-owner in the country
will buy. Energetic and reliable meu will prove
this a lirst class opening. New ground to all.
Write me at once for full particulars, terras, &c.
JOSHUA SMITH, Sole Agent,

So. Framiugham, Mass.

aploWTh&S

Cuiivasser Wanted.
Solicit subscriptions fur a dftlly and weekly
newspaper. Address with references,
oct24dtf
A. B. Box 1557 Portland. Me.

TO

THE

LINIEVIEftIT

Diphtheria
BEAD

THE

and Sore Throat

Every family should

Also GOLDEN
M„ W.

JOHN BROOKS and
TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaBB

Portland, at 7 o'clock d. m.. and TNIiia whisi
Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that thoj

secure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night. Through Tickets to New York, 7ia the
varioae Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken as usual.
J. B. i'OYLU, Jr.,

sepSdtf

secure a

bottle at

once.

iYlaanger.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. Cu
TO CALIFORNIA,

T. J. STEVENS, Cor. North and Congress Sts.
H. II. HAY, Junction Free and Middle Sts.
anl 9
d3m
hekejbv «iven, that the
been duly appointed Exeou-

is
Notice
subscriber has
trix of the Will of

HANNAH R. A. HUMPHREY,
Portland,
in the County of Cumberland.deceased. and has takeu upon herself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
eanio; and all persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make payment to
ADELINE S. DOW, Executrix.
late

^Portland, April 7,1885.

of

aprlldlawS3w*

Xenlund

aad

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th doe* not connect for San Fran
clsco.
Steamers sail from Sau Francisco regularly of
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General East-

Agents.

E. A. ADA3IN A CO.,
lis stale Street, Cor. Broad HI., Hoal.u
feb8
dtf

Boston
AKD

—

Direct Steamship Line.
From BOSTON

Erery Wednesday aad

Saturday

From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday

and Friday.

Prom Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. ra. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate oi

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,

South Dy

mission.

connecting lines,

Pueenge

Ten ΟοΙΙπγν.

forwarded free
Hound

of

and
com-

Trip 918·

Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. If. SAMPSON, Agent,
31dtf
7«> lions Wharf. Boston

GAINÉS TEA *1 S Η iPCOsVi PAN V
For Mew Ifork.
a learners leave Franklin Whirl, on WeilnoedS)
and Saturdays at β p. m.. Uot-unung leave Fier 38
East Kirer, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur
J. B. OOYLK, .JK., Gen'l Ag"t.
days at 4p.m

sep21

fel>28

SfcW8w

Song Worship.

vanced music and words, and with the qualities
most esteemed at Chautauqua and other similar
places of resort by prominent Sunday School Workers.
a iirst class collection of excellent new

Truly

By L. O. EMEKSON and W. F. SHERWIN.
Price. 35 ets.. $30 per hundred.

Singing

on

the

Holbrook. A truly worthy and food book (or Sunday School or Prayer Meeting, with 175 Hymns and
Tunes of the beet character.
Price, 35 ch., $3.00 per dote*.

07 8™iiy

so

thoroughly pretty, and engaging a collection of
true Cn ildee>*8 hymns and TUifKU, not babyish,
but sweet, reverent and simple. iiicel y printed
and adorned with pictures.
By EMMA PITT.
Price 25 cts., $2 AO per dozen*

Other very successful Sunday School Song Books are
l'iglil and I.ife, (35o.) R. M. Mcintosh.
Ilencou Ι,ίκΐιι, (30c.) 1'enney and Hoffman.
Unuuer of Viclory, (36c.) Abbey and Manger·
"
"
"
While Robe», <30o)
Uood New·, (35c.) R. M. Mcintosh.
Any Book Mailed for Retail Price.

OLIVER DITSOH & CO., Beaton.
aprS

TST&W2-W

TltEASDBY I>KPARTME5T, )
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER OF THK CURRENCY, }
Washington March 24, 1885. I
by satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned. It bas been tuade to
ap
pear that "The Merchants National Bank of Portland." in the City of Portland, in tbe County of
Cumberland, and State of Maine, has compiled with
all tbe provisions of the "Act of
Congress to enable
National Banking Associations to extend their corporate existence and for other purposes," approved
July 12, 1882.
Now, therefore, I, Henry W. Cannon, Comptroller of the Currency, do herebv
certify that ""The
Merchants National Bank of
Portland," In th· City
of Portland, in the
County of Cumberland, and
State of Maine, Is authorized to bave
euocesslon for
the period specified In its amended
artiolea of assonotU clon of business, March, 28,

WHEREAS,

PHILADELPHIA

BATCHELDER,

—

School8. One may search long before finding

the

SALVE for PILES.

Turner 8t., Portland, Proprietor and Manufact'r
For Sale in Portland by

IiIddiIh, New
Auntralin*

—

IXCLUDIKO

Fresh Flowers.

JAPAN, CHINA,

FOLLOWINQ TESTIMONIAL.

Portland. Jan. G, 1885.
Mr. BATCHELDtit-Dear Sir: I have used your
Scotch Liniment for ten years, and for sore throat
its equal cannot bo found, aud I iirmJy believe it
has kept Diphtheria out of ray family, and will cure
the worst cases if taken iu season.
Mrs. Jo*n Soûle, 71 Wilmot St.

Elegant New Steamei

will

ern

GREAT REMEDY FOR

—

Κ BOOKS FOB SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

The Favorite Steamer

SniidMich

COLORADO AND CALIFORNIA,

FARE $1.00

ι··-»

sell the cheapest and best safety lamp burner in the world; big pay all the
year round. Address G. L. KENYON, 57 Broad25-4
way, Providence. It. 1.

—

Steamers,

ft

11-2

Por^Jpnd, Me.

TO

The Mammoth Care of Kentucky,
THE YOSEMITE YALLEY
and other feature· of great intereat.
To leareon THURSDAY, MAY 7th, 1885.
Pullman Cars, First-class Hotel accommodation,
Carriage drive·, and all necessary expanse· included, occupying eight weeks.
Full descriptive programme, with map of the
route, sent free by mail on application. Addrees,
thon, cook λ non,
197 Waahlngton'St., Boaton. 261 Broadway Ν. T.

mi
-β,

$13,000 cash capital in wholesale business.
A rare chance for a capitalist or thè right man. All
correspondence confidential. Address Box 1578,

46

COOK'S GRAND EXCURSION

THURSDAY,

I

know

CiW—OIlOUl X ailUOl

EUROPE,
Cook'· Kicvraisn Partie· sail from New
lork in April, May, June and July by First-class

—

THURSDAY,
March 12

Apr.

tXCCMMin.

Service.

Portland

STEAMER.

mall steamers between America and Europe.
Bates: First cabin $60 to (100; second cabin <40
to $60; lntermeillate $36 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, 815, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $25. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight oheclu at lowest rate·. Apply to
J. L. FABMKB. 22 Exchange street.
lelôdti

From Portland
via. Halifax.

Winter Arrangements. 1885.

l.ircrpool

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
Τ tbo largest, fastest and beat passenger and

Β

steamships.
fpccial TeuriMt Ticket· for Indi vidual
Traveller* ct redaceil rate·, by the best route·
for pleasure travel.
('•ok. KxearaioniM, with maps, contains
full particulate; by îaaii for 10 cent·.
TIIOS. COOK Λ SOW, 261 Broadway, Ν. T.
or 197 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
feb21
SftWICw

13-1

people to

WANTED—The

Λ

1885.

ALLAIsmNE,
1884.

that I have
removed to Nof. 115 and 117 Kennebec St.,
and that I have the largest stock of Refrigerators in
the State o! Maine and prices lower than ever bofore. J. F. MERRILL, Nos. 115 and 117 Kenne11-4
bec St., foot of Preble.
»'(/
ν Τ

ARRANGEMENTS.

DATE OF emiNIi
From Portland :
TORONTO
9th April.
MONTREAL
23d April.
CABIN—850.00, $60,00.
IN RETURN—890.00, $110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for $15.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TOKRANOE, General Agents, Grand Tmnk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dec9
dtf

WANTED—Housekeepers

and second girl
at
WANTED—First
residence
Falmouth Foreside.
my
to JOB Ν W.
P. & O. R. R.

LINE.

Liverpool and Portland.

house-

work. must understand cooking. Apply at 26
14-1
DEERING ST., between 6 and 9 p. m.

summer

WINTER

DIRECT

unfurnished
May 1st,
2d floor with privilege of Bath
WANTED—About
located
line

AND FOUND.

corner

for

W

13-7

LET—The largest
f|\0
JL
business in

dtf

the
of Cushman and
LOST—Between
Clark streets, and State street Square,a Canton

CREAT REDUCTION

the St

at

rooms

UNDERWOOD, Janitor.

Scartooro.

Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head one week for 25 cents, paid in
advance.

TT*S3t

are

to

Nt. 40 Exchange Mfrset)

of Brown.

corner

few choice

00*1A TO LET—A

R® 639 Congress
street,
fire risks*

A

Apply

Congress Street,

apl4

advance

SCOTCH

DESIRABLE property, located at Dunstan's
Corner, West Scarboro, 9 miles from Saco, 3
miles from Fine Point Beach, 3 mile from depot;
consisting of 2-story house, ell and stable, and store
with post office in store, and 20 acres of excellent
tillage land; will be sold together or separately;
would be a desirable summer residence, without

499

16 1

LET.

week for

one

PAIR,

STUDIiEY,

1C-1

sleeping
pajlor,
TO private family with
without board.
no

PER

Ν. H.

furnished front room, man and
Apply at house, It MELLEN

ST.

Knight'H

One known as the McLellan farm, owned by Mrs.
Wigglu, containing 50 acre3 of tillage, pasture,
orchard and wood land; well watered; brick house
with wooden out buildings; near depot, churches
and schools, at Goi ham Village.
The other, known as the Codinan farm, owned by
Mrs. Devine, contains 50 acres of tillage and pas-

$1.00

We shall seU

believing it to be the best Corset ever shown at that price. This Corset EXPANDS and CONTRACTS with the breathing and yields to
every movement of the wearer, constantly making an easy play backward and forward.
The top and bottom of the front of the Corset are pivoted near the
waist, allowing easy play backward and forward.
Tbey are held in position by stays in the pockets of the detached
edges and by an elastic connection.
They each play freely npon an UNDERLYING EXTENSION, which
prevents the body from protruding.

TO

LET-Large
TOwile
preferred.

have the EXCLUSIVE SALE in Portland.
this Corset at

with stable, large

story
Conof land, and fruit trees in bearing,
TO lot
to GEOIiQE
Corner.
street, at

earn

and

Portland

we

LET—A pleasant, desirable and convenient
upper rent at No. 212 HIQH STREET. Price
17 1
$17 per month.

glass;
ly

Railroad of Canada.

The Pivot Corset,

TO LET.

miles

acres, good buildhay. Enquire of
MRS. L. A.JORDAN,

WIM III r» "M

Brief adversiacm<mtM arc inoerted iiudeirhiw head one week for 25 cent*, paia in

acres

Γ,,ψ

Fo rilnn«!,ÏTIc.

fixtures

Terme

§100 per
profit; ono
in Boston; just the place for a smart woman to
make money. W. F. CAKHUTHERS, 24 Tremont

on

_

war24eod3m

V* ca*h;
SA£,E-$1200.
and furniture of lodging house that will pay
FOR
of the best locations
month net

SALE—House lots at Libby's Corner,
TOJulian Hotel, No. 198 Middle St.; good
FOR
Congress, Wharf, Liberty and Union streets; taurant connected with house. Apply to R.
also two
house and lot
Wharf

importers

4ÎO POKE STREET,
Portland, Me.
A1 so, iievitrûi Managers for Now England,
EOBTHS CELEBRATED
Si®.

Summit

price $450. HILL & CO., 178 Washington street,
18-1
Boston, Mass.

Inquire at
HARLOW'S STORE, Corner Congress and
Forest Sts.
15-1

store.

—VOS SAL* IT

R. STANLEY 4 SON,

FOR

S ALE-Some extra manure.

FOR SALE.

forgotten."

Lowell,

SALE,

)

Home of eighty children do not know what
we should have done without your Liquid Food.
We have several now that we feel we cannot care
for in any other way than by using it.
Yours very gratefully,
E. 11. PERKINS, Matron C. F. S.
BKANCll ) 7 Snow Hill, Loudon.
3S4
St. tfaul St., Montreal.
WORKS, î
WS&Mtf
aprl5

MALARB A.

;

FOR

Gents:
In

SAXE—Diuiug saleon on one of the best
thoroughfares in Boston; big transient trade,
feeding 250 daily now; neat pretty place, eslab
hshed years;
this place has always made money;
grand chance for some one to step right into a good
with
small
business,
capital ; will bear investigation;

uiuao

SALE—At

48 Rutland

PORTS.

'XT&baivly

Liquid

our

die from strangulation.
Ayer's
Pectoral was tried in small and

FAVOIUTK REMEDY, sent to New York City for
it, aud cured the case.
For all diseases of tlie Blood, Liver, Kidneys.
Bladder and Digestive Organs, Dr. David Kennedy's
FAVORITE REMEDY, Rondout, Ν. Y.

I have a positive remedy for the above disease ; by its tisû
thousands of casee of the worst Kind and of loup standing
have been cured. Indeed, so strong is my fai th In 11β eiEcacy
that I will send TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VAL·
U A ISLE TREATISE on this dieeaee, to an y sufferer. Give exprès» & Γ. Ο. ft44rti&s. i)R, 't, A. tobOC U U, Ui i'oarl 6t Ν. Y

or

Centre Deering, Bituated on
Leland street, 2-renement house, contains 12
rooms, with stable, fruit trees, &c; good sized lot;
good well of water; pleasant and sunny location.
By N. S. GARDINER, No 40 Exchange St. 16-1

FOR

at

Y^nrs truly,
M RS Γ DIN AI IPHA1R.
Mrs. Phair sometime
since, when on a visit to
Kansas, found a case of SalrRkeuro, could not get

îIisïïmptïm;
-.

Kudu only by BROWN CHEMICAL CO., BALTIMORE, HP*

~

<

I

even if so reduced that an
is refused her by her owu surgeon and all
hospitals, can have a bed assigned to her

ease,

Dear Sîr: Until recently I have been for three
It followed
years a sufferer from Salt Rheum.
upon an attack of Erysipelas, for which I was for a
long time under medical treatment. I placed myself again in the hands of the physicians who did. I
have no doubt, all that could be done. One thing is
sure, however, I was none the better for all the
medicine they gave me. The painful and unsightly
disease made continual progress, until I began to
fear I should never get rid of it.
By means of one of those accidents that often result in so much blessing I had my attention called
to your FAVORITE REMEDY, which I was told
would surely do me good. I used it, and within a
much shorter time than t would have believed possible, I received a permanent cure. I am row perfectly free from Salt Rheum. What a comfort this
is, and how it places your wonderful medicine in my
opinion, you may guess at, but never know. I keep

At Cienfuegos 10th inst. barques Granada, Hons,
for New York, lûg; Nellie Κ Rumball. Rumoall,
and Arlington, Leacb, disg; Woodside, Montgomery
\*ts. brig C S Packard, Robinson, do; schs Kate M
Il Hon. Johnson, and Chas Ε Balch, Manaon, ldg;
Isaiah Κ Stetson, Trask, ldg.
Sid fm Cardenas yth inet, barque Boylston, Small
New York; ech KoeLeko, Jasper, Boston.
Ar it Lockport,
NS, 18tb, sch Edw lUluBSell, fm
Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 10th, schs Huntress, Miller,
and Clara Ε Rogers, Watts, Boston; Ada S Allen,
Dudley, Pembroke; Β Yonng, Mitchell, Addison;
Merrill C Hart, Hart, St George; John Somes, R b
bint?. LI Is worth.

—

Disoperation

Internal

Among tlio numerous letters received by Dr. Ken
nedy testifying to notable Salt Rhkum cures, the
following will be found of interest to our readers,
who may accept our assurance of its perfect authenticity and truthfulness:
Worcester. Mass., March 23, 1884.
Dr. D. Kennedy, liondoui, JV. 1'.

Boston.

—

from

Another Clew ausl K'oeafive SSccorery-Aii
ïîlderly liady'e 3,eitcr.

Ar at lioilo Fob 10, ship Wm H Lincoln, Daley,
Yokohama.
Ar at Nanftimo Of h iust, ship W II Coucor, Nich
oL·. Yokohama, to load tor Sau Francisco.
Cld at Bio «'aneiro Mch 20, barque Commerce,
Chase, Barbadoes.
Ar ai Frontera Mcli 4, schs Grace Gower, Wilson,
Laguna, (and cld lor Chiltepee); 20th, C R Flint,
Brown Jacksonville.
As at Port Spain Mch ll.'sch David Faust, Smith,
Fernandina; 21st, brig Starlight, Libby, New York.
Ar aiSt Thomas 7th inet, uchs Mary A Hall, McDonald, Malaga for Philadelphia; Alfarelta S Snare
Snare, from Jacksonville for Point a-Pitre; Dora M
French, French, New York ici* do.
Ar i»t Fortune Island Mch 31, sen Wm Douglass,
Newton, New York, (and cld 1st in»t for Aepinwall)
Ar at Baracoa 2i)th, sch Lewis King, Bunker,
New York.
GUI at Cienfueg03 2d inet, sch Waldemar, Parker,

4 26.

Any JLady suffering

as

mm OR SALT RHEUM.

17th, ecbs Minnesota. Nickerson, Damaris- j
cotta; Ouward, Poole, Bristol; Matilda, Pmkham, ;
Wiscasuet; Omaha. Hagerty, Hancook; -Jas Holmes,
Evaue. Belfast; Angola, Young. Sullivan; Xzetta,
Armstrong, Hoboken; Eldora, Strout, Miil bridge.
Cld IV, ach Damon, Torrey, St John, NB.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 16th, schs Mazurka, Lane,
Boston for So West Harbor; Alice Dean, Bartleti, 1
do for Pembroke; Golden Rule, Rawley, St Georgo
for N'mv fork.
NEWBUltYPORT—Sid 15th, sch J R Bodweil,
Metcalf, iiocklana.
B£ l li—Ar 16th, sch Billow, Dyer, New York.

liake and

it will
Benefit One or More of Your
Friends.

Sold by all Drug-gists.

Ar

»

rough packing at

Kenyon, Williams,

open

rooKaway,

FOR

Dr. J. C.

phia.

32,000

10,000 boxes nioked herring.
lJist weak the receipts were 827,200 tbs codfish
and lUU.Ci.'O Iba halibut.

stronger,

sch Stella M

coupe

imiccb;

frent, two phaetons, three top buggies in good condition, three carryalls, one two-wheeled chaise,
(light and in good order,) grocers and express wagQII3.
C. G. ROBINSON, 30 Preble St.
1G-1

SALE—Lot of land 40x80, on Melbourn
St., pleasantly located; will sell cheap on easy
terms. Also, a house on Emerson St, with stable;
very pleasantly located, fine views; will sell on easy
terms; now is your time to buy.'' Address I. B. W.,
Press Office.
15-1

Ladies, fiead This,

{>ets;

X7IOR SALE—Second hand carriages at bottom

ing.

and ïâver.

Ο Κ K.4LK-Lodging house, 14 rooms; very
central location for boarders and lodgers;

HALE—A highly profitable office busi
ness, monopoly, with copyright; will bear the
closest investigation; owner called away; will sell
cheap to immediate purchaser. J. L. Κ AND ALL,
183 Washintçton St., Boston.
13-1

on

at Woodfords

reasons

It is invaluable for Diseases peculiar to
Women, and all who lead sedentary lives.
It does not injure the teeth, cause headache,or
produce constipation—other Iron medicines do.
It enriches and purifies the blood, stimulates
the appetite, aids the assimilation of food, relieves Heartburn and Belching, and strengthens the muscles and nerves.
For Intermittent Fevers, Lassitude, Iiack of
Energy, &e., it has no equal.
The genuine has above trade mark and
crossed red lines on wrapper. Take no other,

F

Sometliing New and Something Nice !

black-walnut and hard wood farniture, good carnice dining room and kitchen; rooms all let;
ow rent; maklDg $00 beside the rent every month;
eickness the only reason for sale; sold at a sacrifice.
HILL & CO., 178 Washington street, Boston, Mass.
18-1

9 fin-

SALE—A

of

This medicine, combining Iron with pure
vegetable tonics, quickly and completely
Cures Dyspepsiaj Indigestion, Weaîsnés»,
I mi* tiro Blood, Malaria,Chills and Fevers,
and Neuralgia.
It is an unfailing remedy for Diseases of the

with

making
slips, piano, etô, very
money; right near 4 large halls; plenty of business;
always been successful; 5 years lease; license sure;
other business compels said; can satisfy any one we
sell for no fault; investigate. HILL & CO., 178
KM
Washington St., Boston. Mass.

street,
Corner, Deering; lot 65
front on Lincoln street, and G5 feet front on
Pearl street, and contains 12,278 square feet. Inquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress street, Port1G-2
land.

cottage house, containing
ÏjtOR
ished rooms, situated
tbe south side of Lin-

coln
feet

.λ.

PREPARED BY

VINEYARD-HA VEN—Ar 15th, echs J Kennedy.
John. NB, for New York; Oakwood, Fr«eMftw, Portland for do; Lottie, Creighton, Tbomastou for do; WmHCard, Wooster, Sullivan for do;
Morelighr, Webster, Calais for do; Joe Carlton.
iieai, i\oukj<oil ior uo,
Ar Kith, schs Q M Porter, Johnson, New York
for Boston; Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, St John
fur New York, (lost jib); Relief, Willey, and Fis
Tower, Wilson, Kockport for do; S A Rudolph,Wallace, do for Newbern.
Ar 17th, sells Bramhall, Hamilton, Amboy for
Portland: Congress, Willard, Amboy for Bath.
HYaNNIS—Ar ICtli, schs Viola May, and L A
Boardman, from Calais for New York, (and Bailed);
Nettie Cushman, Thomaston for do.
Sid 10th. schs Richd W Denham, Pemaquid, and
Leaping Water.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, echa Gardne: G Deering, Rogere, Baltimore; Jane L Newton, Stover. Hoooken;
Mar -ia iîailey, Cole, Addison;
Laurel, Joy, Franklin; Antelope, Banks, and Herbert, Perking, RockBath.
port; Mentor, Hinckley,
Old 10th, bciiS Frank Harrington, Kent, Kennebec, to ljad for Baltimore; Mary San ford, Brown,
ana .J V Wellington, Rich, do, t lead for Philadel-

Shore $2 60; splint β #3.
Trout at #■ ι
bbl; Fickled Codfish $4%; Haddock at $4 25. Halibut Heads $3, Tongues at $8;
Soumis at §13, Tongues and Sounds at §10, Alewives at $4; Salmon at $
@$14; Fins at 311 00;
Fins and Napes $8; No 3 Shad $10; Swordfish at
$10 50.
Pur·' Medicine Oil at 85c ·£>' gal, crude do tu 55 c.
Biackflsh Oil ôOc; Cod do 3 or,; jrorgie do $30c.
Forgie Bcrap at$12 ρ ton;Fish do $à;Liver «io #6.
Fresh livers 50c fc> bucket.
Fish Waste Ç2 ·£> ton.
thresh Livers 5·ό t* bucket.
We notice 77 fishing arrivals at this joit the
week, ae follows

Fares.

Company request permis-

sion to extend their double track on Congress street
three hundred feet easterly from the present terminus near City Hall, and also to extend the turnout
near India street one hundred feet west from its
present connection with the main track.

rooms

15 years witli splendid success;
£.ood fixtures, show cases, etc., complete for euceess;
one room for house-keeping; will invoice $700; rare
chance for a person of small means. JOHN SMITH
JR. & CO., 242 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 18-1

SALE—Stock
groceries
first class location; the best of
FOR
Address G. R.
Press Office.

and the

Warr, St

mess.

grey.
ng—We quote Nova Scotia large
medium do at §3 ; Labrador at

Mayor and Aldermen

:

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,

Crockett, Philadelphia.

for Shore 2s. S10(ffi:Sl2 for Bav !?«.$} 3i<zfil8
$20α§26 for ôxtra m ss; $3:«g$3 S for

lb for white

the

are corner
Grant St.;
eituated upon the side of the hill with splendid
view of the city of Portland and the surrounding
country for miles. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS,
480 Congress St., Portland.
1G-2

ÏJ^OR

few minutes after the child takes it, he
breathes easily and rests well. Every
mother ought to know what a blessing I
have found in Ayer's Cherry Pectoral."
Mrs. Win. C. Reid, Freehold, N. J., writes :
"In our family, Ayer's medicines have
Been blessings for many years. In cases
of Colds and Coughs, we take

Cld 16tb, barques J W Dresser, Parker,Gibraltar;
Saml Ε Spriug, Rose, Havana: echs Minnie Smith,
Arey, Havana; Austin D Knight, Perry, Fernandina; Ε Ρ Avery, Hawley, Rosarlo.
Sid lGth, ship Rembrandt, for Sydney, N3W;
barque Saml Ε Spring, for Havana.
In Hart Island Passage lGth, schs Hyue, Hinkley,
from liath; Chattanooga, Hocigkina, Portland.
Below, brig Uora Gre jn, from Cienfuegoa.
Passed the Gate 3 5th, schs St Elmo, Jersey City
for Bangor; Bramhall, Amboy tor Portland; Mary
Sands, Amboy for Dauversport.
Passed the Gate 16th, scbs Mary Ε Oliver, Hinckley, from Hoboken for Portland; A W Ell s, Ferguson, from Elizabetbport for Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 14th, sch J D Ingraham,

17.

Fre«li Halibut—To-day's quotations at, 7 Va and ίο

ψ

sch

do.

Malanzas.

Codfish—We quote new Georges at Ç4
qt1; old
Georges at £2 50(a)i*3 ·{? qtl; medium and small
qtl for
Georges at $2 76 $> qtl.; Bank at $2V4
large and $2 ior medium; dry do at §2 75; Shores
$3 »7Va and ξ'ό l> qtl ior large and medium Cusk
Hake $2;Pollock at
at $3
qtl; Haddock at
VVi, ; slack sailed do $2% $> qtl.
ïb for
Boneless and prepared fish 3 to 4VîC
Hake, Haddock aad Cusk, and 4ά J4c for Codfish
as to style and quality. Smoked Halibut S.^Vfec ψ
lb; Smoked Salmon at 17c; Scaled Herring at 14c
box : No J and tucks at 10c. Bloaters 4oc; new
Smoked Mackerel «c i>' lb.
û^ackerel—We quote jobbers' qdotations at 3 00g
$4 2~> & bbl for Shore fcs, $6 oO'u.7 0 ; tor Bay 3s,
îor le,
bloater

Aldermen.

Honorable Board of
of the City of Portland
TO
The Portland Railroad

on

10

011

on

SALE—Second hand
one 50 inch
English bioycle, with ball bearings, a bargain at
$50; one 52 inch Standard Columbia Dicycie, in first
rate order ,§75; one 54 inch Standard, $65. At C.
H. LAMSON'S. 201 Middle street.
1G-1

"Sly
children have repeatedly taken Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral for Coughs and Croup.
It gives immediate relief, followed
by
cure." Mrs. Mary E. Evans,
Scranton,
Pa., writes : "X havo two little boys, both
of whom have been, from infancy, subject
to violent attacks of
Croup. About six
months ago we began using· Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral, and it acts like a charm. In a

BRUNSWICK—Ar 15tb, sch HattieMcG Buck,
Patnam, Philadelphia.
S A V ANN A Fi—Sid 16th, sch Hattie J Cottrell,
Cottrell, Satilla River.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 14th. barque Florence,Hucy,
Pedro Cay;
?ch M Luelia Wood, Spanlding, Baltimore, to load for Cuba.
Sid loth, sch San Domingo, Bennett, Sagua.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 15th, sch O D Witheroli, Garfield. Boston via Alexandria.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Ar 16th, sch Fannie L
Child», Hart, ProvidcDce.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 15th, schs C U Haskell,
Sileby, and Helen Montague, Green, New York.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 16th. sch Florence J Allen,
Soulo. Raltiinore.
BALTIMO RE—Ar lGth, sclis Henry Sut on, ManFlora Rogers, Jameson, do;
son,
Providence;
Louis G Rabol, Murphy, New York; W L Bradley,
Chase, Belfast
Cld 16th, scbs Flora Rogers, Jameson, for Boston;
St John, Gilmore, Stapletou.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 15th, brig Rocky Glen,
Bray, Cardenas.
Cld 15th, torque Joshua Loring, Cook, Havana.
Ar 17tb. brig Fannie Β Tucker. Sylvester, Sagua:
sen* Jennie A Stubba, Stubbs, Fort de Paix, ME
Eldri lge, Kelley, Portland; Wm Τ Donncll, Basgett, do; Geo Ε Prescott, Truwortby, Rockland.
NEW y ORK—Ar 15th, brig Johu Swan, Powers,
Havana; scbs Lizzie Wilson, Chadwick, Cardenas:
Walker Armington, Drin&water, Baltimore; Lizzie
M L)un, i'otter, Baltimore.
Ar l(ith, scbs Arthur Burton. Crockett, Daer Isle;
Saml Hart, Harris, Hurricane Island; Hortensia,
Sanborn, Machias; Julia A Ward', Freeman Portland; Georgie I) Loud, Murphy, Rookport tor Norfolk, Darius Eddy, from Edgartown.

iiloncesier Fisii I?lar;£^j.
jroa

Lcckport, NS, l^tîi,

ldeila

©OltiEisTir PORT*
PORTTOWNSEND-Ar 30tli, ship Richard III,
Mclntyre, from San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 9th, ship Μ Ρ Graco,Williams, Liverpool.
Cld 15th, ship Northampton, Bray, Liverpool.
Sid i)th, barque Niphon, Patten, Queenstown.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 16th, barque Freeda A
Willey, Willey, from New York; sch May McFar-

i Ο

£îew \ork Elevated..
donnera Facifte eomiuoiu.*
Oregon iiav...
Pittaburg & Ft Wayne
Pittsburg

Delaware Capes;

for

Win Eecne, Craig,
Portland for Western Banks, (and sailed.)
Ar at

122

...

Vineyard-Haven 15th, schs Miantanornab,

Staples? Swan's Island

S)
31 14

...

i.î JQiS «K i-i.-lF*
Missouri Pacifie
Morriê & iCô <02;.,.,.
Ob'le & Ohio
Metropolitan Elevated
Wan'uafctan Elevated

Mail

barque Begin a.

88

ûo preferred,
Hartford & Erio 7b
h Vue i5rie & W5est.

Pacific

iTlJKiVlOKAN OA.

«-» rz

«

....

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

Sch Nettie Cushing, from Thomaston for NYork,
put into Hyannis 16th with her cargo of lime on
fire. She h*3 been sealed up and it is hoped the
tire will be smothered.
Seh Ella Borwn, of Jonesport, while proceeding !
down New York bay 10th. tore maiusail and sus- j
taiued otber light dijma. e by contact with Spanish

108%

F. Tenn.. Vir. & 0:4.
F..Terni. Vu., & Ga. prof

Mayor and

the Hoard of

in

Liquor saloon,
overhead
Tremont St.; nice parlors
FORNAI.E-SÎ200.
central location,

on

St·;

Upon the foregoing petition, Notice is hereby given that a hearing will be given to all parties interested. by the Board of Mayor and Aldermen, on
WEDNESDAY, April 22, 1885, at 5 o'clock p. m.
at their room, City Building.
Per order,
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
aplGdlw

iaee;

Havre.
Sid fin Liverpool 16th, steamer Brooklyn, Dale,
Portland.
Sid fm Queenstown 16tli, barque Ε L Pettengill,
Pettengill, (from Portland, O) tor Antwerp; Hannab W Dudley, Dudley, for Liverpool.

8
...

R S A LE.—House lots
Deering, 3 lots
F 2 the
south side of LiDColn St.; G lots
Pearl
4 of these
lots and

PAUTI ΑλΤ».

Portland, April 15,1885.

the ominous sounds of Croup, finds the
little sufferer, with red and swollen

Cld at Iloilo Mch 1, ship Imperial, Crosby, New
York, with 28,800 piculs sugar.
Passed Beachy Head, 15th inst, barque Carrie
Willow, Loring, from Queenstown for
Ar at Cardiff Apl 10, ship Isaac Reed, Colby, from

4C^g

■.

η

wo?: ν »

FROM

114
72
..108

..

FOR

PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.,
by E. A. Newman, Manager.

Many

Northern Light, Look, Calais—Ν Blake.
Sch Alfala, Thurston, Ellsworth—Ν Blake.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta— Ν
©
Blake.
SAILED- Scha R D Spear, Mattie J Allés.
Sch

21%
12%

·.·

Pu^..»

Absolutely

OR·'

Hearing Before

rtle Powder never varies. Δ marvei οI parity
Btdcgth and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low tost, short weigh alam or phosphate powders.
8οία only in cans.
Royal baking Powdek πη·. n« Wall St., Ν. Y
mart
411*.

METW β.

Cleared.

or

Ο

fllTV

..

.«50

exchange for improved citv property, a farm located within
one mile from Gorham
seventycontaining
Village,
five acres, well divl· ed in hay and pasture land,
cuts 50 tons hay and pastures 20 head, buildings
good, price $4000. JOHN C. PROCTOR, 93 Ex17-1
changes^
SALE.—Will sell

HALE A row boat for sale, or to let for
the season; can be seen at the PORTLAND
PACKING GO'S warehouse, York street.
17-1

CITY AOVIiRTISEMEÎVrS.

...

.........

Erie.

d3in

mar 2

Kidneys

■

Chicago.

PORTLAND, ME.

BOOM ΟΛ 3d Π.ΟΟΚ.

APRIL 18.

U..AJ:iilSri±;

FOR

17-2

Account Books Ruled to Order.
45 EXCHANGE ST,

17-4:

Me.

HALE.-Wood lot, 125 iicres. heavily
wooded, hard and soft, on Kenebec river, vessel landing, 14 feet low water, hard wood and oak
timber enough for two vessels' frames of 800 tone
each. Apply to F. I. M ERR YM AN, Bath, Me.

RULER. FOR

PAPER

18
18
18
21
21
22
23
23
25*
23
30

if»rh ·4:ββ&ι and ITIoacy ι>£-*ε·
fiy Telegrapô.)
York. April 17 —Money on call easy at 1@
lva per ent. closing at 1%@
prime pajier 4@5.
Foreign Sxoh&ugG is more active and strong 4 8{T%
POBT OF POBTLAIVD.
Governments steady. State bonds are
and 4 87%
quiet and in some cases shade lower. Railroad bouds
FRIDAY, Auril 17.
quiet and cenerallv steady. The stock market closed
Arrived·
about steady at prices fractionally above lowest οί
the day.
Steamship Montroal, (Br) Bouchette, LiverpoolThe transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregat- | passengers and mdse to D Torrance & Co.
iK,«'X3tG
ed 242 871 shares.
Steamship Kleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse to
£uc toi lowing are to-day's closing quo; «tie,j* of
J B Coy le, Jr.
Government Securities:
Barque Kegtrel, (Br) from Cadiz with salt to
.101%
United StAlrsi inonde, îss
Emery & Furbish. Vessel to Chase,iLeavitt & Co.
Π 2%
do
do
do
4%8. rcg..
Barque Ethel, Thompson, Boston, in tow of tug
ao
Ίο
:23/a
do
L A Belknap, To Hall & Haskell.
4%e, ΰοΐφ
s·.
do
.;2i%
du
4ë, re^L
Sch David Torrey, Goldthwaite, Amboy—coal to
i 21%
ί·
*jo
con:?............
do
Ο H O'Brion.
'27
P»oi»/<·· tts -o
Sch Caroline Kriescher. Devereux, Bangor.
Sch Mattie J Allea, Crockett, Frankfort for New
i'he following s.Je tne closing qnouiiiciti; Wtfis
York.
38%
O'acaiiO Λ λ

Ublc^e

dim*

ΚϋΙΟΗΤ,

8. ».

Λ τ*ν

.........

Congress

ap7

4.50 ! H.
Son rises
{. 12.30 AM
6.29 I Hi^n
Bun seta...,
I
1.28 PM
.lift 1 in
Length of daye..... 13.39 I Hlght
Kioht Hj1ft ί
tld®· }
Moon sets
10.29 |
9Λ 4 in

New

& / ν-.Ι*.
Burr i'tr

Gorhani,

Street.

TELEPHONE 451.

68%
•>*K STOCK*.

t'.iéS:,:.'

OFFICE AND KESIDENCE:

Οαϊ!4 ««ΗΪ'βΛΥΙΗΪΙΙ?*,

France

u-co

Me.

Portland.,

lVid;

HA*

«iewfe
-uSlOxm of aioefet

to

wheat, at 7s 6d@7s 8d: California average at
79 4dn57s Od; club at 7s 7d@7s 9d;Corn at 5s
pea? at (>3 4d. "Provisions, etc.,-—Pork 62s (id; bacou
38s for short clear and 32s for long clear;lard,prime
Western 36s; cheese at 60. ;
3d.

spring

iftaiSjr-<*acl

a· \

M. D.,
WHIDDEN,
DSl. €. Il« HlJBKj

HucceHtior

spéculation and export 500 bales.
Liverpool,April 17—Winter wheat 7s 9d£8-2d;

& Furbish.

daily by telegraph:

ear"All basilic?*? relating t-o Patents promptly and
·τι12'·ΗΙ
faithially exeouteà

J. H.

ALE.—The Έ. P. Weston" place, so
called, situated at Gorliam Village, within few
minutes walk of Portland & Rochester depotchurches, public schools and Gorhani Normal
school; consists ol 17 acres of land; fine orchard of
300 trees; strawberries, raspberries and other,small
fruits; large house with slied and stable attached,
all in perfect repair; cause of sale death of lato owner who had titled it
up as a permanent home; tine
scenery, hoalthy location, an excellent place for a
gentlemen's country residence, and will be sold at a
bargain. Easy terms. Apply to E. W. GUPTILL,
S

FOR

Ain^riean & ^Greigu Pntentb,

COO ba

>

toilowiiiii

up-

O*

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

Sfiurojpean Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
London, April 17 —Consols 96ya.
London,April 17.·—U. S. 4%e, 115; 4s, 124%.
LrTKBFOOL·,April 17—12.301* M.—Cotton market
steady; uplands at 5%d; Orleans 6 15-I6d; sales 8,-

Forcitu Import·!.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Montreal—35ΘΌ boxes
tiu plates to order, 4 0 do to Phelps, Dodge & Co,
40» Ο sacks salt to order, 13 crates earthernware to
C Ε Jose u Co, 8 horses to W Ε Warren.
C:iDIZ. Bark Kestrel—310 lasts salt to Emery

£ be

quiet:

υΐΰ,ΐΛίλΐιχ χ#.—uoivon

lands 10% c.

Brief adrcriineuieiitN are innerlcd nnder
thin head eue week for £5 cento, paid in
advance.

00000 »-r.

New Orleans, April 17.—Cotton is firm; Middling u., laud· 10%c.
Mosile, April 17.—Cotton nominal; Middling uplands 10% -3.
SaVA3KAH, ADril 17.—Cotton steady; Middling
ni'lartiis 10%·.
Charleston, April 17—Cotton nominal ;Mid&Ui.p
uplands 10% c.

For years it has been the most popular baking powder in the market. All grocers sell it.
Perfectly Pare.

fmmZA&L

00% ; No 2 lied at 9Kc.
Wheat—Receipts 4,200 bu; shipments

Herbert Ο. Briggs,
—

What is going to be played at the opera
Freights to Liverpool steady
hone·! t. --jiiirrow evening, Mr. McGlunih?''
asked Mrs. Longecfiin. "It ain't decided yet,"
HKAGO, April 17 —sTlonr easier; Winter Wheat
50@5 20 for Southern: 4 20feg5 0O for Wisconsin
replied McGinnis, "Howie that?" "X don't j1 4and
4 25®δ 00 for
I
it
know how
Miehigan soft Spring Wheat at
comes," said McGionis, "bat
3 <" 02,4 25 Minn Bakers 3 50 g 4 50. Patents 4 76
read iu the ρ .per this morni'jg that thev wero
(^5 75. Wheat lower; April at 83^4ra84V4C; No 2
ffoiui; to play 'Othello, or tho Moor oi Venice,' :
Spring at 84284^0. No 3 at 70c: No 2 Ked 01
bat it did r;ot say which one."
ί 92c; No 3 at 84c. Corn is unsettled at 45@4:iV^c.
j Οφ higher at 33@34V*c. Kye dull; No 2 at 6«c.
Barley nominal. Pork is steady at 11 70@11 75.
The Rev. Db. McKinney, of Brooklyn, N, ; Lard slead.y at 0 92^@e 95. Boxed Meats steady;
i sh<nlilers at 4 50@4 «50; short rib 5 92 Ms @6 95;
Y., is almost as earnest in behalf of the phyti- ! short clear at 0 35(a6 40.
Beeeipt*—Flour 24.000 bbia, wheat 42,000 tmsb,
cal well be g of thc'yonng men of hie acquaintcorn 68,000 bush,
oats 99 000 bush, rye 3,0li0
ance as he is for their spiritual advancement;
on, barley 11,000 butii
Shipments— J'lour 83.000 bbie, wheat 19.000 %·.,
ior this eminebt divine stoutly maintains that ί
'orii 124,000bush, oats
58,000 bush, rye 3,000 un,
a healthy soul cannot well exist in a diseased
barley 9,000 bnsh.
and enfeebled body. This Key. gentleman is
St Louis, April 17.—Flour easier. Wheat lower;
No 2 Κ d at 97 ai97%c. Corn is lower at 42Vjjc.
very pronounced in hid praise of the "Science
Oats dull at 34% ® 35c. Lard at 6 90.
of Life" as a physiological teacher and guide
Bbeeipts—Flonr 3,00 J bbis, whea 23,000^ bosh,
eorn 49,000 bush, oata
10,000 bush. barley 0 000
to young men. The work is extensively adbush, rye 0,000 buali.
vertised, and the magnitude of its sales surShipments—Flonr 5,000 bbls,wheat 12,000 bush;
corn 139,000 bush, oate 58,000
bush, rye 2,000 bu,
passes that of any other ever published.
barley 0,000
DaraoiT April 17.—Wheat firmer; No 1 White at

Magistrate (uewlv appointed)-"Now, constable, what cases this morning?" Police sergeant—"Please, your worship, I have in eus
tod.v John Simmons, alias Jones, alias Smith,
al—" Magistrate—"Ah, well—I'll
try the
women first
Bring in Alice Jones."

FOR SALE.

ATTORNEY AX LAW AKD SOLICITOR

inigCBli L ANBOtJS.

BUSINESS €OMCE9.

BC8INE8S UABDB.

aiXCEUJIIEWl·

standard Δ 6 7-3 6c; Confectioners A 5%c; powderoi 6c; crannlatod at 5 15-ltf; Cubes at β%@6 7-16;
cut loaf and crushed
6%@6 7-lt5c. (Petroleum—
un
at 77%o. Te I low firm.
Pork dull and
I lather weak, mess epot at. 3 3 00. Beef dull I^tird
2
α
3
I opened
points lower, afterwards recovered
from decline, closing steady and less doing;Western
steam
at
7
spot
I
3·":; reiined 7 êo *or continent; S. Δ.
i at 7 7&<S$7 85. Bui tv* iirm on choice grades; others
! weak; Western r»t 10527c; State 14&24c
Cheese
qniet; Eastern i.'@12;We t ra flat at CtglO^c.

dtf

ϊ«05"'namelï·
in

testimony whereof witness my hand and seal of
office this 24th day of Marob.
1885.
H. W. CANNON,
seal
! Comptroller of the Currency.
mar27alm

I

I

State of Maine.
Executive Department 1
Auocsha, March 27,1885. f
hereby given that Petition for the
Pardon of James M. Pote, a convict In the
State Prison, under sentence for the crime of Burglary, Entering and Larceny Is now pending before
tbe Governor ami Council, and a hearing thereon
will be granted in the Council Chamber, at Augusta. on Monday, the Twenty-seventh day of April,
next, at 11 o'clock A. M.
OKAMANDAL SMITH,
Secretary of State.
apr7d2w

NOTICE

is

φ

TJH I : PRESS.
HATUBDAY

ΧΟΒΠΝβ,

APRIL 18.

CITY AND VICINITY.
Mff A.DV ΚΗΤΙΜΕΜ,ΚΝΤ!* TODAY.
ENTERTAINMENTS.

City Hall—The Yankee Artillerist.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,
Opening—Allen & Company.
Bay From the Only Hatters—E. F. Somers & Co.
Hosiery—Owen, Moore & Co.
Look. Boys-Coe.
Genuine IJongola Boete-M. G. Palmer.
Merry'» Famous Hats.
Auotion Purchases -Rinee Brothers.
Notice—Chase, Leavitt ét Co.
Somers, The Hatter—Oar Novelty Hat.
To Let—Rooms with Board.
Wanted—Woman.
Noûc» is Hereby
Given—3.^
To Let—Tenement
For S»le—Lady'e Ri.ling Saddle and Briddle.
J hn Smith, Jr.,& Co.
Situation Vi anted—Head Waiter.
Lost Pocket Book.
For Sale or Exokange—House.
Hill & Co., Boston—2.
To Let Lower Tenement.
Situation Wanted—Nurse.
Te Let—Rooms.
A C*rk Carpeting.
"Likoleum" is neat, carpet-like in appearIt ii
ance, and of extraordinary durability.
elastic to the tread, handsome and never cold
like the ordinary oil olotb.
The American
make bar completely superseded the best Engliih goods and only the inferior grades oan now
be imported. All carpet dealers keep it.

V. O. Bailey & Go. sell this morning at 10.30
a. m., at Mart on Plum street, lot of new and
and second-hand carriages, harnesses, etc. 8ee
auction column.
Advice to mother*.
Un

WinaL·.·'·

i,V.Anl^ «1

ways be need when children are cutting teeth.
It relieves the little Bufferer at once; itprodooea natural, quiet sleep by relieving the
ohild from pain, and the little chernb awakes
ai

"bright

taste.

allays

as a button." It is very pleasant to
It soothes the child, softens the gums,
the pain, relieves wind, regulates the

boweU, and is the best known remedy for diarrhea, whether arising from teething or other
eauees. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
DeclO
WS&M&wlyr
"Adamson's Botanic Cobqh Balsam, i-be-

pared by F. W. Kinsman & Go. of Augusta,
Me., is a remedy which has acquired a great
reputation, and having a wonderful sale. Gentlemen and ladies of first-rate reputation, wh
have used it in their families, speak to us in
enthusiastic praise of it.
"W. H. SIMPSON, Belfast."
April 13
MW&B&wlw
Co worry's Salad Cbbam oan be found at
the stores of
Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
A. L. Millett & Co.
W. L. Wilson & Co.
Wo. Milliken & Co.
aplGsodtf
Sunday Service·.
Church

this

of

Mkssi ah—Universalise,

corner

Congres» and India Sts. Ko v. Mr. Orosley, pastor.
Morning subject: "Doctrine and Life." Evening:
"What becomes of the Worst Men." Those Interested are cordially invited to attend.
Congress Steeet M. E. CHURCH—Rev. Ε. T.
Adams, pastor, will preach at lOVi a. m. and 3 p.
m.
Sunday School at 1 Va p. in. Prayer meeting
at 7 p. m.
First Baptist Church.—Preaching atlO.SO a.
m. by Rev. A. K. P.
Small, pastor. Sabbath School
at la m. Praise and Prayer Meeting at 7
p. in.
First Parish Church.—Rev. George C. Cresof
sey,
Bangor, will preach tomorrow.
First Ukivcrsalist Church—Rev. Eenry
Blanchard pastor. Services at lOVà a. m. Sunday
School at 12.15 p. m.
Free St. Baptist Church—Preaching at 10%
a. m. and 7 p. m. by Rev. N. D. Curtii of
S'jncook,
Ν. H. Sunday School at close of morning service.
Friends Meeting.—Oak St., lOVa a. m. Prayer

meeting 7

in.

p.

Gospel Mission. Consecration service 9 a. in.
a. m. Preaching by tho Rev.
S· F. Pearson 3 p. in. Service of sont; at 6.45.
Meeting conducted by Gideon's Army at 7.
New Jerusalem Church, New High
StPreacliing at 10.30 a. m., subject: "The true life."
Lecture 7 p.m., subject: "Atonement."
Sabbath
School after Morning service.
Rev. J. E. Smith
will officiate.
Park St. Chcrch.—Rev. John A. Bellows, paster, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
13 ω.
Portland Liberal Fraternity, Congress Hall,

Sunday School 10%

at 2-80 p. m.
a contessed

Subject for discussion—"Is infidelity
failure?" Opening address by Dr.

Burnham,
Portland Spibitual Temple, Corner Congress
and Elm Sts.
Lecture by J. Frank Baxter, the
celebrated test medium at 3 and 7% p. m.
Pine Stbeet M. E. Church.—Sunday school at
1.30 p.m. Preaching by Rev. J. M. Williams at 3
p. m. Praise and prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Preble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p. mReligious services at 3. Some exceptions to Prohibition will be taken by a young man, at 7%.
Free
il..
♦
Second Advent church.—Preaching by Eld.
Wm. H. Mitchell, of Kennebunkport, at ΙΟ1/^
«a. m.
and 3 p. m. Sunday school 12. Social service 7.
Sbcond Congregational Church.-Preaching
10.80 a. m. by Rev. Ε. Τ Pitts, and at 3 p. m. by
Rev. C. H. Daniels, pastor. Sunday School at 1.45
p. m. Social Service at 7 p. m.
State Street Congregational Church—
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 7 p. 111. tby Rev. Win,
M. Barbour, D. J>.t of New Haven, Conn.
Sunday
School at 3 o'clock.
»r. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. Δ. H. Wright,
pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. in. Sunday School
at 1.30 p. in. Prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.
By
vole of the parish the 3 p. m. service is omitted until Sept. 1.
West Congregational Church—Rev. Ε. T.
Pitta, pastor. .Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by Rev. C.
H. Daniels; at 7 p. m. by pastor. Sunday school
al 12 m.
Williston Church—Rev. L. H. Hallock, pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School 3 p. m.

Prayer meeting

7

p. m.
Touiro Men's Christian Association.—Boys'
meeting at 4.45 p. m. Regular Gospel meeting at
7 p.m., conducted by Geo. F. French.

Supreme Judicial Court.
before judge virgin.

Friday—George W. Barnes vs. Alonso. Campbell
Real action involving a disputed line between the
farms of the parties on Harpswell Neck. On trial.
Weston Thompson.
George D. Parks.
Ν. & H. Β. Cleaves,
Superior Court.
Friday—Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company
vs. William Kerr.
Action upon a promissory note
for $300, signed by the defendant and given for
premium upon a Jife insurance policy. Defence
that the note is without consideration, because the
was not in accordance with agreement made
policy
ey the agent of the company, and was returned by
defendant to the company. At the coming in of
Court in the morning the counsel stated that the
ease had been settled by the parties during adjournment, and an entry of neither party was made.
▲. F. Moulton for plaintiff.
H. & W. J. Knowlton for defendant.
J&mes N. Cronk vs. Charles E. Chase and Horace
F. Davis, claimants. Assumpsit upon an account
annexed to recover a balance of $122.60 for labor
as a carpenter upon a bouse on Oak
street, in Deering, belonging to Horace F. Davis, and to enforce a
lien claim for the same upon the house. Mr. Chase

defaulted,

but Mr. Davis defends on the ground
that Chase and Cronk were joint contractors and
that the work was done in euch a slovenly and unworkmanlike manner that it is of little value, and
further that the pricc charged, $3 per day, and the
number of days, are exorbitant. Evidence and arguments closed.
E. S. Ridlon for plaintiff.
Woodman & Thompson for Davis.

municipal Cour».
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Friday—Patrick McKay. Intoxication; 5 days

in county j*il.
John H. Garrison and Junes A. Parker.
ceny; β months in county jail each.
John H. Garrison and James A. Parker.
eeny; 3 months in county jail each.

Sagadahoc Supreme Judicial

Lar-

Lar-

Court.

BEFORE JUDGE FOSTER.

[Repoited for tho Press.]

Bath, April 17,1885,
Yesterday afternoon, before th* tirât traverse
jury, me case or tdward Jr. Boche, M. u., against
Henry Francis, assumpsit, $24.OU, Sprague lor
plaintiff, Gilbert for defendant, was called up and
•ontinued all this forenoon.
The plaintiff, Dr. Roche, sues to recover $24.00.
amount of

bill for

professional services rendered
the defendant's wife during the summer and fall of
1883, and winter of 1884, (ten day calls at $ 1.50,
two night calls at $3.00. and three office calls at
$1.00).
a

'ihe evidence for the prosecution established the
fact of service, and the bill was found to correspond
with entries in ihe books which were produced in
Court. The defense tried to prove that no services
were rendered, and deuled the bill in toto.
After bein? out a shei t time the jury returned at
12.20 and rendered a verdict for plaintiff for
$24.93, amount of bill and interest..
Three of the liquor caees reported by the Grand
Jury were arraigned this afternoon, ann the indictments read, viz.:
Warren C. BJair and William H. 1 ibbetts of Richmond; for unlawfully selling intoxicating liquors In
a enr yon west side of Alain
street, Richmond. Both
plead guilty. Sentence reserved.
Michael C. McCormiek, Richmond, for same ofzense, plead not guilty. Assigned to Wednesday
next.

Washington Gilbert, counsel for Fowler Bragg,
petitions io set aside verdict in Bragg-Moses case,
on the ground that facts
and evidenoe do not sustain decisiou of jury.
οί Wm.
Rogers vs. Insurance Company
was heard this
morning and reîi
£Sνto •^meijpai
ferred
Law eourt.
trave"e
the
case of Adonijury
„®ei0r2nthf»,firet T8·
Mary Α· XlawthorE0' for
Mi-lay for plaintiff.
Trott for defendant.

«TOrcifoiTtftaïf*

Cap· Kliznbetb Trial

«TaetÛ^Cmirt.

M. F. l'EUUY, TRIAL JUST1CB.

PeiUAT—State va. James Kelleber and Harriet
Quuiu. Search and seizure. Qulnn dlscbarired
KeUelier flood $100 and cost. Appealed
State vs. James Keilchor. Search and seizure.
Fined

$100

and cost.

Appealed.

H· W. Swaeey for respondent.

Dairy Intereate.
The articles that bare appeared in oar col.
nmns daring the past week and the p'okpect of
Maine

building being erected on
grounds this summer b; tbe
a

the State Fair
trustees for the

exhibition end sale of Maine daily products
baa created quite an interest among our Maine

looking forward to an
dairymen. Tbey
exhibition of these products this fall that will
eclipse anything tbat bas.ever been seen in this
are

State in the past.

Sbeppard Young, the blacksmith, accidentally jammed off several ol his toes Thursday.
The water was tamed on in the loantain in
Lincoln Park yesterday.

New rails are being laid on portions of the
horse'railroad track.
There «111 be a gospel meeting at the Y. M.
(J. A. rooms this evening at 7.15 o'clock.
The stereopticon used ίor
advertising purpuses in Market Square drew quite a crowd to
that vicinity last evening.
We have received the annual report of the
School Committee from Mr. W. M. Marks,
printer. It is very neatly and clearly printed.
Lord, Habkell & Co. will occupy the building
at the corner of Market and Middle streets,

formerly occupied by Morgan, Butler & Co.
The first number of the Maine Sportsman
will be issued to-day, and it will contain
matter of much interest to tjie sporting public.
Rev. Mr. Daniels will preach to young men
to-morrow afternoon at the Second Parish

church.

·»

il a
uev. J. m. Williams
mil preach hie
last sermon as pastor of Pine street church tomorrow afternoon.
Λ horse cat will loave the ternjinus on
Mopjoy Hill at 10.10 a. m. to-morrow for the benefit of those who wish to attend services in the
Western part of the city.

Despatches from London state that the
missing steamer Yorsetzen, which left this
port for Hamburg, February 21, has not yet
been heard from.
The silver badges worn by the boys of the
Y. M. C. A. were manufactured by Mr. Η. BBennett of this city. Over 1,000 have been
need to date.
The Woman's gospel temperance
meetiDg
will be held at the Mission this evening at 7.30

o'clock. Gideon's Army will assist in the services. All are invited.
Rev. J. E. Smith of Delaware wi l again
preach at Swedenborgian church to-morrow,
speaking in the morning on "Trae Life," and
in the evening on the "Atonement."
Officer Hussey seized a bottle of whiskey
and a bottle of a decoction compounded of
rum and water from the place of Con
Conley

yesterday.

Last evening a belligerent attendant, somewhat under the influence of liquor, created a
disturbance at the Salvation Army barracks,
and was pat out after a tussle with the door-

keeper.
At high

water yesterday a fishing vessel,
into the harbor, went on to the
rocks near Fort Preble, and at last accounts
she lay there high and dry. Her name was
not learned.
A change is to be made in the services at
Pine street church on and after the ffrst Sabbath in May. After that date the sermon will
be in the morning, the Sunday school in the
afternoon and prayer meeting in the
evening.
The AldermeD had the liquor tested
yesterfor
which
there
day
were no
and
while

beating

claimants,

had been seized the requisite number ot dajs.
A portion went to the
agency and the majority
down the sewer.
The number

of the second of the 12 solid

silver Waltham or Elgin watches, to be given
away by Ira F. Clark, the clothing dealer, was
1,832,665, and the nearest guess was 1,830,536
by Daniel F. Gerts, 455 Cumberland street.
The lier. A. K. Baird, of the home mission
oommittee of the New England
will preach in the library hall,

Building,

corner

of

Presbytery,
Mechanics'

Congress

and Casco streets,
at 3 and T.30 p. m. tc-morrow.
Mrs. Caroline B. Buell, Corresponding Secretary of the National Woman's Christian

Temperanoe Union, Rev. Asa Dalton and
others will speak in Chestnut street church tomorrow evening, under the auspices of the
W. C. T. U. and the Law and Order League.
A cold wave
Custom House

signal
by

will be hoisted on the
the Signal Service after

Jaly

1st proximo, la indicate that a decided
fall in the temperature is probable within the

succeeding

21 hours. The signal will be a
square white Hag with a red centre
Bev. M. Crosley of the Church of the MeEBiah will take for his subject to-mGrrow
morning "Doctrine and Life." In the evening
his theme will be. "What Becomea η f th»
WorBt Man?" Those who have an interest in
each bubjects are cordially invited to hear
them.
A

There was

very large gathering of the
parishioners of llev. Λ. H. Wright last evening at. his residence ts welcome him home
from hie three months' vacation in the South
for the benefit of his health. After the oordial
greetings of their people had been extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Wright, ai many of the large
number present as were able collected in the
parlor, where Mr. Geo. L. Gerrish in Bome fitting remarks presented Mr.Wright with a very
handsome dreesing gown.
Although the re-

ception was
sponded in

a

complete sarprise

to

a

Wright

met with a further surprise in finding
of money in either of the pockets.
His people aro much pleased to have him
back improved in health by his rest, and this
was a very enjoyable occasion for all present.
Proctor Dixborred.
In the c.tse of Edgar J. Sherman vs. Daniel
W. Proctor, proceedings for the disbarment of
Proctor, Judge [Gardner of the Superior Court
of Massachusetts, has filed his findings and
judgment, which are that Proctor shall be removed from the bar and from practicing in the
Court9 of the Commonwealth of that State.
By the findings of the Court it appears that
Proctor was admitted to the bar of the State of

Maine, September 20, 1876, at Paris, in Oxford
county, and subsequently was in practice at
Portland; that ho was removed from the bar
in Maine in 1878, and went to Missouri, where
he was admitted to the Bar in the United
States Circuit Court, January 24,1879. He
subsequently went to Massachusetts in 1882,
settling at Lawrence, and establishing a growing business there. Objection was made to his
appearing before tho Supremo Court in 1884,
he not having been admitted, and he went tj
Franklin county, where he was admitted to
the liar. Judge Gardner finds that the said
Proctor withheld from the Examiners and
from tho Court the facts of his previous disbarmeat in Maine, which wsre material in establishing bis character, and has therefore iisued
mis uecree.

An

Thursday,

ttagnepecling Veteran.

the noon train on the Maine
Central railroad, one of the old soldier» now
spending tbeir time at the Soldiers' Home in
on

Togus, arrived here, on
The veteran
relatives.
perhaps, like

some

of hia

hie way east to visit
is an old man, and,

comrades, is in the

habit of taking a drop too much.
Hardly bad
be left the car when one of the most notorions

sharpers in the city made his acqaantance.
Officer Hussey saw the pair leaving an eating
saloon, and overbearing the man of the street
remark, "perhaps we can get it somewhere
else," suspected that something was wrong,
and be replaced the sharper as the guide of the
old soldier, hie first companion quickly disappearing. Tbe old gentleman was taken to the
steamboat and introduced to tbe mate· He

protested
care

that he

of himself,

quite probable

was

while
that be

perfectly able to take
admitting that it was

would have takenja
the kind attention of
his first friend, and lost his money. He left
bim all right on board tbe steamer.

gla&a

too

much

The

The

through

Congre»· Hlrott Une.
of the City Council

joint committee

on

laying out new street* met at the corner of
Congress and Temple streets, yesterday afternoon, and ajoarned to .tbe Alderman's chum»
ber to give a hearing to all persons interested
proposed change in the southerly line of
Congress street, between Templo and I'earl
Btreets. No one appearing to give any expression of opinion, tbe committee voted to
recommend to the City Council at its next
in the

regular meeting that the line be re-established
lands now occupied or
as propped and tbe
about, to be occupied by the buildings on the
street be given to the owners of such buildings.

Today C.
Waterbury

J. Farrington will give an elegant
watch to each customer purchasing
goods te tbe value of twelve dollars. This is a
good opportunity to secure a useful present,
while purchasing good clothing of a reliable

dealer.

GOVERNMENT.

Special Meeting of the

NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT.

of Mayor

The Latest News From the Headquarters
•fi the Executive Committee.

Yesterday morning the Board of Mayor arid
Aldermen visited the premises on Congress
street, where Loveitt & Co. deeire to Iqcate β
fish stand, and also premises occupied by Lang
& Sargent, and C. W. Lombard & Co., on tbe

Mr. E. Ponce, committee appointed to solicit
among the cigar dealers of the
city, has obtained the following amounts:

nud

Board

Aldermen.

street.
They then retnmed to the alder,
men's room, where the Board was called to
order by the Mayor.
All the members were
present except Alderman Noyes.
Jujge Goddard, counsel for Loveitt & Co., was also
same

present.
The Mayor read the ordinance, which
says
that before any place shall be assigued for the
sale of fresh fish a written petition shall »
presented to the Board of Mayor and Aldermen therefor, setting forth in detail the
provisions proposed to be made for
guarding
against injury to the public health, and if the
Board are satisfied that such proposed
arrangements are sufficient for such
purpose they shall
the
personally inspect
premises named in the
petition, and shall make no assignment until It
appears to them that such provisions are secured.

Judge Uoddard wanted to knot? what arrangements must be made by the petitioners to
satisfy the Board if the petition was not
granted?

The Board thought that this was a
question
that did not enter into tbe discussion.
It was
simply for the Board to determine what their
duties were under the ordinance and act nnderstandingly and in obedience to its provisions.
Alderman Denieon didn't think the
sanitary
conditions of
the buildings such as would
authorize a fish market there.
He thought
this not a question of location so much as
of
health.
Alderman Παϊ 1 arrli*r πα· ·-·««—1 1 iLcation for a fish market.
There were already
enough fish markets on the street, and there
were plenty of other localities not in
any way

objectionable.

Alderman Dauisou moved that the petitionhave leave to withdraw.
Before the motion was pat Jadge Goddard
wanted to know if the petition wa9 not granted if the effect would be to prevent the
petitioners from obtaining a location on the etreet
no matter how unobjectionable the
sanitary
conditions of the bnilding and locality might
ers

be?
The Mayor said the Board conldn't act on
any sapposable future conditions of
things.
They must, by the ordinance, act on the present condition of the
in
which the pebuilding
titioners desired to locate.
The motion of Alderman Dsnison was then
pat and declared carried.
Alderman Russell
doubted the vote, and a yea and nay vote resalted as follows:
In favor of the motion,
Messrs. Gallagher, Sawyer and Denieon.
Opposed, Messrs. Birnie, Prince and Russell. The
vote being a tie the
the
Mayor gave
casting
vote in favor of the motion, so that the
petitioners had leave to withdraw without
prejudice; that is, the petitioners are not debarred
from presenting another petition at sume future date when the condition of
things may be
different, that is, when the present sanitary
condition of the building may be different.
Owing to the condition of the cellars in the
building numbered 522 to 528 Congress street,
and those occupied by Lang &
Sargent, the
Board passed the following order:

Ordered, That the City Marshal be and he
hereby instructed to cause the cellar of the
building, a part ot which Is occupied by Lang

is

& Sargent, for a fish market, to be
put in a
proper sanitary condition forthwith.
And
further that he cause the cellar of the building
Nos. 522 to 528 Congress etreet to be put in a
proper sanitary condition forthwith.
A special meeting of the Board of
Mayor
and Aldermen w«b held yesterday afternoon,
and it was voted to advise the Mayor to rein?e
the request of Mary Jane Frazier, the owner
ot tho old Frothingham house, to move the

through the streets. It appears that the
house is so old that an attempt at removal
would probably result in the collapse of the
structure.
same

Personal.
Mrs. Brackett of Waterford has been
appointed superintendent of the Industrial
School for Girls at Lancaster, Mass.
The Rev. George C. Cressey of
Bangor is expected to occupy the pulpit of the First Parish in this city tomorrow.
Dr. Yose gave a Norwegian, a patient of

his, $40 to

pay for the passage of the patient's
wife and children from Norway to Portland.
Mr. Harvey Murray will leave for
Germany
in aboat two months, where will enter on a

thorough course of musical study in Berlin.
He will be absent for a year at least and will
then return to Portland and resume his teaching.
The following were among the gnests at the
Falmouth last evening : Julius Wolff, Hon.
Walker Scranton, New York; C. Garcean,
Providence; Hon. Thomas Appleton, Boston;
J. V. Horue, W. Birtram, Philadelphia; A.

Libby, J. F. Merry, Chicago; Hon. E. WilThomaston; W. W. Sanborn, Lewieton.

son,

The Maine Central Railroad officials arrived
Farmington yesterday noon on a tour of
inspection. The party includes Arthur Sewall, the president, of Bath; Payson Tucker,
general manager, of Portland; Commissioners

in

J. Jf. Anderson, A. W. Wildes and D.N. Mortland; Chief Engineer W. A. Allen, the managers; Secretary F. W. Aiken, Bridge Inspector Booker, Koadmasters Kevins and
Wa;g
and others.

him,

he rehappy manner, saying how glad
lia was to be among hie people again, and that
he had never been really happy while
away.
He thanked the ladies for this token of
thgfrr
and
be
realized
what a great help they
esteem,
had been to him during his work here, and
said he was most happy to meet so many of his
friends, and the meeting was all the more enjoyable because entirely unexpected.
Mr.
"Gerrish then presented Mrs. Wright with a
beautiful silk quilt, made by the ladies of the
parish, to which she responded with her
thanks.
Upon trying on his dressing sack Mr.
a
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Pleasant Welcome Monte.

a sum

before jûdge bonnet.

was

Brief Jolliiin».
Pine day yesterday. The mercury indicated
42° at 7 a. to., 2® at noon, 40° at euoset; w iud
mostly from the northwest.
Wentwortb, the jeweler, will mako the rings
for the class of '85, Portland High School.

A

Dangeron· Wall.

Some time dnring Thursday night, about 40
leet of the brick nail on the western side of
the boj a' playground at tie high school building, fell oyer into the yard, covering a large
space with broken bricks and mortar. Both
the east and west aides of the grounds are
bounded by a wall of brick some eight or nine
feet in height, the ground npon the other side
being in many places from two to four feet
above the level of the high school yard. This
wall is of α double thickness brick, bnt it look;
as if the builder had neglected to bind the
work together in a proper manner. At
any
rate, some forty feet has toppled over, and had
the accident occurred when the yard was
crowded with boys, somebody would have been
hurt.
The wall now standing should be

thoroughly

oxamined

and

repaired

F. Dalavina.
Lane & Dean

Caught Stealing Papcra.
Thomas Qaincannon will probably not steal
papers for a time at least.
He wa<: caught
sneaking away with a stolen journal and Judge
Gould, in tbe Municipal Court, fined him SB
aud costs. Quincannon is old enough to know
batter than to steal and we trnst this lesson
will do him some good.
The offer of the
Press is still standing—$5 reward for the arrest and conviction of any boy, man,
womar,
or girl, caught stealing the Peess.
The PaHacc of the Montreal.
The
steamer Montreal of tbe Dominion
Line had a rough passage. Tbe day before
Easter Sunday a terrific storm was encountered, which on Sunday was a.hurricane. One
boat was lost
and two more were

ba<}ly

smashed by the great seas, which also demolished the saloon skylight, flooded the cabins
and washed off rails, upper bridge and ventiCadet· Will Accept.
It is as good as settled that Uio Portland Cadets will acoept the invitation of the Cadets of
Manchester, to be present as their guests at the
dedication of the soldiers' monument, at Coacord, IS. H., the 1st of June.
The

Vanghan Street Church.
the monthly parish meeting of Vaughn
Street Independent Methodist Church, held
At

the following Tote of

...

Thoits Brothers
E. Ponce
George E. Currier.
John Cox
W. Kireeh
W. F. Gould
Portland Cigar store
Thomas H. Deehan
Edward G. Foden

thanks

was

passed :
Resolved, That the thanks of this parish be
given to Bro. Geo. Gilrnan for
his gift of
notes held by him to the amount of oyer 31300,
by which the parish property is made free
from debt.
The parish in its-three years c-f life has accumulated a church property worth about
$1200, free from all encumbrances, and is not
and never has been mortgaged.
The pastor, D. W. LeL&cheur, was given a
vacation with expenses paid.
SUBURBAN MEWS.
Cumberland Ή ilia.
Charles Bailey lost a part of the palm of bis
right hand a few days ago by getting it in the running gear ot the engine which he has the care of.
At tho meeting of the hoard of directors of the
Prtsumpscot Grove Association held last Monday
evening. Κ. H. llolston was elected manager for the
year. 'Ihe directors propose to build a «rand stand
near the ball grounds and will make the groTO and
grounds us attractive ai possible.

Marcariippn.
Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt of Portland has been engaged by Cloudmau Post to deliver the Memorial
Day oration.
Union services will be held at the Congregational
Church on Fast Day at 11 o'clock in the forenoon,
when Rev. Mr. Bacon will deliver a sermon on
practical, every d ·ν topics.
Hev, Mr. Martin, pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Church, has been settled here one year and
has so well satisfied the society that, by a unanimous vote, they decided to request the presiding
elder to use his inlluence to secure Mr. Martin's reappointment bv the conference which assembles at
Blddeford on the 23d inst.
It is estimated that there are in this village
about 300 Scotch people, principally females. They
arc considered
steady and industrious aud are wel
come additions to our
population. Seven arrived
here from over the water last week, after a very
lough passage.

Hatter,

will give either

A Real Richter

Harmonica,
A Base Ball

A

Young Men s Stylish Spring Suits.

Bag

of Mixed

Base Ball and

or a

Cap,

To any boy who will buy hia bat at

Our present exhibition in our large
Window is made up of
Young Men's Stylish Four Button
Cutaway Suits in Fancy Checks,
Brown Whipcord Diagonals, etc.
Young Men's Sack Suits in modest
Checks and striking Plaids. Of these
goods purchased in the New York
market during the past thirty days,
to meet the requirements of the Fine
Clothing trade, we pronounce the
cloth fine in quality, the garments
elegant in fit, and the workmanship
most thorough. An inspection is solicited, and a glance at our window
display invited.

street.

Clothing

quarters.

Belt,

Marbles,

197

xotai.
$165.00
Jolrt» F. Appleton Poet. No. 25, of Farmingtou, Me., hac subscribed S>-5 towards defraying
the expenses of the National Encampment.
Bariram Post, No. 400, of Philadelphia,
want quarters for SO comrades.
John A.Haves Post, 159, East Boston, want
quarters for 60 men.
John F. Appleton Post, 25, Farmington,
want quarters for 60 men.
The Department of Kansas has been assigned to the Merchants' Exchange.
The Department ot New Mexioo has been
assigned to the Falmouth.
J. C. Campbell Post, Pembroke, apply for

S. Murray, Department Commander of
at the Falmouth.
W. L. Robinson, Commander Post 10, Worcester, Mass., is in town locking for quarters.
Harlow Dunbar Post, 10, of Newcastle wants
quarters for 60 men.
A. A. Dwinal Post, 3, ot Mechanic
Fall»,
want quarters fcr 50 men.
The following parties in the Department of
New Jersey have been assigned to the Preble:
Department Commander H. M. Nevins and
Mrs. Nevins; W. Β. E. Miller, Senior Vice
Commander; S. N. Rockhill, Junior Vice
Commander, and wife; J. L. Wheeler, Assistant Adjutant General, and wife; Charles F.
Kirker, Assistant Quartermaster General, and
wife; Samuel Toombs, Judge Advocate; Geo.
Fielder, Past Department Commander; Cbas.
Burrows, Past Department Commander; Ε. V.
Richards, Chief of Staff; J. T. Field, Aide-deCamp, and wife; F. J. Armstrong, A. M.Way,
J. A. Rodgers, J. F. Loveitt, C. H. Benson
and wife, W. RightuRin and wife, and J. E.
Hicks, C. of A. delegates.
The Michigan Central and the Grand Trunk
railways are engaged in an active competition
for the transportation to the Portland EnCommander F. E. Capen, Λ
campment.
Post 28, Chicago, agent of the Chicago and
Grand Trunk roads, says several of the western departments have decided to go
by the
Grand Trunk.
The Michigan delegation will
be headed by their soldier governor, Gen. Alger, of Detroit. Tho Grand Trunk offer a trip
which will include a visit to Niagara Falls,
coming and going, with the privilege of passing from Kingston to Montreal, on tbe steamers of the Richelieu & Ontario Navigation
Company, passing through the rapids and by
the islands by daylight, and from Montreal to
Portland the route will pass through tbe
White Mountains.
Tbe Michigan Central
route will be through Canada and Niagara
Fails, through New York and Boston, to Portland and the sea.
Abont 75 members of Edwin Libby Post, G.
A. R„ of Rockland, will attend the National
Encampment here. They have hired a fiftyfoot tent in Boston, three good-eizsd tents of
parties in Rockland, aud the National committee will furnish a cook tant.
Tbe Thomaston Grand Army boys will oome
to this city by schooner, and will live aboard
of her during the encampment.
Grand Army posts ot Dover, Farmington,
Rochester and Great Falls will attend the National Encampment as one battalion

CO Ε, The

OF

Total
$60.00
Mr. E. S. Osgood, who was appointed by the
executive committee to secure subscriptions
from the newspapers of the city for the G. Λ.
K. fund, has attended to that duty, with the
following result:
Portland Daily Press
$ 25.00
Daily Eastern Argus
25.00
Portland Advertiser
25 00
Express
15.00
Evening
Portland Transcript
2o.00
Portland Globe
10.00
lion's Advocate
10.00
Sunday 'limee
10.00
Christian Mirror
10.00

ALWAYS SESD TO
THE HATTER,
lias his own delivery, and delivers
goods bought of him at once.
Να.

THE HATTER,
Hate, Cup», Tranke, Bags Qlovw,

for

10r middle glreet.

THE

Umbrella*

and

No.

t»r middle Street.

HATTER,

Han

THE HATTER,

the Original

the only

i«

IDEAL^ HATS.

eu·

«ho sella the

PATES Γ WOOD TRUNKS.

No. I»? Middle Street.

No. 1»? middle Street.

J.

Iowa, is

Allen &

Already there is a good demand for the leata
which bave been offered at a reduced price for
the grand concert which will be given at City
Hall by the Thomas orchestra Monday night.
They should be all sold before Monday afteinooD.
They can be procured at Stockbridge's.

The entertainment on "Philosophy and the
Art of Music," to be given at Chestnut street
charch by Rev. Dr. Bashford and the State
street choir under the direction of Mr.Kousohmar, will draw a crowded audience next
Thursday evening. The «ale of reserved (eats
will commence at Stockbridge's Monday morn-

Landing Facilities.
The new wharf of the Forest City Steamboat
Company, at Diamond Island, has been built
by Messrs. Teagne and Benuett, and is now
complete. The structure is 142 feet long and
42 feet wide, with eleven feet of water at the
outer end at low tide, so that landings can be
made at any time.

Portland.
In tiorham, April 5, Charles Plummer of
Raymond and Miss Louise Brazier of Windham.
lu Bethel, April 8, Charles P. Piugree and Miss
Clorio M. Foster, botb of Albany, Me.
In Lynn, Mags., April 16, at the residence of the
bride's mother, by Rev. V. A. Cooper, Sumner C.
Lang of Portland and Josephine S. Marston of
Lynn. [No Cards.]
OEATU8.
In Freeport, April 16, Col. Thos. S. Griffin, aged
83 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at

his late residence.
In Freeport, April

16, Racùel Soule, widow of
the late Joshua Soule, aged 84 years 9 months.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 1.30 o'clock,
In Auburn, April 17, Kzckiel
Wormwood, aged
80 years 7 months.
[Funeral on Monday forenoon at 10 o'clock, at
Auburn.
In Naples, April 1, Eliza, widow of Eben Choate.
In Bridgton, April 13, Eunice, wife of Jonathan
Merrill, aged 66 years 8 months.

Strengthen the System.

To-day, (Saturday), we shall sell as a special
bargain, 50 dOJen Ladles' extra long and henry
Fancy Striped Hose, at the papular price of 25
cents per pair. These are German goods, clean,
desirable styles, full faahlonod, and the belt value for the price we have ever ottered.

Look iu

window

to-day for the largest
display of

our

ever

shown in the

city.

satisfactory

ROBERT F. SOWERS & CO.,
333 Middle (St.,
R. r, SOMERS
ap4

W. A. FROTHINOHAIH.
eodtf

AUCTION PURCHASES.

MERRY'S FAMOUS HATS!

At a Manufacturers' Auction this week were sold best
and finest yard wide Bleached Sheetings linule.in America. We shall sell this forenoon:

Above goods

we are

to sell this

auction

forenoon;

Best 25c Bed Ticking, 10 yards for
90c and $1.00 Rain Umbrellas at only

-

kEKDALL A WHITNEY.
apl3

Boarding, Livery and Hack Stable.
enlarged my stable at lot Clark St.,
I wish to call the attention of gentlemen in
that vicinity to my superior accommodations for
Boarding Horses. My Carriage House being detached from the stable, renders it impossible for any
scent or "steam from the stable to reach the
Carriages, a fact worth the consideration of those having

HAVING

nie* carriages.

ap330d3m

JOHN H.LEE,

FINE STREET AND DRIYING GLOVES.

MERRY,
*

0

THE

HATTER,

237 lUiddlc Street, Portland.
api S
eodtf

.59

-

Wide

Sheetings from 10c to 25c, in pillow case and
sheeting widths.. Now is the time to prepare for the WE
arrival of Grand Army guests, while goods are cheap.

Rines Brothers.
ap!8

Our
Anew and Nobby Hat.

The latest out fora Spring style.

fore buying.

Call and see them be-

GENUINE

by N.

Boots

M. G.

PALMER,

J8°"541 Congress

St.

PAPER HANGINGS.
Spring stock

is now complete, and we are ready to offer the
most Artistic Designs at rea^ona·
hie prices. Ceiling work a specialty; estimates and plans furnished.
Mr. E. F. Copeland of Boston, has
recently taken charge of this de·
ana we can assure poke and respectful attention.
Mr. T. W. Emerson, the well
known decorator, lias charge of the
mechanical
W e
department.
wonld urge all of those contemplating the use of Wall Papers, to
examine our stock and qiake selections before the assortment is

S.

/

Our tacllfties for Manufactories our own Hats enable us to [sell our goods for
Less than other dealers.
We also show on our ennnters to-day α line Nobby Line of Spring Hats in all the
Latest and Leading New York Styles.
Soie agents for Maine for Ï OU MAN'S, the Leading New York
Broadway Hatter's
Silk, Stiff and Soft Hats.
Kid Gloves in all the New Spring Shades.

Carriage Itobes, Latest Styles now

in.

S0M£RS7fHEHATTER,

a

is hereby

given, timt the
i* hereby given, thatth·
subscriber lias been duly appointed and taken Notice
Notice
subscriber lias been duly appoin' »d and taken
himself the iru-t of Administrator witli the
himself

payment to

ALBERT S I'ORBR, of New York. Ν. Y., Administrator with the Will annexed, or to .lohn A. Waterman, of Gorham, Me., Agt. or Att'y.
aprl8dlaw3wS*
Goiham, April 7tb, 1885.
iVUI'ICK.
Uj PERSONS are hereby cautioned against
Ά. harborlnu or tri'Jtlng any of the crew of the
iritish bark "Kestrel," Oleeii, .Master, from Cadiz,
is no debts of their contracting will be paid by cap*

or consignees.
aplSdat

ain

CHASE, LEAYIÏÏ

4

CO,

the trust

of Administrator of the

es-

ROBERT DOUGLASS, late of Portland,
in tlie County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
WARREN ROBINSON, Administrator.

Portland, April 7th,

1885.

aprl8dlawS3\y*

l\TOTICE

IN HEREBY Of YEN, that the
Xl subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the
estate of

WALTER B. HARMON, late of Portland,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
as the law directs.
AU persons having demands upon tho estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
SILAS B. HARMON, Adm'r.
Portland April Oth,
aprlftllawSwS*
in the
bonds

containing

ΟΡΡ. PREBLE ·β*«Ε.

dl'm

some

money,

receipts, &o., and bearing the name of Walter Onshing. Please return to THIS OFFICE and be rewarded.

apr!8-l

to take
W1NTSD-Sitnation
patient by young
that
of

of an Iniâne
likes to take

care

a

care

old

people

Good reference.
Mass.

man

and has had some experience.
W. J. Gonaut, East
Cambridge,

aprlS-I

situation as bead waiter or carver in a hotel, or to drive team;
good reference
given. Gall or address, F. W.. rear 63 Clark street.

WANTED—A

18-1

WANTED—A

capable woman for general
housework; α go d oook, washer and lroner
required; good «ages will bo paid.
Call at 208
DAN FORTH ST.
18-1
MALE—Λ lad'ys riding saddle and bridl·,
FUR
cost
(35; only used few times; will sell
for
new

J. if. WINSLOW.

815.

LET-Two

a

18-1

three rooms, furnished or unfurniihed; west of New High street. Inquire
at No. 561 CONGRESS ST.
1»-1

TO

or

LET-A very pleasant and convenient lower
TO tenement
at 70 FRANKLIN STKEET, corner
Federal aud opposite the Park.

of

18-1

I.ET—Small pleasant tenement, central lo-

TOcation.
TO

App'y at *13 Congress St.

LET—Desirable
SPUING ST.

rooms

with

board,

1*1

74
18-2
at

PERRY'S
Up Town

SHOE STORE,
Is

now

it

over

Street,

open and ready for
Business. Call in and look
»P*

Manufacturing and Retail Ilatter,
Middle
253
St., directly opp. head of Cross St.
aorl8
upon
tate of

No. 40 Exchange St. 18-1
evening on Coneress street near

233 York

LIMING, SHORT k HARMON.
marie

Practical

ipon
Will annexed, oi the estate of
CATHERINE STORER,
ate of Gorhain, in the county of Cumberland, debased, and given bonds as the law dueeis. And I
lave appointed John A. Waterman of said Gorliam,
All
uy agent or attorney in the State of Maine.
lersons bavin? demands upon the estate of said do.
•cased arc required to exhibit the same, and all
persons indebted ,to said ©state are called upon to

broken.

GAKDINEK.

LOWT-Friday
Oak. pocket book

rtanmeni,

'/*

*11
20

excellent tilhige land, situated at Donstan's corner, West Scarboro, 9 miles from
Portland,
3 mi!e« from Plue Point Beach, 1 mile from
Depot,

served.
The Genuine goods have DONGOLA stamped on the lining.

Our

**LK—Or exchange; 2 story house,
and stable, store where P. O. Is kept, and
FOK
of

acres

For five years, and the constantly
increasing demand for these goods
proves that their reputation for
comfort and durability is well de·

Hat

Novelty

HAVE SOLD THE

Dongola

dit

SOMERS, THE HATTER.

nake

d2w

B»g

Best Cocheco, Pacific, Merrimac, and other best
makes of Dress Prints, in Light, Dark, Mourning and
Pink, at 4 l-4c and 5c per yard.

d2m

A mixture of the finest and most suitable Grasses
for City Lawns, Grass Plots and Cemetery Lots, at
wholesale and retail by

a

Hat·.

$1.30

-

HAVE YOU SEEM

I^AWHi CwRASS SEED.

And the boye receive
of Marbles with their

which is 25c and 30c.

"Portland Beauty."
A NEW FIVE CENT CIGAR.

eod6m

THE LARGEST AND FINEST ASSORTMENT
OF BOIS' AND CHILDREN'S MATS.

but other

The

marlO

MERRY'S NOTED SILK HATS.

goods will be advertised soon as received for
example.
We shall sell, soon as received, fine quality of Berkely, yard wide, White Cambric at 12 l-2c; usual price of

Hood's Sarsaparilla

NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS
and a full line of Eye Glasses, Spectacles, Spy, Marine aiid Tourists' Glasses, Linen Testers, Reading
and Magnifying Glasses, Goggles, Eye Shadee etc.
Personal attention given to watch repairlog, and
a record kept of the running of all fine watches.
48 Exchange St.
IKA BERRY, JR.,

DTJ3LAP & CO.'S CELE.
BRATED STIFF HATS.

10 yards best 14c and 15c Bleached Sheeting for $1.00
"
"
"
4
Lockwood Y.Y.Y.
.25
"
"
"
10
all Linen Unblfiarhfid Crash
This Crash has usually sold for 7c and 8c per yard.

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5.
Made only
by U. 1. HOOD & Co.. Apothecaries. Lowell, Mass.
lOO Doses On Dollar.
ap8
dnrm

Watches, Clocks,Charts

dit

Our prices will he
to all.

North Chili, Monroe Co., Ν. Y.

feb24

aprl8

SPRING GOODS

"1 took Hood's Saraanarilla tn t,h« snrinf* wlieti
weak I could not do my work. I had not a
particle of faith in it, hut it has made a new person
of mo, and all l ask is for a person to try one bottle
to see its quick effect.*' Mrs. C. A. M. Hubiïajbd

The P. J. Sorg Plug Tobacco Company
advertise to present the consumer who
sends in the greatest amount of Spear
Head Tin Tags in one lot by July 1,
1885, one thousand dollars cash, erery
tag to have the firm name on.

TO-DAY.
I9r middle Street.
ecdti
apl8

No.

197 middle Street.

From

1 was so

$1000 KKWAltl).

open rafte of

NEW HATS

$3.00.
No*

Quick KfTect.

Put up in boxes of 100; it is a large, handsome, fine
flavored cigar; it has only been in the market a lew
months, and has already won for itself a reputation
that isksecond to none. Give us your order for 500
to try;
we guarantee them to give perfect satisfaction; if not, you can return any time.
THOMPSON A: HILL.
apl6
dlw

will

SILK HiTS,

Η Α Τ Τ Ε R S !

Purify the Blood.

"For years I have made it a rule to use a medicine every spring to cleanse my system.
Last
spring I used three bottles of Hood's Sarsaparilla
and derived more benefit from it than from
any
other medicine I have ever ueed." Charles P.
Ohio.
Smith,
Youngstown,
"
We all like Hood's Sarsaparilla, it is so
strength
ening." Lizzie Balfour, Auburn, P. Q.

THE HATTER,

new

THE ONLY

needs a spring medicine. The blood
must be purified, the system strengthened, andj the
digestive organs tonel and regulated. If you have
never tried Hood's Sarsaparilla, do so
this season.
It has just those purifying, regulating, and
strengthening influences which you so greatly need. Take
Hood's Sarsaparilla now and we are sure you will
be glad that you resorted to this reliable
spring
medicine. Do not delay.
"Hood's Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier has no
It tones the system, strengthens and invigorates, giving new life. I have taken it for kidney
complaint with the best results; have used several
bottles in my family and am satisfied that its reputation is merited," D. R. Saunders, 81 Pearl
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

the

SPECIAL HOSIERY SALE.

Spring Medicine
Everybody

equal.

baa

Square.

Buy

niARRIAGEH.
In tnis city, April 14, at Park Street Church, by
Rev. John A. Bellows, Arthur B. Morrill ot New
Britain, Ccnn., and Miss Clementine Fletcher of

Company,

apis

ing.

Tickets for the "Yankee Artillerist" are on
sale at Stockbridge's.
Get your seats for the Grattan's production
of the "Colleen Bawn."
Grimmer's orchestra, assisted by Miss Belle
Bartlett, soprano; Miss Annie L. Davis, violinist; Mr. Will H. Stockbridge, tenor; Mr. Herman Kotzsclimar, pianist, and Mr. W. F.
Todd, clarinetist, will give a concert in Town
Hal), Brunswick, Tuesday evening, April 28th.

THE HATTER,

and exchtogee for

music AND VBAMA.

lators.

April 14th,

·$ 6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

»

NEW ADVERTISEMENT)*.

OPENING

subscriptions

it nec-

essary.

NEW ADTEBTHE9IENTI!

dt»

Pure Apple Jelly!
7SO pulls li^nd ΙΟ lbs.) PVBE
CIDEK JELLY received from an
For
evaporator In the country.
sale low by

f. A. SMITH & CO.,
126,128,130& 132 Conimei eialSt
d2w

ap!5

CHÂS.
■accessor to
—

NEGOTIATED.
PERSONS
W.

D.

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

—

LIME, CEJIENT, PLASTER,

holding paid up Life or Endowment
Policies with the old Mutuul Life or other reliable companies who may wish to dispose of same or
îegotiate loans thereou, may do so on application t

aprl

S. CHASE,
€. A. B. .TIOHME àc CO·,

Plastering Hair, & Drain Pipe,
ko.

λ

conneiscial.

wharf,

pokîlasd,.he.

LITTLE,

31 EXtHAMOt ST.

dti

EgP'Tho only Dlaoe in Portland to bay the Cele
bruted "COBB** jSnie.
mariJl
d2m

